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ABSTRACT 

Having evolved to gain the capabilities of a computer and the inherent characteristic of 

mobility, mobile phones have transcended into the realm of the Internet, forcing mobile 

telecommunication to experience the phenomenon of IP Convergence. Within the wide 

spectrum of mobile services, the messaging business has shown the most promising 

candidate to exploiting the Internet due to its adaptability and growing popularity. However, 

mobile operators have to change the way they traditionally handle the message logistics, 

transforming their technologies while adhering to aspects of quality of service. To keep up 

with the growth in messaging, in the UK alone reaching to 52 billion in 2007, and with the 

increased complexity of the messages, there is an urgent need to move away from traditional 

monolithic architectures and to adopt distributed and autonomous systems. 

The aim of this thesis is to propose and validate the implementation of a new distributed 

messaging infrastructure that will sustain the dynamics of the mobile market by providing 

innovative technological resolutions to the common problem of quality modelling, 

communication, evolution and resource management, within mobile Telecoms. To design 

such systems, requires techniques, not only found in classical software engineering, but also 

in the scientific methods, statistics and economics, thus the emergence of an apparent 

problem of combining these tools in a logical and meaningful manner. 

To address this problem, we propose a new blended modelling approach which is at the 

heart of the research process model. We formulate a Class of problems that categorises 

problem attributes into an information system and assess each requirement against a quality 

model. To ensure that quality is imprinted in the design of the distributed messaging system, 

we formulate dynamic models and simulation methods to measure the QoS capabilities of 

the system, particular in terms of communication and distributed resource management. The 

outcomes of extensive simulation enabled the design of predictive models to build a system 

for capacity. 

A major contribution of this work relates to the problem of integrating the aspect of 

evolution within the communication model. We propose a new multi-criteria decision 

making mechanism called the BipRyt algorithm, which essentially preserve the quality model 

of the system as it tends to grow in size and evolve in complexity. The decision making 
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process is based on the availability of computational resources, associated rules of usage and 

defined rules for a group of users or the system as a whole. The algorithm allows for local 

and global optimisation of resources during the system life cycle while managing conflicts 

among the rules, such as racing condition and resource starvation. 

Another important contribution relates to the process of organizing and managing nodes 

over distributed shared memory. We design the communication model in the shape of a grid 

architecture, which empowers the concept of single point management of the system 

(without being a single point of failure), using the same discipline of managing an 

information system. The distributed shared memory is implemented over the concept of 

RDMA, where the system runs at very high performance and low latency, while preserving 

requirements such as high availability and horizontal scalability. A working prototype of the 

grid architecture is presented, which compares different network technologies against a set 

of quality metrics for validation purposes. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

"I would like to tell you what's in "!y pocket. I have ma'!Y things. I have a compass, a calculator, a photo 

album, a digital camera, a camcorder, a diary. I've got a newspaper, a video console, a pager, a movie plqyer, 

a watch, a radio, a rype writer. I've gptthousands of business cards, a calendar and birthdqy cards from "!y 

families and friends. Now, you would naturallY ask me how big is "!y pocket? ActuallY I've got a normal 

size pocket. Most probablY you have the same things in yours. We both have, we all have, these ma'!Y things. 

It is not ma'!Y things; it's one! It is a mobile." 

Nokia Advertisement 2007 

1.1 Overview 

During his work on communication and language G. Bateson pointed out that the word 

"communicate" is one of those rare words that do not have an antonym (Bat71). 

Communication begins with language, the distinctive ability, which has made possible the 

evolution of man through models of communication within a society (fan02). In this 

context, the word language is used in its generic terms, as a system of communication that 

uses several mediums such as sound, symbols, words, touch and the use of primitive senses. 

With language any message, regardless of its complexity, can be conveyed between people 

over a limited distance, e.g. within a room, place of assembly or across a short open space. In 

Victorian times "town criers" hold an annual contest to discover which of them can shout a 

comprehensible message over the greatest distance; the world record is less than 100 metres. 

Already, at that short range, a more practical alternative is to run with the message. The 

Roman Empire fathomed that communication model by building road infrastructures to 

send messengers (running or riding) across its Empire (Gib93). 

Language helps in organising the message into a comprehensive format (between two or 

more peers) but it does not make the transport of the message faster or reach a longer 

distance, which is rather attributable to the medium upon which the message is transported. 

In fact language provides a system, rules to structure the message during a communication, 

whereas the medium influences the factors of reliability, performance and security, which are 

critical quality attributes to message delivery. 
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The history of communication is mankind's search for ways to improve upon shouting. This 

depends on optimizing the amount of energy needed and improving the security and 

reliability required to convey messages. For instance, when running with a message, to 

convey it in spoken form, it is safer to do it oneself, as sending anyone else is unreliable as 

the game of Chinese whispers demonstrates. The next stage of the evolution of human 

communication is based on a system of writing which has added a new dimension by 

bringing persistence which relates to communication in time, whereas the spoken form is 

communication in space. 

In this day and age, with the development of advanced technologies and information 

systems; Internet and Telecommunications, the need to enhance the model of 

communication and comprehend all its complexities remains a challenging task. Having left 

the information age, to reach out for the knowledge and intelligent age, mankind has evolved 

to develop new communication tools. We are now in the age of wireless Telecommunication 

and the Internet which are fundamentally connecting mechanisms. 

Telecommunication is compound of Greek word "fele" meaning far off and "communicatiotl' 

meaning transmission of information. The Merriam Webster dictionary defines, 

Telecommunication as communication at a distance including the technology that deals with 

telecommunication (MerOS). Telecommunication, hereafter Telecoms, is the transmission of 

signals over a distance for the purpose of communication. In modem times, the 

communication involves the transmission of electromagnetic waves by electronic 

transmitters yet in earlier centuries it may have involved the use of smoke signals, drums or 

semaphore (fomOS) CWat90). 

Today, devices that assist the telecommunication process, such as radio, telephone, mobile 

phones and computers, are widespread in many parts of the world. As these devices couple 

with the Internet, we are experiencing a new era of communication, the IP Convergence. We 

observe the emergence of powerful mobile devices, doubling as portable PCs, with its 

enhanced characteristics, changing the culture of how we communicate. In fact, Telecoms 

are merging rapidly with the Internet, consequently changing their business landscape, 

trading models, protocols and regulations (MelOS). The growing demand of the new 

Telecoms economy is dictating that the internet should now be in the palm of the hand 

(Cho02). 
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The Telecom con umer are demanding more services which involve an increased mobile 

acce sibility to the Internet, real time video transmission, real time games, Voice over IP 

(VOIP) and bu ine s critical transactions such as billing transactions and banking services. A 

report on the impact of the consumer requirements over the public services in the UK, 

confirms that the increa ing power of the Voice of the Customer (VOC) causes major 

transformation of the public services (Her06) and it uncovers significant potential to 

harnes the t improve the delivery and measurement of consumer service excellence. 

uddenly, operators find them elves under pressure from the market to conform to 

emergmg pecification. To explain the evolution of the VOC, and show how they shifted 

the requirement of Telecoms economy the Kano model is used Oaco99). 

Attractive needs 
• not e.pres.ed 
• cu tomer tailored 
• cause delight 

Ex tiltlOn", 
not f l lfi ll 

The bigger tile descending 
I-Jpe the higher the b nefit 

ranng The customer 
di at fsttlOfl Incr a 
requlr~!1"l" nt~ are not fulfl iled. 

Figur 

0% 

Satisfaction 

Dissatisfaction 

One dimensional need 
• articulated 
• specified 
• measurable 
• technical 

Expectations 
fulfilled 

75% 100% 

Must-be needs 
• implied 
• self-evident 
• not expressed 
• obvious 

ix Sigma for Software, Systonomy press 2006) 

The Kano m d 1 i a to 1 that help to understand the VOC and divides product attributes 

into three cat gori : attractive needs, one dimensional needs and must be needs (see Figure 

1). A competitive pr duct ideall)' should meet all the "must be needs", maximises the "one 

dimen ional ne d ", and include as many attractive "excitement" attributes as possible at a 

co t that the market can bear. However a Kano model also shows a trend in the evolution of 

the need that define the C, a depicted in Figure 2. 
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· . 
"one-dimensional" 

Expectations 
fulfilled 

<igurc 2 Kano \1 d I: Th \" luti n f ne ds (source: Systonomy Press 2007) 

So, over a penud of time, what w re attractive attributes, shift to become must-be 

attributes. An .. < mpl aging, where at a point in time, this service 

ttf. tI\ featur of the m bile services, yet now it is a must be. What 

is ob rvecl IS th differ nuator quickly m ve to become must-be needs therefore, 

Telecom op rarors ar faced with n \V chall nges and they have to continually provide new 

service and products 10 md r t k ep th c mpetitive edge. 

Among. t th chall ng sis th em rg nc of the IP Convergence, which is causing changes 

to the pr prj tary and spe lfi t hn logi f the Telecoms. It means that mobile operators 

are under pre sur t chang th way th )' de ign their telephony and messaging systems. As 

the mobile mark t mo\ s to com more ervice centric, rather than technology centric, 

Quality of ef\'IC h ' grown in s nce, since in the Telecoms, innovative services are 

very often short In' d, \\h r th quality a pect of a system and the provided services 

contribute a. difb rentJators. cision maker of Telecoms are urging software architects, 

devel p rs and ngm rs to bwld n \V c mmunication infrastructure to reach for quality 

attributes such a horizontal s alabilJry, high availability, economical resource management, 

performance and r liability. Th St! ar quality attribute that are now critical and characterise 

the survivability of an orgams.mon. In many quality engineering fields, these attributes are 

referred to rltlcal to ualit) ( T r(03). Th change in the Telecoms modus operandi 

is happenjng as th mark t \\a\ es m rand m re pportunities due to the expansion of the 
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mobile community and in an attempt to grab those opportunities, software engineers realised 

that traditional architectures; with their centralised chassis, cannot evolve, thus they cannot 

support the load and exercise in the new Telecoms economy (Cho02). 

To design software systems in the very dynamic market, with continuous changes in 

requirements, customer perspectives and fierce competition, requires the audacity to design a 

system that can adapt to its environment and evolve. Evolution of computerised system 

plays an important role in this study. We considered Lehman's laws of software evolution 

(Leh80a, Leh80b, Leh85, Leh89) to construct our arguments for integrating the aspects of 

evolution within messaging systems, which has been elaborated in chapter 5 of this thesis. 

We understand that the aspect of evolution naturally led us to the concept of distributed and 

autonomous systems, since they lend themselves easily to adaptive and evolutive systems. 

Being loosely coupled with autonomic capabilities, distributed systems tend to scale 

naturally, to accommodate new features and adapt to new communication models and their 

environment. To reproduce these capabilities on a monolithic architecture may prove 

gruelling and economically not viable. Building a system that evolves brings us to the aspect 

of cohabitations of the "old' with the "neW' (Oud02). With the emergence of IP 

Convergence, Telecoms are facing the problem of cohabitation; to adapt their proprietary 

and specific components to the IP networks and interfaces such as web services, in which 

distributed and autonomous systems address the problem. 

When designing distributed systems, several challenges emerge. First of all, there are added 

complexities in managing the resources, concurrent events and the dynamic communications 

across distributed components. As a study on grid services applied to distributed systems 

explains, the continuing decentralisation and distribution of software hardware, and human 

resources, make it essential to achieve the desired quality of service (QoS) on resources 

assembled dynamically from enterprise, service provider, and customer systems (FosOl, 

Fos02). The work proposes a model for abstractions and organisational concepts that let 

applications access and share resources across distributed, wide area networks, while 

providing common security semantics, distributed resource management, performance, 

coordinated fail-over, problem determination services, and QoS metrics that are of 

importance in any given context. 
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Secondly, as distributed systems scale naturally, there are more and more "conversations", 

connecting interfaces and styles of communication amongst distributed participants and the 

ability to abstract and understand the dynamism is essential (Bat71, Chan03). 

Thirdly, in messaging, each message serviced by a system is of vital importance; they have a 

value, cost and associated complexity. The allocation of resources to operate these messages 

depends on several factors and the resource management defines the economics system. 

Distributed and autonomous systems have complex economic models which imply an 

intricate task to manage and control the diverse participants of the system, in terms of 

resource allocation, communication management, state control etc. 

Hence the significance of distributed systems has changed the problem domain of building 

messaging systems and by virtue of illustrating the change, we introduce the concept of 

Class of Problems which is fundamentally a categorisation process, where a class can be 

regarded as an information system encapsulating the problem attributes that share common 

properties. The reason why the classification process is based on shared features is because 

common problem attributes may require the same knowledge and techniques for problem 

resolutions. Typically a class will not only state the problem attributes, their characteristics 

and relationships to each other but also specify the knowledge required, and techniques 

available to tackle these problems. The Class of Problems is, subsequently, a multi

disciplinary process in the way it defines a spectrum of tools and techniques required to 

resolve a set of problem attributes. 

This led us to understand that using purely classical software engineering tools were not 

sufficient to apprehend the problem of distributed messaging system in its entirety. Through 

our investigations, we found out that the aspect of communication and the interconnectivity 

of distributed nodes are too dynamic and too context dependent to be modelled entirely 

using structural design methods. However, structural design tools do add value to the design 

of the systems. Structural and formal methods can be used to construct distributed programs 

from hierarchical set of structured specifications of component instances and their 

interconnections (Mag95). Composite component types are constructed from primitive 

computational components and these in turn can be configured into more complex 

composite types. From an infrastructural point of view, the formal approach provides a 

robust and specific formalism to build composite components that facilitates the process of 
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managmg systems structures. But, according to Garlan and Shaw, in their analysis on 

advances of software engineering (Gar93) (ShawOl), there is a lack of scientific rigour within 

software engineering, wherein structural design alone cannot exhaustively define a software 

problem. As a result, within this research we looked at ways of integrating dynamic 

modelling techniques based on scientific simulation and probabilistic methods which guided 

the research to the formulation of a Blended Modelling approach. This approach is based on 

the principles and methods of Design for Six Sigma (DFSS) (Slee06) (Crev03) (Yang03) (see 

chapter 3). 

1.2 Changes in the Messaging Business 

Landscape 

Change is inevitable except from vending machines 

Robert C. Gallagher 

As a study on the management of software evolution in the Telecoms argues, the 

telecommunications sector is being governed by the expeditious growth of two networking 

technologies: the wireless data transmission and the Internet (KouOl). This growth has 

fuelled, on one hand, the creation of new information services and resulted in a major shift 

from hardware to software as far as technology is concerned and on the other hand, the 

market is urging for new sophisticated services. The change in the Telecommunication 

business is occurring at management, cultural and technological levels. In the past years, 

during the incubation age of the mobility business, the question being asked by operators 

was "we have a new technology, what smice will use it?' However, the research carried out on the 

mobile content revolution (SDG07) shows that in recent years, technology in the mobile 

market became a common place, i.e. technology is not a differentiator anymore and the 

question operators is now asking is "What are the services, the Quality of Service & Service Level 

Agreement (SLA) required and how do I provide them?'. The mobile revolution has shifted from 

mobile technology to mobile content (service). 
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Figur 3 The shift from Technology to Service 

Figure 3 explain th bu ine hift from technological based model to a servIce based 

model, a tran iti n that trigg r d the new Telecoms economy 10 which the mobile 

community p rate on a fiercely competitive market. The reason behind the increase in 

competition i due to the increa e in demand for mobile devices as Figure 4 predicts the 

global mobile cOnt nt reyenu incom to the year 2011. 

Glo I mobile content revenues 2001·2011 

I 

Source :Sc 

Figure 4 bal Mobile Content Revenues 

olY 

oMuiIc 

Gam .. 

Telecommunication p raror ,wher once they were the sole owner and driver of the 

mobile market, a ne, market merging which is fragmented and holds several 

a r , ult, th operator' alue chain i not found in the technology anymore stakehold r . 
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but in the services provided and the level of Quality of Service (QoS). As several major 

mobile manufacturers and Telecoms operators confirm in a report compiled by Intel that 

there is a dire need to reinvent the mobile business (lnt06). 

Recent statistical analysis, (GSM05), showed that the number of worldwide installed base 

station of mobile phone owners is expected to exceed 3 billion people in 2006. The office of 

Telecommunications in the UK (OFfEL), surveyed that the subscriber's growth remained 

strong with a total subscriber base increased by over 12% during the quarter of 2006, which 

represents an increase of around 76% on the year, clearly showing that the Telecoms market 

is growing very fast. 

However, to achieve the competitive edge, Telecoms operators are looking for new 

application and service and a commonly used jargon is "the killer app", which since 1992, the 

best so far has been messaging, as quoted ((On Dec. 3, 1992, Neil Papworth of Sema pic (now a 

unit of Sch/umberger Limited) used his PC to send what's generallY believed to have been the first SMS 

message to the cell phone of Richard Jarvis, then a director at UK telecom giant Vodafone. The message, 

"Merry Christmas," sewed as a test of one specification of the emerging GSM Phase 1 standard, an 

initiative designed to revamp worldwide analogue cellular phone infrastructure with digital technology. Known 

as TeleNotes, the productized version of SMS was thought of as a technology most applicable to businesses-

for instance, as a pager-like service. Because users could onlY communicate with others who used the same 

carrier, such an enterprise-focused product made sense, as companies were commonlY b~ing mobile phone 

plans from single carriers in bulk for their employees." Today, 14 years later, the number of SMS 

exchanged in the UK is an average of 3 billion messages being sent per month and 100 

million per day in 2006, compared with an estimated 82 million per day in 2005,68.5 million 

in 2004, and 56.2 million in 2003, and each with an average cost of £0.1 (MDA06). Thus 

mobile messaging is the most influential element that contributed to the mobile content 

revolution, which was unexpected, yet changed the way people communicate. 

1.3 Definition of a Message 

There are numerous definitions of the word message. According the Merriam-Webster 

dictionary (Mer05), a message is a communication in writing, in speech, or by signals. 
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Mes age in it mo t g neral meaning is the object of communication and, depending on the 

context, the term may apply to both the information contents and its actual presentation. 

Conversation 

Signif"r 

Figure 5 onv ration based Communication Model (source: (Oud02)) 

However on a y t mic view, a message is the information sent and received that 

communicate variou part of a transaction, i.e. the atomic unit of information exchanged 

between two communicating processes. During communication a message comprises of the 

entire data tream including th outer envelope. According to the San Diego State university, 

a mes age i a coll ction of data that is ordered according to the rules of a given protocol 

suite, such that it i intelligible to the sending and receiving software; this is the defInition, 

we adopt in thi tudy. 

Messages are bearer f phi ticated communication and transactional business processes 

and require a well defined communication model that characterises the semantics of the 

conversation. Figur 5 illu trate a generic communication model (Oud03) that has been 

adapted to illustrate a conver ation ba ed communication modeL The model states that the 

message J not the bearer of emantics and consequently the semantics cannot be 

transp rted and can be de crib d a follows: 

Context: clear under tanding of the context is critical to the business but most importantly 

to the econ mic. Ie aging is within the environment of mobility, which is fundamental 

aspect within the context of me aging ystem. Despite the fact that the quality of service 

over wirel n t\J ork i poorer that landlines, mobile phones usage boomed and gained 

worldwide popularity becau e of one quality that was not on offer to the market by 

landline and that i. th a p ct f mobility. 
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Signification: signification is the process of applying meaning or sense to the 

communication model or more precisely to the conversation. However, in the domain of 

messaging, aside from the logistics and engagement of transporting message, there is not 

much one can directly do to influence the signification of a message. 

Message: the message is the goods (in economics term) that require to be transported from 

one end to the other through a messaging system. In the domain of manufacturing, the 

goods are externally produced by the supplier. Similarly, messaging systems package, deliver 

and manage the goods. By the process of transporting, the business of generalised messaging 

systems controls the value chain of messaging, which indicates the essence and impact of 

this specific service to the mobile market. 

Correspondent: these are the stakeholders, receivers and senders (customers and supplier 

respectively) to the market. 

Syntax Medium: the syntax medium relates to the infrastructure, defining the medium of 

communication which is wireless. In the context of this study, wireless network system is an 

important element of the technology which signifies the mobility aspect of the service. 

Rules & Syntax: rules and syntax define the structure upon which the message is built and 

is referred to as the system protocol. It is regarded as an information system that specifies 

the resources needed and the requirements to service a message during transport. Extracting 

vital information from the protocol will lead to the specification of the non-functional 

requirements or quality attributes required to handle a message. This ability allows decision 

makers to influence the value chain of the messaging systems. 

Noise: noise is inherent to any systems, hence inherent to communication models. 

However, with wireless technology and mobile communication, the noise factor is increased. 

Unless metrics are place to control some of the noises, expected Service Level Agreement 

(SLA) and Quality of Service (QoS) cannot be achieved, but on the other hand awareness 

and control of noises can make a difference on the performance and reliability of the system 

providing a differentiator and edge to the market. 
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1.3.1 Message vs. Messaging 

We believe that the words message and messaging are sometime confused and very often 

used in the wrong context. By turning the word "message" into a verb, (adding the "ing') the 

significance of the word changes and this transformation reflects the management, and 

technological approach of message logistics. 

A message is the object that, when transported across the sender or receiver, builds up the 

communication. A message can have multiple formats, contents and be transported across 

different channels. Messaging, on the other hand refers to the logistics of the message. A 

robust messaging system has to manage the heterogeneity of a platform to efficiently 

communicate the various types of messages. One fundamental problem that is faced by 

designers of such systems is the viability of the platform to maintain the increase in message 

traffic and handle future message types and protocols. The ability for the logistics to adapt to 

changes builds up the resiliency of the system yet is a complex task to achieve. 

Logistics is the science of managing and controlling the flow of goods, energy and 

information. The concept of logistics covers all activities relating to the procurement, 

transport, transhipment and storage of goods. Logistics, as generally understood, is 

concerned particularly with material flow (raw materials, interim and final products), but also 

involves providing companies with services and information through planning, execution 

and control. It is also the art of calculating material amounts and arranging their delivery to 

the proper place at the proper time to handling of the details of an operation (AFQOl). 

In the messaging industry, logistics of a message covers all the business processes of 

planning, execution and control for handling the details of the operations dealing with 1) the 

procurement of content, 2) maintenance, 3) storage and 4) transportation of messages, as 

well as related services and information that builds up the context. As a result we understand 

that the business of Telecoms operators is about Messaging not message. Since the 

endeavour to design the "killer app" that will out way the TeleNotes (SMS) is an inventive 

task, the management of mobile message logistics is where the competitive edge of an 

operator can be reached. 
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Telecom operator build software systems referred to as messaging gateways and messaging 

service system to automate part of the process of managing the logistics of messages 

(IBM01). Figure 6 depicts the classical view of the process model of the message logistics 

which show the Telecom operator as the gatekeeper between the provider and the mobile 

user er) con umer . The value chain is easily understandable and the Telecoms 

operator could control the value chain with their technologies and messaging gateways, i.e. 

the management of th me age logistics. 

NETWORK • GATaVAY KEEPER 

igure 6 Classical view of Message Logistics 

However, with the conquering of new technological frontiers, globalisation, the emergence 

of new bu iness model and deregulations have fundamentally changed the operating 

parameter for the Telecom peration business activities. In the course of just a few years, 

the market for tel c m ervices ha evolved from the days of sturdy national monopolies 

into a dynamic competitive market which no longer allows to be confmed by national 

b rder r tracliti nal technologie and industries. 

As the market gr \V , increa ing demand for messaging services with increasing number of 

mobile u er , the manag ment of the message logistic tends to become more complex. The 

me saging market ha been fragm nted with new stake holders and key players as a result the 

"rigid block", no longer reflect the Telecoms market model (see Figure 1). 
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Figur The hift fr m the alue chain to a value web within the Telecoms 

An anal)' i of th T I com market (Mas02), addresses the dynamics of the Telecoms value 

chain with the obj ctive of id ntifying carriers' strategy to re-build competitive advantages in 

future conv rged network . The ingle value chain is now a value web and at each "mesh", 

there i a ca h f1 w xchang a hown in Figure 7. The new key players are now, content 

provider; dey loping new messaging based applications, device manufacturers and 

infra tructur pr vid r . Thu , the bu iness model of operators have expanded from a 

Bu ines to on umer model (B2C - content providers to end user consumer) to 

incorp rat mod J uch a Business to Business (B2B - application developer to 

infrastructur pr yider op rat r); primarily providing banking and ftnancial services; 

Bu ine t ov mm nt (B2 ); and Business to Employee (B2E); with the upcoming 

ervlce lik work manag ment, scheduling, (email and calendar) . Not only has the money 

exchange b en di tributed v r the value web, the criticality of each service has increased. In 

this new comp titiv ar na, the v r atility of the Telecoms operators is of utmost importance 

in this dynamic mark t. 
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1.4 Structure of Thesis 

The thesis is structured in the following manner: 

• Chapter 2 reports on the problems and challenges of wireless messaging which result 

from two types of pressures currently impacting the Telecoms market; Pressure from the 

business perspectives and pressure from the technology. Particular attention is paid to 

the quality challenges in wireless services delivery. One of the key quality attribute is the 

consideration to build messaging systems that evolve with their dynamic environment; 

hence we show how distributed and autonomous system addresses this quality 

challenges. Moreover, we present a class of problems that was devised to meet the 

complexities involved in building distributed messaging architectures. The class of 

problems IS multi-disciplinary and is resolvable by practicing a blended modelling 

approach that combines two types of modelling techniques namely, inductive and 

deductive methods. 

• Chapter 3 evaluates the modelling tools that form part of the blended modelling 

approach. At the requirement phase, we present the mechanics of the blended modelling 

approach with special focus on requirements classifications and styles. This process 

allows us to know which types of modelling tools to be used for a given style of 

requirements. At the design and modelling phase, we explain the concept of inductive 

modelling and evaluate the tools, within this category which are essential to simulate the 

behaviour of the systems. At the implementation phase, we discuss the network 

technologies upon which the messaging infrastructure is established. We provide an 

evaluation analysis that supports the decision made on the choice of the technologies. 

• Chapter 4 shows how modelling and simulation enhances the process of software design, 

adding capabilities such as optimizations and predictions. We start by demonstrating 

how multi-agent systems of a real messaging application can be designed and dynamically 

simulated to derive essential knowledge which is then use as implementation directives 

for prototyping and development. We then, presented a case study on service discovery 

within distributed systems, where we modelled the different communication styles, 

within the messaging application. We evaluated, through the process of simulation, 
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different types of service discovery mechanisms and used the observations to discuss on 

the ones that conform to the requirements of distributed messaging systems. 

• Chapter 5 presents a new algorithm called the BipRyt algorithm, which is a run time 

quality assurance mechanism that ensures that a given quality model of a system is 

preserved at all time. The BipRyt algorithm addresses the aspect of software evolution by 

ensuring no decline in quality as the system scales and we demonstrate how the 

algorithm addresses Lehman laws of software evolution. The algorithm operates by 

providing continuous feedback regarding the health of the system at run time. We also 

presented the architecture of the system and explained how it is integrated within the 

communication model of messaging systems. We then carried out experiments, in the 

context of load balancing strategies, to compare the BipRyt algorithm with the 

commonly used Round Robin, Response Time and Least Connections algorithms. 

• Chapter 6 reports on the implementation of the knowledge gathered from the simulation 

exercise of chapter 4 and integration of the BipRyt algorithm of chapter 5. On an earlier 

study (Mak04), we designed some parts of the human conversation, focussing mostly on 

the aspect of conversational dynamics. The lesson learned from the behavioural 

characteristics of distinct processes of the human conversation was used to propose a 

novel communication model for messaging system. We implement the communication 

model and test it against predefined quality attributes through a practical case study of 

the Telecoms, called the Service Level Agreement (SLA) enforcement. We present the 

organization of a distributed messaging system as a grid structure and deployed the 

communication model and argue that the management of the communication model can 

be done through a database management system, i.e. treating the communication as a 

database. We built a prototype and tested two deployments of the communication 

model; one over InfiniBand and one over Ethernet. We demonstrated how distributed 

shared memory over RDMA channel interface can be exploited to build a 

communication model and further reinforced the model by incorporating the BipRyt 

algorithms as a supervisory component to address the viability of the system in terms of 

quality of service. 

• Chapter 7 concludes the thesis. 
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2 WIRELESS MESSAGING: 

PROBLEMS & CHALLENGES 

To repeal what olhers have said, requires education, to challenge it, 

requires brains 

Mary Pettibone Poole 

2.1 Overview 

Recent investigations of the undercurrent changes of the Telecoms market suggest that the 

key market differentiators of the mobile industry are found in the service provided and the 

technological innovations, designed to facilitate the IP convergence (Dam04, Gao07, MeIOS). 

Based on these facts we observe that the Telecoms business is being pressured by two major 

forces. One of these forces, initiated by the market, is urging the Telecoms operators to 

change their working model since there has been a shift in the way business is carried out 

over the last few years and this is referred to as the pressure from outside. The other force 

is attributable to the fact that the technology currently being used by the carriers also require 

some kind of transformation to adapt to the new Telecoms Economy and we refer to this as 

pressure from the inside. 

In order to win in a very competitive market, organisations must differentiate their products 

from those of their competitors which is mainly caused by the outside pressure. Amongst 

the major Telecoms operators, there is almost no major differentiation in the technology 

they are using. They converge towards using the same technologies (GSM, GPRS and 3G) 

and the same application which are heavily oriented towards messaging (SMS, MMS and 

Video Messaging). To increase their differentiation, operators are campaigning to innovate 

and improve their service models which are leading to significant evolution in the 

characterization of the services provided. 

The studies carried out on service innovation in the Telecoms (GallOO, HamOl, MiyaOS), 

present a sample of the major improvements introduced by the Telecommunication carriers 
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to their organisations. Yet these studies only cover the traits of functionalities, tools and 

commercial innovations and fail to discuss the quality challenges inherent to these 

innovations. It has been shown In (Stef93) that the fundamental differentiator that 

complements and reinforces new service introduction of the Telecoms is the quality of 

service (QoS), i.e. to what level of quality a particular service is being supplied. Moreover, the 

fact that there are external regulations from the increasing political influence to the Telecoms 

transactional model, operators are looking for more efficient and effective means to provide 

their services (Hor97, IntOO). 

As far as the Pressure from inside is concerned, IP convergence is being regarded as the next 

technological shift of the new Telecoms economy. A report from the Learning Initiatives on 

Reform of Network Economies (MelOS) states that the introduction of Voice over IP 

services (VoIP) has raised a number of issues of adjustment to the new environment by 1) 

Telecoms operators and service providers, 2) by policymakers and regulators, and 3) by the 

users. The report confirms that major technological improvements, which dramatically 

reduces unit costs and expands service capabilities, offer the potential of enormous benefits 

in terms of network and market expansion, cost and price reductions, and new service 

development. Yet it also brings the threat of significant losses to those benefiting from 

traditional ways of doing business, hence the obligation for the inherited structure of policies 

and regulations to be reassessed and modified to meet the new challenges and opportunities 

unfolding. 

In his study of economic history, Joseph Schumpeter (Schu7S) described the process of 

major technological change as "mative destruction'. The convergence with IP is changing the 

strategic business model of Telecoms operators since they are not dealing with Telecoms 

specific and proprietary technological infrastructure any more. The new messaging model 

extends beyond the traditional SMS and MMS protocols to include the complexity of IP 

messaging systems. As a result, Telecoms operators are faced with the same problems as 

those of the IT departments, which are typically challenges of commoditisation, scaling 

resources, Information Technology management (IT & Cyber Parks) and efficient 

operational management. Telecoms operators are required to change their ways and culture 

of operating their business to include the aspects of economics, cost and earned value 

management of the IP technological models into their organisations. 
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Having considered the two major pressures, the Telecoms market tends to be more service 

centric, demanding a high level of Quality of Service (QoS) at low prices due to the 

consequence of fierce competition. However services are often short lived, for example, 

price packages and bundles are easy to copy and very soon new functionalities supplied by 

the operators are available to everyone and is not a differentiator any more. 

Nevertheless, there are differentiators that tend to be longed-lived which are either based on 

having a genuine edge in customer-service standards, or by having a genuinely lower 

operational cost base, allowing pricing advantages to be sustained without financial damage. 

Over the years, Telecoms companies have tried hard to create value added differentiators. 

Call management services, fax, voicemail, cellular SMS, web hosting and email hosting all of 

which were launched as differentiators for connectivity service providers but lasted as 

products not as differentiators. Technology and innovative services can provide genuine, 

long-lasting differentiation in the Telecoms market, nonetheless pricing and QoS matter the 

most (Nam02). 

According to a survey on Customer Satisfaction within the Telecoms market, (Off 03), QoS 

has a direct impact on the customer service standards and the report argues that an iterative 

process of QoS monitoring through consumer surveys and feedbacks will help to further 

improve the customer service standards. However to achieve lower operation cost base, the 

operator has to improve the management and the process of their systems which include 

their own internal "supply chain". These systems are the automated part of message logistics, 

such as messaging gateways and messaging service systems, which in essence is to manage 

the transportation of messaging across the networks. 

2.2 Quality Challenges of Messaging 

Systems 

With the worldwide installed base station of mobile phone owners expected to exceed 3 

billion people in 2006 (UKWS03) and with most new mobile phones doubling as portable 

PCs and internet terminals, the Telecoms are urgently looking for alternative solutions to 

accommodate the expected surge in mobile services and mobile users. In this very dynamic 
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market, quality presents a major challenge to the Telecoms. We identified two aspects of 

quality, namely 1) QoS for traffic engineering, and 2) Quality features of the system 

infrastructure. 

QoS & Traffic Engineering 

QoS and traffic engineering is a type of quality assurance activity which is commonly 

practiced in software networking fields and very often referred to as "test for quality". QoS is 

strongly linked to traffic engineering, where the investigations are focussed on the methods 

of obtaining and measuring metrics such as 1) traffic rate, 2) congestion rate 3) transition 

time or latency, 4) packet loss and 5) throughput (Sriv04). These metrics are usually 

diagnosed during the testing phase to validate and optimise the system performance against 

the specifications. There are several QoS measurement frameworks to compare the relative 

benefits of using different types of traffic engineering mechanisms (Med02, Sun99 and 

Maha98). The work carried out on adaptive QoS of network traffic (Med02) considers QoS 

routing within the constraints of dynamic load conditions. Furthermore the assessment 

carried out on QoS based routing (Sun99) evaluates several QoS routing algorithms and 

reports on their benefits and drawbacks. Another investigation on adaptive QoS in 

heterogeneous network environment (Gao03) suggests that a considerable amount of QoS 

research has been recently undertaken but the main portion still occurred in the context of 

individual architecture components where much less progress has been made in addressing 

the issue of an overall QoS architecture for the mobile Internet. The definition of QoS has 

changed within the Telecoms, which is mainly due to the IP Convergence, where not only, 

the aspect of QoS for Telecoms infrastructures is addressed, but operators are also required 

to understand the aspects of QoS for IP infrastructures. For recent years, many substantial 

research efforts for QoS support in IP infrastructures have been made (Gue97, Cave98, 

DubOO and Rose01). The study on QoS for IP networks (Gue97) addresses practical routing 

mechanism and QoS extensions in Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) considering bandwidth 

and delay constraints to provide QoS support in intra-domain. By taking advantage of the 

Bellman-Ford algorithm properties (Cave98) QoS routing approaches has been developed to 

optimise network resources and minimise hop count. These are the new network challenges 

of the Telecoms in their endeavour to enforce quality methods in their automated 

operations. 
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Quality Features of the System Infrastructure 

Quality features for the system infrastructure falls into a different category, which we refer 

as "design for qllality." The concept goes beyond the complexity of testing the system agail 

specified QoS parameters. "Design for qllality" inherently means that quality is modelled ru 

built within the design of the system. This kind of approach is still not fully incorporatl 

within the commercial software community and requires knowledge of more advance 

quality methods which are in essence the ability to embed a quality model within the "gene: 

of the system; such a method is called Design for Six Sigma which is discussed in chapter. 

The main intention is to design quality into the system and to focus on some generic qualit 

feature h' d Stat we currently believe have the biggest impact towar s contributing a 

differentiator on the Telecoms market: 

}fot Deployment: is the ability to deploy new components, packed with features onto : 

software platform at run time. As the Telecoms business develops into a more servic( 

centric model, the system has to support a flexible architecture to accommodate neu; 

services, which enable the construction of multi-featured products. This is achieved by 
plu . ggJng new software components onto a base architecture by devising the necessary 

protocolli k c . , . n s lor lOter-systems commurucatJon. 

}fOrizontal Scalability: as the Telecoms business grows, the systems that support their 

functions (messaging or message logistics) also need to grow to handle more consumers, and 

process more data, without degrading the QoS. Williams and Smith demonstrate that, as 

businesses expand, it is important to maintain their performance (responsiveness or 

throughput) (Wil104). Horizontal scaling offers a solution by tying multiple independent 

computers together to provide more processing power which is a resilient and viable 

solution as far as the evolution of the system is concerned. With growing demand in the 

Teleco . h' al al b'li h' h II ms market to cover more economies and servIces, orlzont sc a 1 ty, W lC a ows 

the exp , , 'b b' 'h anSlon of computing power, is a quality attn ute ecommg more strtngent t an ever. 

}figh Availability: in the IEEE Task Force on Cluster Computing (IEEEC06), high 

avail b'li a 1 ty refers to the availability of resources in a computer system, in the wake of 

components or nodes failure, This is achieved in a variety of ways, ranging from solutions 

that utili ail bil' fi h 'd Ze CUstom and redundant hardware to ensure av a Ity, to so tware t at proVl es 

solUtions using off-the-shelf hardware components. The former class of solutions provide a 
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higher degree of availability, but are significantly more expensive. This has led to the 

popularity of off-the-shelf solutions, with almost all vendors of computer systems offering 

various high availability (cluster management) products. High availability is a critical quality 

attribute in many fields of automation, computerised transactional systems and particularly in 

the Telecoms. Classically, in the Telecoms arena, messaging gateways are based on 

monolithic architectures and designers adopt the redundant hardware approach to build the 

system over an active vs. passive model. Active and Passive modes mean that two 

deployment nodes of the solution share a common database and at any given time one and 

only one node is active. Should the active node fail, the passive node reads the last defined 

states of the failed node from the database and becomes active. 

Evolution of system: in an ever dynamic mobile market, the messaging systems have to 

adapt to its environment and manage its workload and interactivity. It has to be flexible to 

intelligently allocate new resources and distribute the resources using responsive work load 

distribution mechanism with regards to the economics (demand and supply) of the 

messaging systems. To elaborate, metrics are strategically positioned to measure and 

characterise the demand and supply of a messaging system in terms of message throughput, 

message processing / service (leading to resource consumption) and delivery rate, leading to 

designing the system for capacity. The economics involved in this approach of design uses to 

the concept of cost management, utility and earned value management. 

Content Agnostic: in order to handle a large spectrum of messages packaged in different 

protocols, a messaging system is required to be content agnostic. At the very least this is a 

statement that many stakeholders believe to be critical for evolution. To build content 

agnostic servers is not trivial as it requires design methods that are dynamic enough to adapt 

and change their "nature" depending on the type of incoming and outgoing message. This 

adds new intensity to the work load of the logistics. In classical message service system, 

designers use the concept of pluggable components designed specifically to react to certain 

protocols. However, as the infrastructure scales to accommodate more complex services and 

components, this approach shows drastic drop in the performance of the system. Thus, a 

new problem emerges that requires a consistent and adaptive communication model. 

The reader would observe that most of the quality features required for the system 

infrastructure, "design for quality", naturally tallies with the mechanics of distributed systems 
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rather than those of monolithic systems. When we envisaged how these quality features can 

be implemented within the architecture of messaging systems, we found out that there are 

several reasons why distributed and autonomous systems are good candidates. 

2.3 Distributed & Autonomous Systems 

As Gruber states in his work (GrubOS), "The mobtle telecommunications industry is one of the most 

rapidly I!.roJl'in.~ srctors around the lI'orld', which is creating a market place governed by fierce 

competition. and as stressed in section 2.2, quality of service and service innovations are 

imperative for survivability and sustainability. Amongst the many quality factors, the 

Telecoms require s"stems that have to fundamentally meet three of the most important 

quality attributes, which are horizontal scalability, high availability and system evolution 

(Wil104). 

Horizontal scalability is a quality attribute that has been thoroughly assessed on both 

centralised systems and distributed systems (SubOO). This particular study shows the 

flexibility of distributed architectures to scale over large heterogeneous network computing 

whereas a centralised system imposes a burden on resource utility in the sense that it is, 

sometimes, intricate and uneconomical to expand or upgrade the system. In these 

circumstances, when utilities are to be added, it very often requires a physical upgrade of the 

existing machine's capability such as memory capacity or processors' speed. Furthermore, 

when it comes to High availability, in recent years, we have seen several works portraying the 

benefit of distributed systems to sustain high availability, (RossOS, Vila04 and Ahr94). Most 

of these works discuss the solution of clustering to ensure high availability within a 

distributed architecture. Vilas et aI (Vila04) presents a new technique of deploying web 

services with high availability features using clustering mechanism. This is based on the 

virtualization of the distributed web services by creating new virtual web services as 

requested by the clients. These clustering and high availability strategies are less costly and 

more effective than those of the hardware redundancies approaches, currently used for 

monolithic solutions of the Telecoms. The centralised solution is also reluctant to change, 

whereas distributed system would allow the replication of several operations and functions 

of messaging logistics on several dispersed nodes. These functions can be managed through 
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distributed cluster management software which implements service discovery mechanism 

and can be deployed at run time when a typical failure occurs. 

As far as system evolution is concerned, carriers have to design computerised system that 

will adapt to new d~namics and new requirements in order to keep the competitive edge. 

Several works have been dedicated to the evolution of computerised system in the domain 

of Telecoms. The work carried out on agent interoperability (ZhanOl) assessed the 

shortcomin~ of classical software design paradigm of interoperability and proposed a multi

agent design on knowledge based understanding, which enabled a sophisticated system of 

co-operation that can adapt to its environment unlike traditional semantic bases 

interoperability. In addition, the study on the management of software evolution (MikkOO) 

proposes a model of system abstraction to manage the evolution of Telecoms software 

through the concept of services. The services enable an abstract description of conceptual 

properties of the system disregarding their final relation to underlying software components 

of the implementation. As a result focus can be shifted from individual implementation 

components to their collaboration at varying levels of abstraction, thus providing autonomy. 

Another investigation carried out on the evolution of software systems within the Telecoms 

(KoutOl) stressed on the problems of Telecoms systems to adapt to new requirements 

(flexibility) and proposes reconfigurable modelling primitive called coordination contract. It 

also presents a protocol design primitive that can support the evolution of requirements of a 

transactional processing system. The common feature amongst these studies is that they all 

inherently embrace the models of distributed systems whilst addressing the problem of 

system evolution. In a way distributed systems and autonomy seemed like a pre-requisite to 

designing a system that can adapt to its environment and evolve. 

In the discussion on evolution of systems, Hugues Bersini (BersiniOS) states that of the many 

types of systems organisations models, those that are in the form of networks and which are 

based on distributed architectures are the ones that survive and are economically most 

viable. The study on dynamic evolution (Fung04) supports Bersini's statement as the authors 

explain that one can easily achieve evolution in a component-based distributed system. In 

this paper, Hay Fung explains the abstraction of components and their connectors facilitates 

system structures to accommodate changes. Currently the software industry is in favour of 

the iterative and incremental development approach over the traditional waterfall model, in 
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order to achieve flexible processes that handle requirements and reduce the risk by deploying 

smaller changes. In such an environment, dynamic evolution provides the flexibility in 

implementing changes to unforeseen and fluctuating business requirements which is very 

true for the development of messaging systems in the Telecoms. 

Evolution is a key factor to software systems, because these systems are never isolated, but 

implicitly constrained by their users, the communication with external systems (machines or 

man) and the infrastructures (software or hardware) with which they communicate (Oud02). 

Each adjustment or modification from any connecting peers may change or affect the 

internal system. The system may be provided with some resiliency and intelligence through 

predefined logic, to either protect itself from these changes or adapt itself to these changes, 

depending on the hostility of the environment. In other words some decision dominance may 

be given to the system, defining an aspect of autonomy, and since the working environment 

is non-deterministic, the system will need to adapt and re-adapt itself, changing its course 

many times during its life time (Oud02). Unfortunately, investments in software systems are 

mostly focus on designing systems based on strict protocols and precise specifications and 

constraints, thus restricting the systems from its external communication. If we agree that 

software systems are never isolated, these types of design approach (strict protocols and 

precise specifications) go against the natural progress of software systems. The need for 

evolution in the design of messaging system can be mapped to Lehman's 8 laws of software 

evolution (Leh84). \'('e considered Lehman's 8 laws of evolution to guide the design and 

establish a framework of study to incorporate some aspects of evolution within messaging 

systems. 

Law (1) Continuing Change - "A program that is IIsed in a real-world environment mllst change, or 

become progressil"/)' kss IIs~fll/'. A software system is never isolated and constantly 

communicates 'With external entities, which during the course of conversation changes the 

state of the software continuously. These changes cause variations within the internal system 

and are required to be managed. Continuous change is the basic law of evolution and is 

inherently implied even if it is not explicitly stated during the study. 

Law (3) Self Regulation - Global system evolution processes needs to be self-regulating to 

adapt to change. 
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Law (4) Conservation of Organisational Stability - Unless feedback mechanisms are 

appropriately adjusted, average effective global activity rate in an evolving system tends to 

remain constant over product lifetime. 

Law (5) Conservation of Familiarity - In general, the incremental growth and long term 

growth of systems tend to decline. 

The laws 3,4,5 of software evolution, has not been the main point of focus, in this study, 

since they have some dependencies on other laws and are more abstract in nature. For 

instance laws 3 and 4, self-regulation and conservation of organizational stability 

respectively, are dependent on robust feedback mechanism which is law 8. Law 5, 

conservation of familiarity is very dependent on law 6 and 7 which are continuous growth 

and decline in quality. As a result, the following laws have been addressed in the research. 

Law (2) Increasing Complexity - "As a program evolves, it becomes more complex, and extra 

resollrreI arr nmud /0 prestn't and simplify its slTNcture". As the number of communication agents 

(content providers and network elements) increases, the communication model tend to 

become more complex and non-deterministic. Within the Telecoms, the law also applies to 

the message, as the content of the message becomes more complex from SMS to MMS, and 

video messages, extra resources are needed to preserve or simplify the structure of the 

systems in terms of manageability and serviceability. 

Law (6) Continuing Growth - "The functional capability of systems mllst be continuallY increased to 

maintain user satisfaction Ollfr /he [Ys/tl1I /ifttillte". Scalability of the functionalities is key in the 

design of messaging software solutions. Although Telecoms software solutions may be well 

structured internally using hierarchically structured class libraries, the programs have grown 

large and monolithic, with a high degree of interdependence of the internal modules. The 

size of the programs and their relatively high level, user oriented interface makes them 

inflexible and discomfited to use for the construction of new functions and applications. As 

a result, new applications usually have to be constructed at a relatively low level, as compiled 

programs, which are expensive and inflexible. The high degree of integration at the class 

library level makes it difficult to construct heterogeneous applications that use modules from 

different systems, since there is a lack of abstraction. This problem can be addressed by 

distributed systems which allow software modules to be represented as either stand alone or 

pluggable components in a distributed application through defined interface or resource 

adapters, hence scaling the capabilities of the systems. 
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Law (7) Decline Quality - "UnllSs rigorouslY adapted to take into account for changes in the 

operational emironmrnl, tbe quality of a !}stem will appear to be declining." In order to manage the 

quality of the system, a quality process has to be put in place to improve both the 

operational environment and the system itself. In many studies directed to the evolution of 

computerised system (ZhanOl, MikkOO and KoutOl), the aspect of quality management is 

very rarely considered. Yet. Lehman stresses that a decline in quality influences the viability 

of an evolutive system and for diverse reasons this is often the case for system that evolves. 

In our study we incorporated the aspect of quality modelling and quality awareness within 

the system (at the code level). We refer to this model as Run Time Quality Assurance 

(RTQA), modelled in the shape of an algorithm called the BipRyt algorithm which is 

explained in chapter 5. The BipRyt algorithm was designed primarily to take into account the 

operational environment and steer the system, adjust its parameters to conform to the 

environment at run time, thus preserving the quality of the system as the system scales. 

Law (8) Feedback System - "E,'Olulion processes are mulli-Ievel, mulli-Ioop, mulli-agent feedback 

!ystems." Feedback is a strong management tool to revise and improve a system. Since, 

software systems are never isolated, a robust feedback mechanism is required to validate the 

compliance of system functions over which the system developers have little or no control 

(MorrOO). Due to the lack of control over the external components, the most economic 

development approach is to implement, obtain feedback on how the components and the 

interface behaves, and then evolve in the light of that feedback. In our study, we formulated 

and implemented an automated feedback mechanism within the decision process of resource 

management to create an adaptive, decision making algorithm (see chapter 5). 

However, in order to design systems that evolve, one is also required to consider the aspect 

of autonomy \\>;thin the distributed participants of the system. The study on the drive behind 

evolution of software architecture (Estu99) shows that systems are evolving under the 

pressure of a number of factors, which are: 1) distribution requires components to be more 

autonomous and to communicate through explicit means (not linked); 2) maintainability 

does not requires changing of the source code of components; 3) evolutivity and mobility 

require keeping components independent and autonomous and 4) Cost requires buying 

instead of building. 
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Autonomy is fundamentally about empowerment, giving responsibility to several parts of the 

system and hence these parts are governed by their own law (BersiniOS). In the study on the 

science of the artificial life (Sim69), the author compares the natural and artificial worlds and 

concludes that "quasi-autonomy" from the outer environment is an essential characteristic of 

complex systems which are aggregations of "stable intermediate forms". Whilst the quasi

autonomous systems or subsystems maintain homeostatic relationships with their 

environment, they always operate within a set of environmental constraints that restrict the 

entity's autonomy (Oud02). Communication between the autonomous entities relate to the 

exchanges of information that are performed through mutual presentations. This mutual 

presentation of information is a very important distinction between autonomous and non

autonomous communications. Typically in autonomous systems, the presentation of 

information is based on a conversational communication model which is characterised by 

the information content, the syntactic structure, the morphologic code (the way data is 

coded, generally depending on the medium), the support (substratum or communication 

medium) and the rh)1hm of data exchange (the sends or receives). Yet, the nature of 

autonomy is constrained by organisational mechanisms and structures that are usually 

regarded as beneficial restrictions of an entity's autonomy in order to maintain viability and 

to achieve higher / social level goals. In the science of the artificial (Sim69), the author defines 

five 'levels' of autonomy based on the constraints to which an entity is subjected to which 

are 1) No autonomy, where an entity is told what actions to execute and it always attempts 

to execute them; 2) Process autonomy, where an entity is given a task to perform in the 

form of a goal state but it has some autonomy in what steps are executed in order to achieve 

that tas; 3). Goal-state autonomy, where an entity is given an external goal, which may be 

satisfied by a number of states, e.g. an operating system that maintains processing capacity 

by deciding the run-time priority of processes; 4) Intentional autonomy, where an entity 

has the freedom to decide whether or not to satisfy external goals based on its own 

intentions, which can be either cooperative or competitive. A cooperative entity will fulfil the 

request if it can and collaborate to satisfy system goal. Competitive entity only collaborates if 

it receives sufficient reward based on a market system with the clear objectives of 

maximising its own utility; 5) Constraint autonomy, where an entity is prepared to violate 

norms or even rules to achieve its goals. 
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In our study, two of the above levels of autonomy, goal state autonomy and intentional 

autonomy have been considered and implemented in the decision making algorithm for the 

purpose resource management within the distributed messaging system (see chapter 5). 

The fact that our problem domain is now addressing features of autonomy, evolution, 

quality modelling, and distributed systems, we are required to ensure an exhaustive 

comprehension of the problem attributes, and organize them into distinct classes, which we 

refer to as Class of Problems. 

2.4 The Class of Problems for Distributed 

Messaging Systems 

As the Telecoms shift their design towards distributed architectures, they observe a change 

in their problem domain. Distributed systems are complex and have brought new problem 

attributes to the process of building messaging systems. During our investigations, we 

looked at these emerging attributes and created a Class of Problems in an attempt to manage 

the complexity of the problem domain. The Class of Problems is similar to an information 

system, which means that it is a system of data records, (the problem attributes), activities 

that process the data (the methods related to the resolution of the problem attributes) and 

information arranged in a given category (specific problem domain of distributed messaging 

systems). The class is an entity that encapsulates attributes that share common features and 

the reason behind the classification process is typically because common problem attributes 

may require the same knowledge, methods and tools to be resolved. However, a class will 

not only state the problem attributes and their characteristics but also specify the required 

knowledge, methods and techniques to tackle these problems 

The Class of Problems has been established based on the challenges from both the internal 

and external pressures to the Telecoms (see section 2.1). Whilst the market and the business 

side revealed a service centric and quality oriented model, the technological side demands for 

the evolution of the system. A generic Class of Problems of distributed messaging systems 

(see f",lIrt If) presenting six classes of problems, (communication, substratum, dynamics, 
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economlc and quality), which together define the problem domain of enabling, managing 

and operatin me a e I gi tic . 

Figure 8 Class of Problems 

2.4.1 Communication 

Communication i th foundation of many systems and its understanding is fundamental to 

build the interacti n f ftware ntities such as objects, modules, components, agents etc. 

As we mo e fr m m n lithic to di tributed systems, the complexity of communication 

Jncrea e, where application become increa ingly dispersed with more connection 

interface, c mmunication tak an ever more central role in modern software systems. 

Many differ nt t chniqu and concept have been proposed, in both academia and industry, 

for providing tructur to th pr blem of communication in software systems (Lync02 and 

Dede03). R cent d v 1 P d c mmurucation structures such as Remote Message Send 

(RM ), aJ 1m" n aRm te Method Invocation (RMI) or Location-Independent 

Inv cati n (UI) ar u d for the management of distributed object based systems (Blac90 

Gro 01 and zy06). An th r inn vative communication structure, used for message oriented 

systems, j ba ed n th m ag -oriented middleware that provides abstractions between 

the diver e c mmunicati n lay r (Lync02). However, it has also become clear that while 

such ab traction are by th m elves sufficient to expose the hard problems of distributed 

computing, they do not implicitly olve the complexity of the communication models. The 

need £ r advanc d ab tracti n f c mmunication system can be compared to the evolution 

of databa e manag ment y t m in which the database model and the graphical user 
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interfaces are examples of software elements that were once complicated to program but 

have, through the right abstractions and implementations, been greatly simplified (Dede03). 

The question central to our problem domain is whether similar abstractions can be devised 

for simplifying the communication within distributed applications. Just as successful 

database components required not only mechanisms for storing and retrieving data, but also 

abstractions like query languages and transactions, successful communication abstractions 

requires more than the mere ability to communicate, i.e. moving beyond the models data 

exchange (send and receive). 

Our effort in this study has been towards the development of a communication model that 

can adapt and evolve to the dynamics of the Telecoms. Though several works have been 

achieved on the abstraction of communication model for distributed systems (Alm03, Boe03 

and Dede03), our work's strength comes from the approach of adopting some aspects 

human conversation (the conversational dynamics) as metaphor to design and build a 

generic communication model for the domain of distributed messaging system (Mak04). In 

doing so, we had to look at the elements of 1) dynamism in human conversation and 2) non

deterministic behaviour or emergent behaviour during the conversation. 

The aspect of non-determinism is fundamental to the model of communication, because in 

employing the classical structural modelling tools such as ERD, Class Diagram and Flow 

Charts, to build a communication model, many factors mostly related to dynamic interaction 

and emergent behaviours cannot be represented. As a result we had to include dynamic 

modelling techniques such as simulations and prototyping in this research to depict the 

complexity involved when systems communicate. 

The concept of dynamic interaction has been defined by G Bateson in his work on 

communication and lan~7Uage, (Bat71), to demonstrate that the behaviour of a participant 

can induce a specific behaviour from his peer whilst conversing. This induction process of 

forcing (strongly influencing) a specific behaviour from peers is present in all the 

communication model of all systems or organisations; yet the effect can be implicit, explicit 

or both. The induction of behaviour by communicating peers defines the type of 

communication and it presents us with another aspect of communication which is the 

concept of communication styles. We used the concept of communication styles to enrich 

the management of communication for the proposed distributed messaging system. 
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2.4.2 Substratum 

According to Merriam Webster, a substratum is an underlying support or a foundation 

(MerOS). In our case, the class substratum is fundamentally the structure (container) utilised 

to carry the information being exchanged in a given communication which relates to the 

communication medium. The class substratum has different interpretation depending on the 

scale or level at which it is being observed. In computerised networking, at the lowest level, 

the wiring over an open network, are communication mediums, yet as we move up to the 

Network Interface Card (NIC) and Kernel, the medium tend to be interpreted in a more 

virtual manner, for instance the memory allocated by the Kernel for network copies. At the 

application level, or more precisely, to understand the communication amongst applications, 

we interpret the substratum as the type of memory in use, of which two types can be 

identified. On one hand we have the "long term memory" which relates to Storage (Databases 

and Database Management System). This category of medium perceives information to be 

stored for a long period of time often towards persistence. On the other hand we have the 

"Shorl term mm/ory" which relates to the storage of information for a very short while often 

during a conversation; e.g. queues, stacks, array etc. This study focuses on the latter category 

and we understand that the communication styles influence the choice of communication 

medium and to illustrate, we provide the following analogy: 

The littie bf!Y lI'lU aJJud a simple mathematical calcNlation - "2 X 2". PromptlY the little bf!Y anIWered 

"4 ". The teacher then asked for a complex integration fNnction - The little bf!Y answered "1 need pen and 

paper first!" 

For simple problem solving (communication style), the human mind usually allocate a small 

bit of memory (communication medium) to perform the calculations. But for complex 

problem, a different type of communication medium is required, that takes the form of long 

term memory (pen and papery. The economics behind the process of allocating resources 

(communication medium) for the different styles of communication playa major role in 

systems that need to evolve. 

The concept of communication medium is of utmost Importance for the design of 

communication models, since its abstraction IS becoming more and more virtual, its 

management is being done at the application level. As a system becomes aware of the 
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distinct communication styles, it may decide on the type of substratum to use as method of 

storage, either long term or short term, hence an intelligent way of managing resources. This 

however requires a communication model which is dynamic and can also evolve. 

2.4.3 Dynamics 

Emergent behaviour is distinguishable when the behaviour of an entire system appears more 

coherent and engaged than the behaviour of individual parts of the system. Very often 

researchers use the analogy of an ant colony in the study of complex systems. Yet the 

analysis of the behaviour of individual parts (one ant) reveals very little about the systemic 

behaviour (Yam97). This is a problem which is also relevant to the design of computer 

networks. The source and effects of emergent behaviour in computer networks, focuses on 

several QoS parameters particularly, traffic congestion, in the attempt to understand and 

control the dynamic beha\·iour of existing networks (Yaun02). The investigation on the 

performance of congestion control algorithms for individual nodes over the Internet, 

identified important effects on system wide congestion arising from the retransmission 

behaviour of individual nodes (pax99). 

In a typical message system, there are many queues that communicate to each other. The 

control parameter of the queues, such as buffer size, no. of servers and throughput rate are 

usually factors that influence the dynamics of the system. In order to model and analyse 

these factors, one is required to adopt simulation and prototyping techniques, since classical 

structural model will not represent these characteristics. 

2.4.4 Economics 

As software architectures move towards distributed models, there is the origination of a 

society, wherein software entities communicate to each other and in doing so they 

collaborate and compete for resources. Assuming that software entities are servlces, 

consumers or resources, an economic model can be applied to the society. The economies of 

the society can be defined by a consumer accessing a resource or a group of resources that 

are made available through a service. Since resources are scarce, the problem of resource 
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management and resource allocation (distribution) within the society is not only a problem 

of informatics anymore, but also a problem of economics. 

In recent years, we observe several studies in the field of applying economic model to 

distributed systems in deployments such as grid computation (Ferg96, BuyyOOa, BuyyOOb, 

BuyyOl). In the study on economic models for resource management and scheduling Buyya 

et al (Buyy02), explored the usage of an economics-based paradigm for managing resource 

allocation in Grid computing environments, wherein an economic approach provided a fair 

basis in successfully managing distributed components and heterogeneity that is present in 

human economies. Competitive economic models provide algorithms/policies and tools for 

resource sharing \\-;thin the Grid systems. There are two economic models which are based 

on bartering or prices models. In the bartering-based model, all participants need to own 

resources and trade resources by exchanges (e.g., storage space for CPU time). In the price

based model, the resources have a price, based on the demand, supply, value and the wealth 

in the economic system. 

Classically, most of the related work in resource management for distributed systems and 

scheduling problems adopt the price based models (Chap99, Litz88, Berm97, Casa97 and 

Kapa99). In these models the scheduling components manage resources by deciding which 

jobs are to be executed on certain cost functions and such cost functions are often driven by 

system-centric parameters that enhance system throughput and utilisation rather than 

improving the utility of application processing. 

In our study we introduce a novel approach called the BipRyt algorithm that uses the 

principle of Run Time Quality Assurance to manage the economic model of work load 

distribution of distributed messaging system. 

2.4.5 Quality 

The current push in the Telecoms industry is focused on ensuring that software applications 

consistently perform as desired. Software quality is the degree to which software possesses a 

desired combination of quality attributes, e.g. performance, safety, robustness, reliability, 

security, interoperability and correctness (IEEE106l), also known as CTQs. In typical 

software development life cycle, most of these quality factors are assessed (test for quality) at 
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the implementation and testing phase. However, recently, it has been observed that much of 

an application's quality aspects are determined by early design decisions, in which the design 

choices are carried out at the requirements, analysis and modelling phases. Consequently, 

quality assurance ha\·e shifted into the design phase (design for quality), changing the 

perspective of architecting software systems. When creating a software architecture for a 

given application domain, system designers often justify their creation by claiming that it 

supports and conforms to CTQs, commonly referred to as non-functional requirements 

(NFR). The achievement of NFRs is attributable to many factors of the development 

process, such as coding styles, documentation and testing (Kazm94). However for larger and 

more complex systems, the achievement of NFRs, predominantly, rests in the software 

architecture and design, as highlighted in section 2.2. 

2.5 Summary 

IP convergence is affecting the ways technology is being implemented by Telecoms 

operators to provide messaging service. Fierce competition is driving the market, collapsing 

what was once a Telecoms value chain, into a value web wherein the commercials are shared 

amongst many stakeholders, leading to a large variety of mobile services. This has resulted in 

a rapid expansion of the number of mobile users and mobile data applications. 

Consequently, the Telecoms are required to shift the current technology to distributed 

dynamic and evolutive systems to cope with the expanding market. To achieve these 

changes, quality engineering, to both the service and the technological dimensions, is 

essential, which means that quality has to be modelled throughout the development life 

cycle, spanning from the requirement, analysis, design, to the implementation and not just at 

the testing phase. 

To survive the expanding Telecoms market, building messaging systems with adaptive and 

evolutive abilities is becoming more and more crucial. An important characteristic of 

evolution is the problem of co habitation which, in our case relates to IP convergence, where 

the classical messaging systems (the old) need to co habit with new IP infrastructures. To 

model the aspect of evolution into messaging systems, we explored Lehman's 8 laws of 

software evolution which led to the conceptualisation of autonomous participants. These 

autonomous entities, working on a distributed environment, tend to naturally conform to the 
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framework of buildin~ adaptive and evolutive systems. These systems enable the abstraction 

of components from their connectors, thus facilitating the structure to accommodate 

changes. The fact that we regard distributed system as a group of distinct autonomous 

entities workin~ together, introduces new complexities. 

In order to understand the complexity, we devised a model that we refer to as a Class of 

Problems. The Class of Problems is primarily multidisciplinary as we observe that some 

classes require different approaches of modelling. For instance, within the class Dynamics, 

one of the requirements is to model the collaboration between software entities 

(components or agents) and analyse how they join and leave communication sessions. Using 

purely collaboration or sequence diagrams from UML is not sufficient due to their static 

characteristic. As a result we need to use dynamic and simulation modelling techniques, in 

order to investigate the model of communication from a systemic and holistic perspective. 

From a quality engineerin~ perspective, test for quality is not adequate anymore to ascertain 

the consistency of quality in distributed messaging systems. Within the class Quality, we are 

required to look at modelling tools, statistical and probabilistic techniques to measure, 

analyse and model quality of the system. Moreover, the class Communication demands a 

larger spectrum of modelling tools, ranging from structural modelling to dynamic modelling 

and simulation of communication amongst the peers to analyse the relationship between 

communication styles over the communication medium and most importantly the 

significance of non-determinism within the communication. 

The classical modelling approach, UML, ERD, flow charts and DFDs are principally 

structural and static in nature, but they add value by providing the formalism required to 

explain the structure of a system, the design and the flow of process. However, distributed 

messaging systems are social networks, with non-deterministic behaviours, which only can 

be modelled by complementing the structural modelling techniques with the dynamic 

modelling approaches. Therefore, in our study we have to adopt a blended modelling 

approach which employs tools and methods aspired from both the structural and dynamic 

arenas, as the chapter .3 reports. 
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3 TOOLS & TECHNIQUES 

"II is ItmplinJ!, if Iht on!J IOO/yON haVt is a hammer, treat eVtrything as if it were a nai/''' 

Abraham Maslow 

3.1 Overview 

According ro Gode1 incompleteness theorem, a complex system can be defined as one that 

can only be modelled by an infinite number of modelling tools (Chai71). The development 

of distributed systems in domains like telecommunications, industrial control, and business 

process man:l!,TC:ment represents one of the most complex construction tasks undertaken by 

software engineers OennOl) and the complexity is not accidental but it is an innate property 

of large systems (Sim96). To understand the complexity of building distributed messaging 

systems, we fonnulated a class of problems (see chapler Z) which shows that many types of 

modelling tools are required to represent the behaviour of such systems. In distributed 

systems we see the emergence of additional behavioural complexities since logical operations 

may require communicating with numerous nodes and sending hundreds of messages in 

paraUel. Distributed behaviour is also more varied, because the placement and order of 

events can differ from one operation to the next. 

In any complex system, there are at least two systems worth modelling; 1) the system to be 

developed (the Target), and 2) the process for developing that system (the Process). Both 

the Target and the Process require modelling and in fact within software engineering, aU 

deliverables, from requirements, through architecture and design to the code implementation 

are actual models, this including the final product itself (i.e. Software or an Information 

System). To model the Target and the Process, we need to address the following chaUenges: 

1. A Multi-disciplinary Class of Problems - as we discussed earlier, the class of problems 

is multidisciplinary suggesting that there are several ways of modelling the problems 

attributes and we were required to combine several of these approaches and models, as 

Figure 9 shows: 
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19ur 9 lulti-di ciplinarism in Modelling 

f m delling approache , inductive and deductive, within the field 

of oftware engin erin t. 

o Deducti\ lod lung includes the aspect of structural, functional and 

c llab raciy d igns and are commonly used in software engineering, such 

a la Diagram, equence Diagrams, Object Diagrams, Entity 

R lati n hip Diagrams (ERD), Data Flow Diagrams (DFD), Flow Charts, 

, etc ... 

o Inducti\' Iodelling, are critical dynamic modelling techniques that primarily 

charact ri the a pect of non-determinism within a system mainly arising 

fr m th ccurrenc of emergent behaviour. Commonly used techniques are 

imulati nand pr babilistic models of the software artefact. As we stressed 

arli r ther i a growing concern to promote the use of quantitative and 

tati tical m th d by practicing software engineers. Statistical techniques are 

r lativ I)' n w to the software industry whilst there is significant uncertainty 

in th c mmunit)' ab ut their difficulty and applicability. 

Considering th wide p ctrum f modelling techniques, we are required to unify them 

in rder to captur th everal facets of the software system and demonstrate the power 

of modelling t d \ I P ft\: ar artefact of high quality. 

2. A Blended Modelling Approach - due to the fact that there are many modelling 

discipline, th crucial qu tion ne will a k i "how do we know which modelling 
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technique to use and to which part of the class of problems are they applicable?' 

This is a fundamental question to ask and in order to answer this question one needs to 

go "abOllf" the Target and move towards exploring the Process that will be used to 

develop the system. Process methodologies provide the necessary guidelines and 

framework (including tools and techniques) to undertake a given project and to achieve 

high quality products. In this research we adopted some parts of a methodology called 

Design for Six Sigma methodology (DFSS) (Slee06, Yang03, HayOS). Unlike other 

methodologies, D FSS is not only a prescriptive approach but also provides statistical and 

probabilistic tools for problem solving. 

Based on the fact that we need to evaluate the techniques of designing both the Target and 

Process, this chapter is organised in two parts; the first part discusses on the techniques of 

Software Process modelling and the second part discusses on the modelling and 

implementation environment of the Target. 

3.2 Software Process Modelling 

The development of distributed messaging system is a complex activity with a large number 

of quality factors involved in defining success. Despite the fact that inductive modelling is 

scientifically thorough for analysing and building quality engineered systems, it brings 

additional cost into the development life cycle. Hence, a development process should be able 

to blend inductive and deductive modelling techniques, to adjust the equilibrium between 

cost (time resource) and quality. As a result, the field of software process simulation has 

received substantial attention over the last twenty years. The aims have been to better 

understand the software development process and to mitigate the problems that continue to 

occur in the software industry which require a process modelling framework and in our 

study we employ DFSS. 

3.2.1 Design for Six Sigma (DFSS) 

Unlike other process modelling frameworks, DFSS is not limited to deductive and static 

modelling techniques, as DFSS uses inductive approaches and in some cases non

deterministic models, that are well known within the academic world, but not yet of a 
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common u e within indu try. In fact DF S acts as a natural "glue" to blend the various 

modelling appr ache pro\'idin a process framework with the primary objective of 

removing the characteri tic of 'ad-hol'ne s within the Process (see Figure 10). Using DFSS, 

different type of m d lling t 01 have been integrated at the design phase of this study 

starting with dynamic m d lling t Is (inductive modelling) such as Coloured Petri Nets 

(CPN) and pr t typing, th n moving to event based modelling tools such as State Chart 

Diagram and qu nc diagram and finishing with structural modelling tools (deductive 

modelling) uch a cla diagram. 

Dynamic Model 

~:~----------------- . 

§J-
Event Based Model 

.. ----------------EJ-:D~: -- -----. 
Structural Model 

Figure 10 Modelling Translation 

D 
F 
S 

DF 1S also an id al candid at to implement quality modelling procedures into the 

development framew rk. It pr vide traceability matrices such as House of Quality (HoQ) 

and Analytical Hierarchy Pr HP) to examine the relationship between functional 

requirement and th d ired T on-Functional Requirement) so that quality model(s) 

can be emb dded t th y t m, ba ed on the voice of customer (VOC) and the Voice of the 

Market (V M). 

TheDF d I generally follows the phases of Define, Measure, Analyse, Design 

and Verify (DM D an 2)). The Defme phase clearly states the problem and identifies 

the big Y' (problem attribute ). \1 can define the Y's but we cannot acts on the Y's 

directly, becau e the Yare d p ndant on other attributes. The Y's are the outputs and we 

need t id nofl' and und r tand the inputs, which are the X's. During the Measure Phase we 

collect fact and gath r data ab ut the X's. There are several techniques provided by the 

DF methods to ach1 ve such ta k. During the Analyse Phase we analyse the interactions 

and devel p quanotati\ mod I f th system (process or product) or define the basis for 
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developin predictiy capabiliti through probability and simulations. The Design phase 

con 1 t 10 de\' lopin oluti n and selecting the best. Again quantitative modelling is 

powerful t 1 during thi tag e p cially for DFSS projects. Figure 11 provides an overview 

of the D m d 1. 

• • • • 
DEI' ! DESIGN 

y 

v. Xt . ..JI" 
.~ . ......-n 

. o..,uo . .... ' __ 
.- .c:_ 

. 1pofMIII . -

'---.--~-~- • &....-_-.-"~='---' 
l' l' 

Figur 11 The D11ADV Process Model in DFSS 

DF act a a 'M ta m d I to ftware engineering processes and ill our context, it 

formali the order and acti n required towards building distributed messaging systems. It 

provides the rul , p licie and in tructions that guide the research and development 

programm 

3.2.2 Re earch and Development Process 

When w tart d ur r , arch,"\ were essentially focussed on the technological aspect of 

the problem, i .. the t chnical a p ct of modelling and the Telecoms technologies. However, 

at some p iot \V hit a barrier inc we found ourselves using several types of modelling 

disciplin (inductiv and deducti e) and it was difficult to align them within the Research. 

We realised that "\ arch and Development Process model to explain how the 

research j to b carried out u ing a Blended Modelling Approach centring on our Class of 

Problems. ~ hav identifi d three I vel of processes within the context of software 

developm nt a · igur 12 d pict . 
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Meta "rocesses 
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Fi ur 12 Levels of Process Models 

The foll Win ub cn xplain the three levels of process depicted in Figure 12. 

Micro-process: a pr i ct team' policies, procedures, and practices for achieving an artifact 

of the oftware pr c ,. Th f, cus of the micro-process is on achieving an intermediate 

product ba elin with ad quate quality and adequate functionality as economically and 

rapidly a practically p ible. In our context, these are the distinct phases such as 

requirement, anal), i , d ign, simulati n, prototyping, and testing. 

Macro-process: a project polide, procedures, and practices for producing a complete 

software pr duct within certain co t, schedule, and quality constraints. The focus of the 

macro-proe n cr ating an ad quate instance of the meta-process for a specific set of 

constraint. In ur c nt xt thi applie to the software life cycle such as water fall model, 

spiral mod 1, - hap m del and incremental model. The decision over the selection of life 

eycle ha been d n at th proto typing pha e and specified within the directives list given to 

the developm nt pha e. 

Meta-proces : an rganization policie, procedures, and practices for pursuing a software-

intensive lin f bu ine . Th f, cu of this process is on organizational economics, long-

term trategie, and ftwar R 1. In our context, the Meta process is the research and 

development proc mod I, laborated in the following sections. 
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Figure 13 Research Life Cycle 

The cliagram in Fi ur 13 iliu trate the Research life cycle of our study. The line, transition, 

shows the area f ~ cu f the process model that spans from analysis, to specification 

through architecture to pr ducti n. ach of the phases are drilled down (zoom in) and 

illustrated in the ~ lio\ ing ecti n . 

Figure 14 Research Life Cycle Expanded 

Figure 14 i a magnification of Figure 13 and it reveals the clear separation between the 

research d main and th pr duction domain. At the end of research phase, there are three 

deliverables, r ferred to a R \ hich are the requirement specification, DS relating to 

deveJopm nt pecificati n and T which are the test specifications. The process of RS is 
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carried out u in the t chnique of requirement classification which is elaborated in section 

3.2.3.1 

The Analysi proce i broken down into Scope, Framework Map and Research. The 

outcome of Re eatch are pecification documents that describe the design, simulation and 

test phase . The thr e [, rm part of the architecture process and at the end of this phase, 

the thre deliverable R , T and D are handed over to the production process. The key 

objective of th production pr ce s is to validate the requirement specifications, 

development pecification and te t specifications that are used to guide the implementation 

and deployment of the product. The validation process comprises of simulation and formal 

verification technique and tati tical modelling from the DFSS methodology. The following 

section explain the each di tinct component of Figure 14. 

Framework Map Model 

The Framework map (see Figure 15) is a crucial phase of the Research and Development 

proce s mod 1. Thi j becau e the outcome of the process will provide a problem domain to 

the research pr j ct. ach probl m attribute from Figure 15 is categorised into the class of 

problems of th di tributed me saging ystem. At this stage, the framework map provides a 

high level model f the probl m domain for the research programme . 

•• Og\ .. .-..e 
01· ' •• Ilfe """"ntCll'Y 

...uat PItOM.8I __ • .~ 

01· " ............... u. DI," .... eU. : 

Fi ure 15 Research Framework Map 

Research Process Model 

The Re earch pr c , in Figur 16, initiates when a high level description of the problem 

domain i c mplet d and thi. has been achieved in the Framework Map process. At this 
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point Jt J ential to clarify that the research and development process model is a learning 

exercise and the primary bj ctive of the research is to analyse and question the problems, in 

order to under tand th m. The re earcher looks at academia and other expert fields to 

under tand how p opl are attempting to solve or solved similar problem. Evidently, this is 

not a linear proce a one need to abstract and build analogies and metaphors in order to 

reinforce hi /h r kn wI d about the problem domain. Literature reviews are required to 

learn ab ut theori and mod 1 that exist in academia. This will help in formalising the 

problem d main t include mathematical and formal models. This exercise helps to reduce 

inconsi tenci sand ambiguitie from the problem domain. During the course of the research 

we build an invent ry f tool, technique, adopted concepts and methodologies which is 

reviewed and updated n a regular basis. It builds a strong foundation of tools and methods 

for future r arch and development. Validation and reinforcement of the problem domain 

is achieved by mapping the problem attributes with the class of problem of distributed 

messaging y tern. In doing 0, one J able to specify the distinct requirements for the 

research programme, which i modelled using the technique of classification of requirement 

styles (see section). 

, 

Acl ..... up Tool& lIethod "'''''"tory 
D1I .. Tool M.thod" I", .. , .. IM 

I'OTENTIAL 

011· ..... nt "ropotal 

Figur 16 Research Process Model 
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Architectural Process Model 

The Architecture model (see Figllre 11) has for objective to validate and confirm the 

requirement pecificati n that were delivered by the research phase. In doing so, knowledge 

is gained de ign the model pecification and the test cases which are made possible by 

adopting method of D to categori e the requirements into styles. Following the 

guidelines deriv d fr m the requirement classification technique, those functional 

requirement are m dell dace rdingly, i.e. those requirements that show properties of data 

and structure style are m d lled u ing structural modelling techniques an those that show 

propertie f communication style (dynamism) is modelled using simulation tools and run 

against the T u ing the te t ca e . 

STRUCTURE ECONOMICS 

Dy ....... CS COMPLEXITY 

,.OTO"" COMIIUNlCATION EVOLUTION 

T ... 

Pi ur 17 Architectural Process Model 
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The criteria and specification for the test and simulation runs are formulated by evaluating 

the functional requirements of the system against the CTQs using tools such as the House of 

Quality (HoQ) which is part of the Quality Function Deployment (QFD) family and the 

Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) (m section 3.2.3.2). The simulation results provide further 

knowledge on the system to fine tune or calibrate the models, hence validating the models 

and the test cases. Statistical analysis can be implemented to analyse the simulation results 

which are primarily used to validate the requirement specification, the design specifications 

and the test specifications. 

Prototype Process Model 

At the Protot)l'ing phase (m Fig,," 18), one is required to build prototypes based on 

knowledge gained from the simulation exercises. Since simulation has limitations for 

decision makers to "~tJm mort" about model behaviour (simulation being still virtual), a 

prototype is implemented to extend on the process of simulation. In the work carried out on 

limitation to simulation (Levy90), Levy and Pavlides discuss on the experiments which 

concern the profiling of a distributed system, based on the client model. The basic goals are 

to compare the simulation results, against quality attributes such as parallelism profIle, 

synchronization proftle and speed-up proftle, produced by a profIler tool and the similar 

results produced by the execution of an actual prototype implementation. They present both 

kinds of results and demonstrate the limitations of the simulation approach when it comes to 

emulating the environment of real life deployment. However the reader should also note that 

there are advantages to simulation, such as validating decision for quality models within 

design and the provision of graphical modelling interfaces instead of programming code, 

which helps abstraction. Protot)'PCs allow for the verification of the system within the 

environment variables of real platform deployment. This enables further confirmation and 

verification of the three deliverables, RS, DS and TS. Again the reinforcement process 

continues, to ensure that the specifications match the CTQs. In doing so, we produce 

directives for each deliverables and hands over to the production process. 
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Production Process Model 

This pha e is out ide the cope of thi tudy where research has been completed and it is 

hand over process. The re earcher ha to produce the requirement specifications, the model 

specification and the te t specifications to the business analysts, the development and test 

teams re pecti el r. ince quality has been addressed within the problem domain and mapped 

to the architectural m d 1 f the di tributed messaging system at an early stage of 

development, till approach relate to design for quality The researcher, architects and the 

product manager will supervi e and advise during the course of production. The directive list 

will al 0 include th lection f the most appropriate life cycle(s) (usually more than one) 

such as the waterfall; piral; incremental; prototyping and V model life cycles. 
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3.2.3 Quality Modelling Techniques 

3.2.3.1 CIa sification of Requirement Styles 

Customarily, requirement ar u ually categorised into two general types; there is the 

functional requirement and the non-functional requirements. The IEEE defines functional 

requirement a a requir ment that pecifies a function that a system! software system or 

system! software component mu t be capable of performing. These are software 

requirement that d fine behaviour of the system, that is, the fundamental process or 

transformation that s ftware and hardware components of the system perform on inputs to 

produce output . n-functional requirement, on the other hand, in software engineering is 

a requirement that de cribes n t what the software will do, but how well the software will do 

it, e.g. the TQ f th )' tern, software performance; software external interface 

requirement, ftware d ign con traints, and software quality attributes. 

In our study, we xtend d on these two general styles to propose a new requirement 

framework that i c mpo ed of four different requirement styles. We have broken down the 

functional requir ment trle into 1) the data and structural style, 2) functional and 

behavioural trle and 3) the communication style. The non-functional requirements are 

referred to as the quality attribute trle in this study. 

Since, the cla of pr bi ms has many dimensions and we need to identify each of these 

dimensions that th right modelling tools and techniques are applied for the right 

problem attribut . '\ e created a cla sification technique that categorises the problem 

attributes in differ nt r quir m nt styles; hence the selection of modelling techniques to 

repre ent the requirem nt. can b ba ed on the characteristics or styles of the requirements. 
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Depending on the styles, we define the modelling specifications and employ the appropriate 

tools. The four different styles are explained as follows: 

Data and Structural Style 

This style holds the pan of the system that describes the data, i.e. the properties of the data, 

the types of data, the data structure and its organisation or order within the system. The task 

of the data styles is to primarily separate the data from the process of treating of data. 

The classical modelling tools available to handle requirements within this style are entity 

relationships diagram, class diagram, object diagram and component based diagram. 

Functional and Behavioural Style 

This style defines the functions of the system without any regards to the class these function 

belong to. The main objective of the functional styles is to describe the input, the process 

and describe the expected output of a process. The behavioural part requires tools such as 

state chans and CPN that illustrate the change in state of a program when a particular 

transition of that program has occurred. Classical tools of the functional and behavioural 

styles are pseudo code, B machines, Z notations, collaboration diagrams, flowchans etc. 

Communication Style 

The communication style handles the complex features of system interactions than entail 

both the inter-communication amongst external systems and the intra-communication of 

internal components. The style provides the specifications of modelling the aspect of 

communication to capture how the different parts of the systems communicate using 

different styles of communication and the type of communication medium in use. These 

modelling tools are usually dynamic that naturally offers themselves to simulation. The 

dynamism is essential to describe emergent behaviours within the communication model. 

The tools to model the attributes of the communication style are simulation tools such as 

CPN, Estelle, SPIN, and protot)'Ping. 

Quality Attributes Style 

Quality Attributes Style incorporates methods of modelling the non-functional requirements, 

i.e. the CTQs. According to Somerville, (Somm01), different kinds of non-functional 

requirements exist; ranging from product requirements, organisational requirements to 
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external r quirem nt . The product requirements specify the behaviour of the product, e.g. 

execution p ed, r bu tne and reliability. Organisational requirements are originated from 

the organisation' polici and procedures, e.g. process standard used and implementation 

requirement . All requirem nt that come from external factors to the system and its 

development proc belong to the external requirements. One type of external requirement 

is security. However a explained in the di cussions on software requirement engineering, 

(SommOl, Lau02, Krem9 ), th problem with non-functional requirements is the difficult to 

verify and very often th y interact and conflict with functional requirements and with each 

other. The DF m th dol .' addres es the problem of quality modelling enabling software 

analysts to tran late functi nal requirements and CTQs into traceability matrices that can be 

use to formulate tati tical m d I , tran fer function for the analysis of the tolerance factor. 

These tools are quality function development; Quality Function Deployment (QFD); House 

of Quality (Ho and nalytical Hierarchy Process (AHP). 

Each lyle corre pond to a particular view of the system and address a particular aspect of 

the Clas of Problem . How ver, we ob erved during the study, the different views are not 

independent but interd pendent. The multiplicity or variety of styles helps to enhance 

under tanding the cla f problem 0 a to reduce ambiguity. Figure 20 is a high level model 

of the applicati n of DF to cla sify requirements. For a given class of problem, the 

definition of each tyl 1 comp ed and the requirements are analysed and broken down 

into their di tinct tyl . 

OF S 
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System Thinking Statistical Thinking 

Figur 20 Requirement Styles 
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Figure 21 illu trat h 'W 'I: e applied the method of requirement classification ill to the 

problem of building di tribut d me aging system. 

Problem Sbtemcnts 
& Constr:lints 
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!=8:====::Ei=:===::±±~)irr---;;DeSlgn Space 

ARCHITECTURE 

21 Classification of Requirements 

Typically R" Rz, R, . .. R" are r quirement statements, usually written on a reqwrement 

catalogue entry (R e92). The e r quirement units are classified into models that form part 

of the four requirement tyle . 

The requirement m del ar then alidated using statistical models, transfer functions and 

simulations. Durin the pr f validation, we gain more knowledge about the models 

and con equ ntly rein~ rc th tructure of the models, which requires several iterations 

throughout th li~ cycl . Th m d I of the Architecture in Figure 21 is a superset model, a 

high level repre entation that c nvey the information content of the related elements 

comprising a sy t m, th relati n hip among ci10se elements, and the rules governing those 

relationship . Th read r should note that we implemented the technique of requirement 

c1assificati n in chapt r 6 t how how it helped to choose the various modelling techniques 

per requirement. 
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3.2.3.2 Quality Function Deployment (QFD) 

QFD was conceived by Akao Yoji in Japan in the late 1960s, during an era when Japanese 

industries broke from their post-World War II mode of product development through 

imitation and copying, towards moving to product development based on originality. QFD 

was born in this environment as a method or concept for new product development under 

the umbrella of Total Quality Control (Yoji90). QFD is a process for organising cross

functional thinking to deliver results that have desirable characteristics. It is an ideal method 

for 1) identifying and organizing needs that may come from the customer, 2) weighting 

needs, 3) developing and organizing "Quality Characteristics" and metrics, 4) weighting 

metrics and setting target values, 5) mapping metrics onto systems, subsystems, components 

and processes, 6) flow down of priorities, weights, and target values. QFD is about planning 

and problem prevention, not problem solving. It provides a systematic approach to identify 

which requirements are a priority, for whom, when to implement them, and why. QFD 

involves the refinement of requirements using matrices and charts based on priorities 

defined at group level. It consists of many tools, however in this study we focus on the 

House of Quality (HoQ). 

House of Quality (HoQ) 

The House of Quality (HoQ) matrix is the most recognized and widely used format of the 

QFD family of methods. It translates customer requirements, based on marketing research 

and benchmarking data, into an appropriate number of engineering targets to be met by a 

new product design. As depicted in Figure 22, the HoQ allows one to fill in a matrix that 

maps functional requirements to the quality attributes, referred to as Critical to Quality 

(CTQ). Normally designers and software engineers want the functional requirements to 

conform to / operate at the level of these CTQs. As the designers move from one level of 

the House of Quality to the next, the non-functional requirements become more and more 

measurable, thus more observable and controllable. These measurable requirements are 

utilised as directives that drives the model and design of the software. In DFSS these 

controllable attributes are called the Xs of the system upon which the Y s (output) depends. 
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Figure 22 The House of Quality (HoQ) 

3.2.3.3 Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) 

Analytical Hierarchy Pr ce s ( HP) was developed by Thomas Saaty, (saat80), and applied 

to software engin ering, among t others, by Joachim Karlsson and Kevin Ryan in 1997 

(Karl96). AHP i a m thod for deci ion making in situations where multiple objectives are 

present. Thi method mploys a pair-wise matrix to calculate the relative value and costs 

requirement . By u ing HP, th requirements engineer can also confirm the consistency of 

the result. HP can pr \' nt ubjective judgment errors and increase the likelihood that the 

results are reliable. It i a method for tructuring the decision making process into levels that 

corresp nd to one' under tanding of the problem. AHP is used in community decision 

making, 1) to elicit prefer nces for certain objectives comparatively to other objectives and 

2) to give the be t (or v ral be t), olution(s) from a range of potential solutions. AHP is a 

multi-attribute d ci i n pr c that tolerates uncertainty and inconsistency in data and 

judgment . It employ judgement of the variables that make up a decision and considers the 

data from th e variable . Th Table 1 how the Saaty scale of prioritisation. 
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~ten8lty c;J relative Definition 
mpatance (R) 

1 Equal importance 

3 Moderate importance 

5 Essential or strong 
If1llOI1ance 

7 Very strong Importance 

9 Absolute Importance 

2,4,6,8 Intermediate values 

Table 1 AHP Weighting System 

The model in Figure 23 hO'l: a proce s flow that depicts how the AHP methodology is 

implemented for d ci i n making within a development or a project. 

DefIne 
Problem 

• Ov.,1I1 Obj.ctlv. 
• Cr ....... ·'_or. 
• Con .... ". ·k __ 
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·LAv" • • C1uoI.,. 
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Establlsll 
EIIIMnI 

Comparison 

Calculate 
EleIMllt 

PriorttIH 

Consistency Test 

. ae_nt _ Mrlc •• 
-Ixp.ns, Group. 
• '.Ir wi .. CCImptorl .. n 

• I'rlorlly V.Clors 
- Consist.ncy ...... x 
- Conlist'ncy ""0 

Figure 23 AHP Process Flow 

calculate 
OWrai 

Priorities 

• "'Iorlty v.ctor • 
• Synthesis 
·0 .. .,,.. I'rlorhy 

v.ctor for """'my 

The AHP repre ent a weight matrix that maps attributes agamst attributes. Figure 23 

depicts the tepwi pr ce of the AHP tool which is based on subjective input from its 

user and pro id a on j tenc), Ind x (CI) and Consistency Ratio (CR). 
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19ur 24 The nalytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) 

Consider n lement t b compared, Q\ ... Qn and denote the relative significance (weights) 

of Q, with re p ct t I by a'l and form a square matrix A=(ajj) of order n with the 

constraints that a'l = 1/ al" for i 'f; j, and all = 1, all i. Such a matrix is said to be a reciprocal 

matrix. 

The weight are c nt wh n th matrix is transitive, that is ajk = ajjajk for all i, j, and k. 

Such a matrix xi t if a'l ar calculated from exactly measured data. Then find a vector w of 

order n uch that .. = A", . For uch a matrix, w is said to be an eigenvector (of order n) and 

A. is an -ig n value; t re hac n i tent matrix, A. = n. 

There are ev ral meth d 6 r calculating the eigenvector. One way is to multiply the entries 

in each row of the matrix and th n taking the nth root of that product provides an 

approximati n t the c rrect an wer ( aat80). The nth roots are summed and the sum is used 

to normali e th ig m ct r lem nt to add to 1.00. A.max is calculated so as to lead to the 

Con istenc), Index and th on.j t ncy Ratio. We multiply on the values of the judgements 

by th eigenvector to obtain a n \V vector. This vector of n elements is the product Aw and 
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the AHP theory states that A", =Am .. ", so the estimates of Amax is carried out by dividing each 

component of the A", product by the corresponding eigenvector element and the mean of 

these values is the estimate for ~x' Should the estimates for Amax be less than n, there has 

been an error in the calculation, which is a useful sanity check. The Consistency Index for a 

matrix is calculated from (A.max-n)/(n-1) and, the final step is to calculate the Consistency 

Ratio (CR) for the set of judgements using the CI for the corresponding value from large 

samples of matrices of purely random judgments using the AI constant, where CR = CII AI 

(saat80). In order to validate the consistency of the AHP results, CI has to be below 15% 

and CR below 10%. 

AHP does not provide an exact calculation but instead produces some tangibility to 

otherwise, very subjective attributes. In an ideal world the AHP matrix fits the following 

model. 

A*= 

w/w} wJw] 

w/w} w/w] 

~ (A*xW) =nW 

However, humans are inconsistent and the A* remains unknown. We can only model an A 

which is close to A*, the closer the better. This implies (A X W) = Iv max (W). Hence if A is 

close to A * then the consistency index 

Generally (Iv max> n). 

Cl = (Amax -n) ~O 
(n-l) 

is very small, close to zero. 

3.2.4 Modelling Concepts and Techniques 

Unlike many engineering fields, software engineering is a particular discipline where the 

work is mostly done on models and rarely on real tangible objects. According to Shaw, 

(Shaw90), Software engineering is not yet a true engineering discipline but it has the potential 

to become one. However, the fact that software engineers' work mainly with models and a 

certain limited perception of reality, Shaw believes that the success in software engineering 

lies in the solid interaction between science and engineering. In 1976, Barry Boehm (Boeh76) 
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proposed the definition of the term Software Engineering as the practical application of 

scientific knowledge in the design and construction of computer programs and the 

associated documentation required to develop, operate, and maintain them. This definition is 

consistent with traditional definitions of engineering, although Boehm noted the shortage of 

scientific knowledge to apply. 

On one hand, science brings the discipline and practice of experiments, i.e. the ability to 

observe a phenomenon in the real world, build a model of the phenomenon, exercise 

(simulate or prototype) the model and induce facts about the phenomenon by checking if 

the model behaves in a similar way to the phenomenon. In this situation, the specifications 

of the phenomenon might not be known upfront but induced after the knowledge about 

the phenomenon is gathered from the model. These specifications or requirement are 

known a posteriori. 

On the other hand, engineering is steered towards observing a phenomenon in reality, 

deducing facts about the phenomenon, build concrete blocks; structures (moulds) or clones 

based on the deduced facts and reuse these moulds to build a system that mimics the 

phenomenon in reality. In this situation, the specifications of the phenomenon are known 

upfront, i.e. deduced before even constructing any models, whilst observing the 

phenomenon. The process of specifying facts about the phenomenon is rarely a learning 

process, and requirements are known a priori. 

The scientific approach is based on inductive modelling and the engineering approach is 

based on deductive modelling. Usually in software engineering we are very familiar with the 

deductive modelling approach, exploiting modelling paradigm such as UML, ERD, and 

DFD that are well established in the field. However, the uses of inductive modelling 

techniques are less familiar in business critical software engineering, but applied extensively 

in safety critical software engineering and academia. Typically, inductive modelling 

techniques are experiments carried out on prototypes, or simulation of dynamic models 

which are based on mathematical (formal methods), statistical and probabilistic models. The 

quality of the final product lies in the modelling power and the techniques used to express 

the problem. As mentioned earlier, we believe that the power of the modelling lies in the 

blending of the inductive and deductive modelling techniques. 
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The rationale of integrating inductive modelling techniques within the domain of our study 

is due to the elements of non-determinism, emergent behaviours, communicational 

dynamics which are those parts of the problem that cannot be known or abstracted upfront 

i.e. a priori. These elements differs from those parts of the problem that can be abstracted a 

priori based on experience and domain knowledge, which are normally deduced and 

translated into structures or models (moulds) i.e. using deductive modelling techniques. 

Inductive modelling techniques require a different approach of addressing the problem 

attributes. In these circumstances, we tend to believe that the requirements are false 

upfront, and the objective is to validate these requirements against predefined CTQs. To do 

so, we build models to mimic the functionalities of the suggested requirements and run the 

models (dynamically) to check if the models conform to the expected output and agreed 

CTQs. The modelling tools are dynamic in nature, and very often they provide simulation 

engines that allow system designers to run and exercise the designs, to perform model 

validation and verification. Through several simulation runs, the models are modified, 

adjusted and reinforce until they match, to certain level of confidence, the CTQs. 

Leveson (Leve95), stresses in that the majority of accidents in which software is involved can 

be traced to requirements flaws, it is of particular importance to develop complete and 

unambiguous requirement specifications for software, in which, case, inductive modelling 

techniques provide the necessary methods and discipline to maximise the reduction of 

ambiguity. Parts of our class of problems require the use of inductive modelling techniques, 

hence the following sections provide an evaluation of the various dynamic and simulation 

tools we have investigated during the course of this study. 

3.2.4.1 Coloured Petri Nets (CPN) 

The foundation of Petri Nets was laid by the pioneering work of Carl Adam Petri and his 

colleagues in the early 1960's (pet62). Since then, an enormous amount of material has been 

developed, presented and published in journals, books, workshops and conferences. In 1981, 

Peterson explains the Petri nets methods as mathematical formalism that is intended to be 

used for modelling, simulation and analysis of different types of systems (pete81). In the 

domain of computer science and recently in software engineering, Petri nets are used for 

modelling a large number of either hardware, software systems and essentially various 
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applications in computer networks. Moreover Petri nets have special advantages over much 

other formalism, due to their graphical notation, which reduces Petri nets learning time and 

simplifies their use through logical abstractions. Oeff91). 

Petri Nets are modelling methodology for the description of concurrent and distributed 

system behaviour Oen97, Kris98). A number of versions of this graphical modelling language 

exist, which find widespread application in verification, simulation and performance analysis 

of distributed and parallel systems that also includes communication protocols. A classical 

Petri Net is a collection of places, arcs and tokens (resources), and these tokens are the 

marker of a place. Each arc connects a place to a transition or vice versa. Places can be 

considered as conditions on the system control states and transitions as actions. When a 

condition is verified that implies one or more tokens fill all input places, a transition can 

trigger and carry the enabling token to the places of destination. When more than one 

transitions are simultaneously enabled which represent the non-deterministic behaviours, in 

the validation phases, all the possible execution sequences are explored. But during the 

simulation phase, the execution step has to be chosen randomly or interactively. Petri Nets 

includes many variants, from the simplest one (Boolean/Integer token) to the high-level 

token, where tokens are structured values that, by traversing the net, enable an effective 

communication between parts of the system. For each class there is a set of software tools. 

Tokens carry, as a timestamp, the deterministic or randomly distributed temporal length of 

the transition they enable. A time consuming transition, then, increments the delay 

associated to the timed token it processes, which can be consumed by the following 

transitions only when such delay has elapsed. Communication is represented by token 

exchange between different parts of the Petri net. A Token "reception" can be conditioned by 

guard conditions appended on the arcs entering the transition or on the transition itself. 

Based on the current value of the token, which is copied in a locally bound variable, a 

transition is blocked or enabled and different values for the output tokens can be delivered 

to the final states. 

Jensen Oen97), clearly illustrates the relation between high-level and ordinary Petri Net and 

stated that the relationship is analogous to the relation between high-level programming 

languages and assembly code: the modelling capabilities should be the same, but the superior 

abstraction of the high-level specification simplifies the design phase. A powerful dialect of 
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high-level Petri Net are the Coloured Petri Nets (CPN), a methodology that employs Petri 

Net features to model parallel behaviour and high-level programming languages to define 

data, functions, and computation on data. 

Many freeware and commercial tools to handle modelling, simulation, and validation of low 

and high-level Petri Nets have been developed (PNT06). In the Telecoms, CPN tool is one 

of the most elaborate and successful. Of particular interest to this study is the application of 

CPN to the mobile technology, (Lore01), which illustrates how feature interaction patterns 

of a mobile phone family can be modelled in CPN and analysed in both time and space. 

CPN supports hierarchical description by means of transition refinements, model checking 

for static and dynamic properties, formal analysis methods (''places'' and transitions invariance 

verification) and simulation (automatic as well as interactive) with feedback information and 

several debugging options. For the analysis of complex models, a highly efficient simulation 

engine has recently been developed, which dramatically speeds up automatic simulation runs. 

Despite the fact that a modelling idea is sometime hard to create (or model), Petri Net, with 

its appealing graphical notation is a powerful modelling language to describe and investigate 

communication and resource-sharing processes. By combining basic formalism and the 

effectiveness of the programming language for computational details and communication 

aspects, CPN enable the creation of compact but accurate system models taking into 

account temporal issues. Despite the richness of the graphical notation, validation and 

performance analysis is pertinent due to the availability of powerful tools. However, CPN 

tool requires some effort to gain an acceptable knowledge of the functional language 

(Standard ML) supported by the tool, which is not a typical implementation language 

(Ullm98). 

3.2.4.2 Simple Promela Interpreter (SPIN) 

In the early 80's, Simple ProMeLa Interpreter, (SPIN), was designed for protocol verification 

systems based on on-the-fly reachability analysis (Holz81, Holz8S, Holz88) .SPIN is a 

widely used tool for specification and validation of communication models that supports 

asynchronous process systems (Holz91, Holz92). It has been developed with the objective of 

thoroughly supporting protocol engineering, thus incorporates a strong formal basis and 

supports efficient model-checking, i.e. validation of consistency in requirements, invariant 
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assertions, and temporal properties expressed in Linear Temporal Logic. SPIN uses a C-like 

specification notation (proMeLa - Process Meta Language) which increases its applicability 

in the first stages of the design and makes code implementation a rather mechanical task of 

quantitative detailing. 

ProMeLa comprises the constructs for data manipulation and communication between 

processes. The system's basic components are the processes, whose internal behaviour is 

described as a set of possible transitions (gathered within the "if .. ft' construct). The firing of 

a transition leads to termination (execution states labelled with end :) or non-terminating 

sequences of actions (when the transitions are part of a loop "do ... od' or a golo operator 

points to a new control state). The triggering conditions guarding each branch are message 

receiving and sending actions, which are true if executable, 1) Boolean expressions on local 

or global variables or on the status of visible channels and 2) timeout events, executed only 

when no other transition is enabled and the system is stalled. All starting conditions inside 

"do ... od' and "if .. ft' constructs are introduced by operator ":". All other actions in process 

behaviour are delimited by operator "/'. Processes can communicate on channels, which are 

modelled as finite-length queues. The default communication is therefore asynchronous, but 

can also be synchronous when relying on channels of zero length. On these rendezvous 

channels, sending and receiving actions must be matched to be executed (they are 

interpreted as an atomic action), otherwise a deadlock is detected. 

Channels deliver structured messages: sending actions are specified with the expression chi 

exprl, expr2, ... or equivalently with ch!exprl (expr2, ... ), where the first field is usually the 

message identifier. The reception of a message can be interpreted as data transfer (value

passing) - ch?var1,var2, ... , when the values received on channel ch overwrite the local 

variables used by the receiving process. Information exchange can also be performed by 

writing and reading global variables, here interpreted as shared channels. This approach can 

help in modelling multicast transmission. 

When given a ProMeLa specification me, SPIN performs simulation and validation on it. 

Preliminary analysis is carried out with random or interactive simulations. For a more 

detailed inspection, the validator checks for invalid end-states (deadlocks); non-progress 

cycles; violation of temporal claims, and so on, tracing back the shortest execution sequences 

to the incriminated states. When the system is too huge to be handled due to the bounds in 
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available memory, the validation is carried out on a randomly selected subset of the whole 

state-space (sub-optimal solution). A slicing routine has been added to extract, from complex 

protocol descriptions, partial specifications related to the properties of interest. These 

concepts are powerful enough to cover almost all the correctness and consistence 

requirements that can be imposed on prototypes. 

SPIN is the most popular formalism among freeware Formal Method tools for the 

specification and verification of communication protocols. Theoretical advancements and 

practical experiences are continuously reported in the proceedings of the International SPIN 

Workshops. The power of SPIN as a verifier, together with its free availability for 

commercial purposes, justifies its frequent usage in the verification of large models. SPIN 

has proved to be very useful in the simulation and validation of system specifications. 

Modelling protocols from technical specification documents is rather clear-cut and results in 

compact specifications, but specifying a complete protocol stack is not yet possible. But, 

without relying on rapid-prototyping, the software implementation of protocols is 

effortlessly obtained from the formal model due to the similarities between C and ProMeLa. 

However, ProMeLa has no clear separation between architectural and functional aspects. 

Due to the lack of hierarchical structuring facilities, it is not possible to point out the 

interdependencies between processes without looking at their behaviour. As far as this 

application is concerned, an underlying computational environment, such as inclusion of C 

code fragments, is indispensable. 

3.2.4.3 Unified Modelling Language (UML) 

UML (Unified Modelling Language) is the most used graphical modelling notation for 

object-oriented software systems, whose standardisation is co-coordinated by the Object 

Management Group (OMG) (UML97). UML specifications are collections of diagrams, 

where each of them supports a specific phase of the development process by capturing a 

particular abstraction of the system behaviour (analysis of the requirements, architectural and 

functional design, HW!SW partition, etc.). 

The following diagrams are useful for protocol specification: 

o Sequence diagram 
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o Class diagram, a graph of abstract elements (classes) connected by static relationships: 

hereditary, aggregation, association, and so on. 

o UML's State-chart diagram is a graph that statistically illustrates the dynamic behaviour 

of classes representing event-driven processes. Its UML notation is derived from state 

charts, a powerful Formal Description Techniques (FDT) that extends the fInite state 

machine models with parallel decomposition of states and transversal communication 

between different hierarchical levels of the specifIcation O. 

o Object diagram, which collects the class instances (objects) implementing the actual 

system. 

In UML, processes are modelled with classes, input signals with public methods, messages, 

and information elements with methods' parameters. Classes communicate through the 

invocation of other classes' methods, which triggers an internal reaction and, possibly, a 

response. In order to support syntactic and semantic verification, UML includes OCL 

(Object Constraint Language), a formal language to specify invariant conditions and weIl

formed rules on the system model. As for the extension of the modelling language to real

time systems (Real-Time UML), a sound mathematical foundation is still under investigation. 

There are dozens of commercial and freeware tools for UML, ranging from simple graphical 

editors to complete CASE packages. 

UML does not intrinsically support a formal method of verification, yet several 

investigations have been carried out to attach the component of simulation, model checking 

and formal verification into the platform of UML. One of the distributions is called vUML, 

which is a transformational tool able to convert UML models into PROMELA descriptions, 

which can then be processed by SPIN and this technology is developed at the Abo 

University (Finland), under the direction of Professor Johan Lilius (LiluOO). vUML 

automatically verifIes UML models which are programmed in Python, an interpreted 00 

programming language (Asch99). The models to be checked by vUML are described as 

Python programs as well, using the UML meta-model implemented by the tool. vUML 

verifies models where the behaviour of the objects is described using UML State charts 

diagrams. It supports concurrent and distributed models containing active objects and 

synchronous and asynchronous communication between objects. The tool uses SPIN model 

checker to perform the verifIcation, but the user does not have to know how to use SPIN or 
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the PROMELA language. If an error is found during the verification, the tool creates a UML 

sequence diagram showing how to reproduce the error in the UML model. 

UMLAUT (Unified Modelling Language All pUrposes Transformer) is another example of a 

general transformational framework for UML models. It has been developed and is 

maintained within the PAMPA project (Modeles et Outiis pour fa Programmation des Architectures 

ParalleJes Riparlies) under the direction of Jean-Marc Jezequel at IRISA (Institut de Recherche en 

Informatique et Jys/emes Alia/aires, Rennes, France) (H099). UMLAUT is not directly dedicated to 

verification but rather to rewriting of UML models for various purposes (among others, the 

generation of verification models). 

3.2.4.4 Specification and Description Language 

(SDL) 

The language SD L has been developed by the Co mite Consulatif International 

Telegraphique et Telephonique (CCITI) in 1976 and revised in 1980, 1984 and 1988 for use 

in the design of Telecoms systems. SDL is a formal notation, a high-level general-purpose 

description language for event-driven, real-time and communicating systems; Telecoms 

systems and protocols are one of its main application fields (CCITI). The effectiveness and 

the graphical format of SDL have won it a widespread popularity in both the academic and 

industrial sectors. SDL is based on Finite State Machines (FSM), a standard technique for 

studying reactive systems. The system described by an SDL specification is actually an 

Extending Communicating Finite State Machine (ECFSM), because it consists of a set of 

concurrent processes, extended with variables and data space, which communicate by 

exchanging control signals or structured on fmite-Iength asynchronous channels. In system 

specification, structural and functional aspects are distinguished. The system architecture 

deploys the building blocks and the channels connecting them and by declaring the signals 

exchanged on each communication path. The behaviour of each basic block is detailed by 

editing the internal processes with respect to their required operations. The association 

among blocks and processes is accomplished in the block diagram, which contains the 

declaration of the processes (one or more for each block) and the routes connecting each 

process to other internal processes (if any) or to the block's interface. 
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SOL supports non-determinism (i.e. ANY concept, representing an alternative of equally 

possible actions), which can be useful to describe uncertainty in the environment and to 

validate accordingly all possible reactions of the system. Processes can handle local variables 

and parameters of different data types. The data type concept in SOL was originally based 

on axiomatic definitions of Abstract Oata Types (ADT), defined by the set of possible values 

and the operations that can be executed with them. With ADT it is possible to characterise 

types through inheritance, thus avoiding redundant redefinition of common operators, and 

to define parametric data types, i.e., type generators, used for example to define arrays of 

elements of any type, whose index can be of any type supporting internal ordering. Oue to 

the complexity of AOT, a set of predefmed data types and type generators are provided. 

In SOL, communication on the bi-directional routes that connect processes is always 

asynchronous: that is, each process has its own input queue, where signals coming from the 

environment or from another process are buffered and sequentially processed. Synchronous 

communication is provided by the remote-procedure call instruction. SOL also supports 

non-ordered signal reception by means of the SAVE operator, which postpones the 

consumption of a specified signal to the following transition. 

Several software packages have been developed to handle formal specifications of systems in 

SOL, amongst the most popular is JADE (Leue96, Henk96, Henk97). Yet many studies on 

these packaged are centred on the problem of inefficiency in the code generation practice of 

translating formal languages into codes, which the authors mainly claim is mostly due to the 

fact that the specification model is not the most efficient to be used in the implementation 

phase but it is the one that guarantees full coherence between both. However, JADE is the 

most promising as a public domain tool for specification written in J ava, for which code 

generation and optimisation have been developed. Another SOL software package is SITE, 

which is an open development environment, support compilation of SOL and ASN.l to 

target languages Java and C++. Unfortunately, these tools are not yet mature enough to 

adequately support system development with SOL and offer no significant alternative to 

commercial software. 

For many years, SOL has been successfully applied to system analysis and design in many 

application domains. Although SOL provides timers, performance evaluation and analysis of 

temporal properties are poorly supported. Tools for performance analysis of queuing 
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systems specified in SOL have been proposed, but are not yet sufficiently mature for 

professional use. As far as the modelling phase is concerned, the modular approach and the 

clear distinction between structure and behaviour are very useful features in describing Open 

Systems Interconnection (OS1) like protocol architectures. In addition to this, the translation 

of the informal textual specifications issued by ETSP and 3GPP, for example, to SOL 

diagrams is a very straightforward task because the style adopted complies with SOL 

concepts and operators. 

3.2.5 AHP Evaluation of Modelling and 

Simulation Tools 

We are now faced with several dynamic modelling techniques and we are required to 

evaluate each of them against specific CTQs. These CTQs are the quality attributes, which 

we believe are necessary for modelling and simulating the properties and characteristics of 

distributed messaging systems. Ouring the evaluation phase, we speit out that the following 

CTQs are required properties of the dynamic modelling tools; 1) simulation engine, 2) 

temporal properties, 3) abstraction, 4) user interface (ease to use), 5) concurrency and 6) 

formal verification. Since the evaluation process also include subjective assessment using 

domain knowledge and expert groups, we planned to apply the AHP to prevent subjective 

judgment errors and increase the likelihood that the results are reliable. 

Therefore, the exercise in Figure 25, illustrates the AHP evaluation techniques. The first task 

is to evaluate the quality attributes that are the most critical to the modelling phase of the 

study and assess them against each other. This provides a weight per CTQ which is 

represented by the column CTQs. 

I European Telecommunications Standards Institute 
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~ lgur 2S HP Evaluation of CTQs for Simulators 

In this ca e we ob erve that imulation, as a quality attribute, is the strongest CTQs, hence 

the next pha e f the HP exerci e i to evaluate each tool against the six Quality attributes, 

which typically i a b nchmarlcin exercise. The cliagram in Figure 26, shows the assessment 

of the each formal v rificati n technique against each inclividual CTQ. 

The re ult of the HP r veal that the specifications of CPN best fit our quality requirement 

of the formal verificati n techniques. Among the notations devoted to system specification, 

SDL has achieved wid pread uccess for its friendly graphical notation, its conformance to 

the icliom adopted by tandarcli ati n in titutes, and its support for other popular notations 

such as A .1, M , and TT PI outperforms SDL-based commercial tools because 

it can check, b id tatic and dynamic properties, the consistency of the system's temporal 

behaviour in all ex cuti n quenc . Thi makes SPIN the most successful freeware tool for 

large-sy tern validati n by b th acad mic and industrial users. As a formal verifier, SPIN is 

very robu t. H w ver, PII d e not provide its user with model abstractions and a friendly 

environment t d \' I P r al-lib bu iness critical projects. 
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<igure 26 HP Benchmark of Simulation Tools 

Petri nets, on the c nttar)', ad pt a fri ndly (although unconventional) graphical notation to 

addre s s veral a p cr f th d vel pment proce s: formal modelling, model-checking, and 

efficient imulati n f hlgh-l \eI pr totypes. Timed automata analyse temporal properties of 

non-determini tic timed y tern, verifying the correctness of the specification and 

calculating temp ral hard b und n the system performance. This kind of check is 

inclispen abl for afety-cntical real-time. According to the AHP analysis, ePN proved to be 

a good candidar f; r dynamic mod lling. 
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ePN allow a u r t , imulat different scenanos of a system, through automatic or 

interactive imulati n . lnt mctiv imulation gives the user control over the procedures and 

an analogy i ingl tepping while debugging some codes using a high level compiler. The 

user can tep in and ut f th )'_ tern while the imulation runs. ePN also allows the user to 

investigate th dift: r nt . tat f tran iti n during simulation and as a result of which the user 

can enable or di abl any tr n iti n. In brief, interactive simulation is a powerful feature of 

ePN that t lerat I gical walkthr ugh a model. 

n the ther hand, automat! imulaci n runs on pre defined parameters without human 

interacti n which i, lmiJar to • pr gram xecution. ep offers formal verification known as 

state pac anal), 1 and invari. nt anal ' is. It provides proofs in mathematical sense that 

spedfie certain b ha\ loural pr perti of a system. 

3.3 Implementation and Technology 

The evoluci n f n t\\. rk t chn logy d not happen in a linear fashion (JimOl) . Network 

technologi . exi t 10 g n rations, a generation is born, a few years later the next 

generati n m rg . Th arllcr g n rations ar till in operation for quite a while, and several 
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generations are in existence at the same time. The newest generations may be more advanced 

with new features, but earlier generations are not superseded overnight. As applied to 

network technology, this means that rather than being time-based, the different generations 

are really problem-based. To illustrate an example, earlier generations, client/server and n-tier, 

were designed to address the set of problems that had to be solved when building 

client/ server and n-tier networks within an enterprise. A different set of problems, called the 

network-to-network generation, arose when organisations began bringing applications into the 

Internet and Web framework so the networks could offer services to each other. With the IP 

convergence and the Telecoms boom, we see a new generation, called participant-to-participant, 

as the individual entities in the networks (rather than just the networks themselves) start 

offering services to each other. As we addressed in chapter 2, the change is in fact rather 

profound and complex encompassing general network issues: 

o Evolution of System - Scalability: the scale of possible interactions Increases 

dramatically if the environment enables every participant to either provide or 

consume a service to or from every other participant. 

o Quality of Service: The rate of message exchange and the complexity inherent to 

each message increases rapidly if services can be offered and consumed by all of the 

participants of the networks, either due to change in the network or failure in the 

infrastructures. 

o Communication Model: The complexity of interactions increases together with the 

options to provide or consume services from entire networks, individual participants, 

or both . 

. We classified these issues into three distinct areas: 

o Network Technology: the type of network technology used: Ethernet, Myrinet, 

InfiniBand. 

o Network Operation Environment: "hoUl does the network technology communicate with the 

application", i.e. the transport protocols. 

o Application Protocol: "HoUl do software applications interface with the network technology?" 
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The following sections describe the networking implementation adopted to pursue the 

objective of designing a distributed messaging system. We start from the lowest level of the 

(network technologies) and move up to the application protocols. 

3.3.1 Network Technologies 

3.3.1.1 The InfiniBand Network Model 

The InfiniBand architecture connects servers and shared I/O systems. By moving I/O out 

of servers onto a switched network, InfiniBand technology results in what has been termed 

"deconstruction of servers" which is anticipated to be a foundational design principle of 

future data centres (Fut02). The architecture covers all layers of the standard, including 

Physical, Link, Network, Transport, and Management. The InfiniBand architecture is a 

product of the InfiniBand Trade Association (lBTA) , an industry group of over 200 

companies led by Intel, Compaq, Microsoft, Hewlett-Packard, Dell, IBM, and Sun 

Microsystems. The IBTA was formed in the summer of 1999 as a result of merging the Next 

Generation I/O (NGIO, led by Intel) and Future I/O (led by Compaq) standards. The 

IBTA architecture definition work is performed by a series of Working Groups 

corresponding to layers of the architecture (e.g., Electro-Mechanical, Link, Software, and 

Management). There are also IBTA working groups focused on Marketing and Compliance 

and Interoperability. A single InfiniBand network is termed a subnet, which support queuing 

of messages, including the following 

o Host Channel Adapters (HCAs) - interfaces to processor nodes 

o Target Channel Adapters (TCAs) - interfaces to I/O nodes (including storage and other 

networks) 

o Switches - interconnection components for routing traffic within a subnet 

o Routers - interconnection components for routing traffic across subnets or to non

InfiniBand networks 

Each node contains one or more ports that are connected to other ports with point-to-point 

links. Three speeds of InfiniBand bi-directional interconnection links are supported: xl 

(2.5Gb/s), x4 (lOGb/s) and x12 (30Gb/s). The InfmiBand transport layer defines protocols 
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for both unreliable and reliable messages, as well as Direct Memory Access (DMA) 

mechani m . The e protocol enable a variety of I/O and Inter Processor Communication 

(IPq operation between end nodes. The interface for managing message traffic within a 

channel adapter j called a Queue Pair (QP). Each QP contains both a send queue and a receive 

queue wtllch connect through communication channels. The InfiniBand networks support a 

number of mechani m that enable logical control of components and traffic in a subnet. 

Partitions enabJe 10 ical i olation of components sharing the same InfiniBand subnet. Virtual 

Lanes constitute a m chani m for having multiple virtual links share the same physical link. 

The Virtual Lane 15, which is supported by all InfiniBand ports, is reserved for management 

layer traffic. 

Link Protocol 

Figure 28 illu trate the link protocol of the IBA, wherein application data is composed of 

several mes age, ize up to 2 GB. The messages can be automatically segmented and 

assembJed into packet that upp rt payload ranging from 256, 512 and 1024 Mb. 
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__ ~ SIZe up to 20B 

MESSAGE 

MESSAGE 

MESSAGE 

MESSAGE 

Automat., .e·segment_tHln & 
.e- assembly SUpport for 256.512,1024 

~ igure 2 Th lB Link Protocol Model 

The packets ar nt 0\' r d dicat d buffer of the virtual lanes, as shown in Figure 29. 
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Figur 29 The lB Link Attribute Model 
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The IBA Network Feature 

The addre ing y tern f th lB allow devices to be statically defined by a Global Unique 

Identifier ( UID) which i a irnilar notion to Ethernet MAC addresses. All ports in a 

device have a dynamically a ign d Local Identifier (LID ) which is a 16-bit address assigned 

by a subnet mana er. Ey ry fabric ubnet must have at least one Subnet Manager (SM) and 

may be implemented anywh r in th fabric and have the following responsibilities: 

o Di co er ubn 

o A sign LID 

o Calculate and pr gram witch 6 rwarding tables 

o Monitor changes 

Table 2 illu trat th pr ce of th nd queue operation. 

D uring RC ommunication b t\: een two QPs, the responders QP RC logic must respond to 

each reque t pack t with an ck or ak packet. 

SEND QUEUE OPEAA110N 

SEND AOM A AEAD ADMA~ITE ATOMICOP aNDWIHDOW MULl1-CAST 

Reliable X X 
Com ec:bon 

X X X I 
A.llibl. X X 

DI .. gnun 
X X X 

- -
Unre llabl. X X X 
Comecdon 
unr. llabl. 
Da.agram 

X X 

lI .w Oe .. .".. .. X X 1 -

X • AUOWED OPERATION J 

Tabl 2 lB end Queue perations 

The following ub cti n explain th attribute of IB as shown in Table 2 

UC is a sub et f R. unng 

model the ck 

Reliabl Datagram (RD) 

mmunication between two QPs, RC logic does not 

for ach packet. 
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The RD t'\lC ryp 
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with Ack/l ak m d I. 

Raw Protocols 

L ar u d to nd and recei e non-lBA packets that are encapsulated 

within an IB pack t \\hl h mclud s raw IPv6 and ther Type datagram. 

3.3.1.2 Th nfiniBand Protocol Stack 

Figur 3 th upp 1 which are typically standardised and implemented 
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IP over InfiniBand (lPoIB) provides a standard mechanism to encapsulate IP traffic over IB 

fabric which supports TCP, UDP and Internet Control Message Protocol (lCMP) based 

applications and traffic. 

Socket Direct Protocol (SDP) maps standard socket (Winsock, Berkeley Socket, (BSD), etc) 

API's to IB architecture, keeping the same API's towards the application in a way that the 

application still thinks it is working over a TCP lIP based network, but with much greater 

performance and lower latency (as it bypasses the TCP lIP stack). SDP takes advantage of 

Asynchronous 10 and RDMA and used for IPC between IB nodes and for session based 

networking with elements outside the IB fabric residing in the LAN IW AN. This efficient 

connectivity is achieved by using Intelligent Routers that terminate TCP lIP traffic 

translating it to SDP. SDP works in conjunction with the IP over IB standard, which enables 

routing and non TCP Traffic (lCMP, UDP) to traverse between the nodes. 

Direct Access Provider Library (DAPL) is not a protocol but an industry attempt to define 

and standardize a transport independent and OS independent set of APIs, that exploit 

RDMA and other capabilities present in IB. There are two flavours uDAPL and kDAPL 

(user and kernel implementation modes respectively). DAPL supports Direct Access 

Transport (DA 1) over IB and uses IP addressing and IPoIB for connection establishment. 

MPI is an application protocol or message-passing, proposed as a standard by a broadly 

based committee of vendors, implementers, and users. 

3.3.1.3 Evaluation of the Network Technologies 

In this section, we use the AHP technique to evaluate the different network technologies 

currently available on the market for the purpose of building distributed messaging systems. 

We looked at Ethernet, InfiniBand and Myrinet. 

Ethernet 

Ethernet is a diverse family of frame-based computer networking technologies for local area 

networks (LAN). It defines a number of wiring and signalling standards for: 

o Physical layer - two means of network access at the Media Access Control (MAC) 

o Data link layer 
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o Common addressing format 

Ethernet has been standardized as IEEE 802.3. Its star-topology, twisted-pair wiring became 

the most widespread LAN technology in use from the 1990s to the present, largely replacing 

competing LAN standards such as Coaxial-cable Ethernet, Token Ring, FDDI, and 

ARCNET. 

Myrinet 

Myrinet is a high-speed local area networking system designed by Myricom to be used as 

interconnects between multiple machines to form computer clusters. The technology is 

often used directly by programs that are aware about it, thereby bypassing a call into the 

operating system. Myrinet physically consists of two fibre optic cables, upstream and 

downstream, connected to the host computers with a single connector. Machines are 

connected via low-overhead routers and switches, as opposed to connecting one machine 

directly to another. Myrinet concepts include a number of fault-tolerance features, mostly 

backed by the switches. These include flow control, error control, and "heartbeat" 

monitoring on every link. 

AHP Evaluation 

We carried out an AHP benchmark to decide on the best network technology candidates for 

the build of a distributed messaging prototype. Figure 31 depicts a sample of the AHP 

matrices built to evaluate predefined CTQs for each technology. The CTQs are general 

networking quality of Service parameters extended to meet the requirements of this study. 

Each of the CTQ was quantified on the AHP based on the typical Telecoms QoS 

benchmark, a ung96). 
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Figure 32 illu trate th 

visibility and kn wledg 

r ult of the HP benchmarking exercise, providing the necessary 

on the most appropriate technology. As we assess the to clj cu 

three technologles again t the CTQ , it became clear that InfmiBand ancl Ethernet are best 

candidate techn 10gle, to cleve! p a prototype against the very proprietary Myrinet. In 
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chapter 6, \V carned ut the imulati nand proto typing experiments to illustrate an in depth 

anaIy i f th C\\' n tw rk t chnol gi within the domain of distributed messaging system. 

3.3.2 etw rk Operation Environment 

3.3.2.1 R m Direct memory Access (RDMA) 

RDMA i. a n tw rk int rfac card I) feature that lets one computer to directly place 

information IntO th m m ry f an th r computer. The technology reduces latency by 

minimizing d mand n bandwidth and processing overhead. This is achieved by 

implementing a r babl transp rt prot c I in hardware on the NIC and by supporting zero

copy networkin ~ with kern I b)pa . . 

CLENT 
R~I tertd Memory 

t 

I 
CPU 

Hgur 

Figure 33 h \ th t th 

, 
RDMA 

SERVER 

Registered Mtmory 

MA R ad / \1 rite Communication Model 

CPU 

y n tw rking allows the Network Interface Card (NIC) to 

tran £ r data rur t1y t or fr m applicati n memory, eliminating the need to copy data 

between applicati n m mon and the kern 1. Yernel bypass lets applications issue commands 

to th WIth ut ha\'ing to x ut a k rnel call. The RDMA request is issued from user 

space to th I cal . 1 and)\ r the n t\ rk to the remote NIC without requiring any kernel 

involvement. Thi. r due s th number f c ntext switches between kernel space and user 

space while handllOg n tw rk tr. ffie. '\ h n an application performs an RDMA read or write 

reque t, n data c pYlOg IS P r6 rnl d. The RDMA request is issued from an application 

running in u. r sp, I • and then carried over the network to the remote NIC. 

Request compl tlOns m! tht r essed either entirely in u er space (by polling a user-level 

completJon qu u ) or through th k rn I in ca s where the application wishes to sleep until 

a compl tJon urs. 
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Over RDM th r m t \irtual memory address for the operation is carried within the 

RD fA me , a . Th r mot applicati n i not required to perform any operation other 

than regi t nn th r b 'ant memory buffer with its local NIC. The CPUs in the remote 

node are n t at all iny h· d in th inc ming RDMA operation, and they incur no load. An 

applicati n can pr tect it m m ry fr m arbitrary access by remote applications through key 

value u . Th applicati n 1. Ulng th RD I operation must specify the correct key for the 

remote m m ry regi n th t 1t i trying to acce . The remote application obtains the key 

value wh n 1t r gtst r. [h m m ry with it local NIC. The issuing application also must 

determin the remot m mory addr s and the key for the memory region. The remote 

applicati n 1o~ rm th 1S. wng ap lication about the beginning virtual address, size and key 

of th m m ry r glon. It tr n mit thi in~ rmation using a send operation before the issuing 

applicati to that memory region. Protocols that use RDMA to 

achie e lugh p rf, cket. Direct Protocol (SDP), SCSI RDMA Protocol 

CSRP) and Direct F ). Communication libraries that use RDMA 

includ ir ct cc \'id r Libr. ry CD PL) and Message Passing Interface (MP!). 

At the operati f th architecture reside the mechanics of RDMA which follows a 

ba ic qu uing mod I as shc)\\'n 10 · i rur 34. 

Structur. - aueue 

Butter 

Get Operat ion 

Hgur 34 RDM Queuing Model 

3.3.2.2 1rh FlI) Channel Interface 

InfiniBand onn tJ\ ity 0\' r l\.lA chann 1 remove latency from data transfer amongst 

the node \\'hJch 0 ur. thr ugh th proce of kernel bypass, as shown as Figure 35. 
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Figure 35 RDMA Zero Copy Model 

When an application i de ign d u ing RDMA protocols, the Kernel is notified to provide a 

fix porti n f m mory t th application giving it the right to manage the memory. As the 

applicati n J initiat d, the m m ry allocated is mapped to the memory chip built on the 

InfiniBand 1 I . Th 1 I ha direct acces to the memory which is now managed by the 

applicati n rather than th K rn 1; hence the overheads (work-extensive copies) are 

eliminated. Through the fa t tran port capacity and low latency of InfmiBand, coupled with 

the zer c py c nc pt f RD fA, the model provide the illusion that remote peers can 

acce each ther mem ry dir cdy, a Figure 36 illustrates. 

Figur 36 RD 1 u ed in Distributed Shared Memory 

RDMA 1 ad u t th con pt of Di tributed hared Memory (DSM) wherein, each process 

"thinks" r has a \1 \\ of th m m ry space, hence access a portion of a large shared 

mem ry (public gm nr). ublic egment is made up of the contribution of memory 

egm nr fr mach nod. s r quir d, the node also reserve a private segment of memory 

for caching mechanIsm ~nd local operati n . In the architectural model of DSM, usually 
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there no concept of central shared memory, but only the segments which are visible locally 

and those which are allowed to exported or shared across all the nodes. 

The principle of two or more programs sharing a common address space through Remote 

Direct Memory Access (RDMA) residing on different machines is a new design concept in 

the Telecoms system infrastructure. Our proposition is to allow dispersed nodes (different 

physical machines) to share a common address space with the primary objective of 

collaborating data and knowledge through direct connection to peers memory segment. 

3.3.3 Applications Protocols 

3.3.3.1 Message Passing Interface 

MPI is an application protocol where a complete implementation of the MPI-2 library 

supports functionalities such as dynamic process management, one-sided communication, 

and MPI I/O. The MPI-2 process model allows for the creation and cooperative 

termination of processes after an MPI application has started. It partlY exhibits the concept 

of dynamism in distributed communication by providing a mechanism to establish 

communication between the newly created processes and the existing MPI applications. It 

also provides a mechanism to establish communication between two existing MPI 

applications, even if one process did not "start" the other. 

MPI library is a standard for writing parallel applications. The library has been implemented 

for numerous interconnects, including remote memory access abilities. In the study carried 

out on MPI for Cray T3D (Brig96), MPI has been implemented on a SHMEM interface. 

The work presented in (Sist02) described an MPI implementation over Sun Fire Link that 

uses a sender-managed buffer scheme for transporting messages wherein, the sender can 

choose any buffer at the receiver side for doing remote write. 

MPI extended its communication mechanisms in adopting direct memory access to allow 

one process to specify all communication parameters, both for the sending side and for the 

receiving side. This mode of communication facilitates the coding of some applications with 

dynamically changing data access patterns. Each process can compute what data it needs to 

access or update at other processes. However, in many DMA communication model, 
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processes may not know which data inside their own memory, need to be accessed or 

updated by remote proce e and these processes may also be unknown. Thus, the transfer 

parameters are all available only on one side. Regular send/receive communication requires 

matching operation by ender and receiver. In order to issue the matching operations, an 

application need to di tribute the transfer parameters. This may require all processes to 

participate in a time con uming global computation, or to periodically poll for potential 

communication reque t. The u e of Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) 

communication mechani m avoids the need for global computations or explicit polling. 

Noel. [Origin) Node [Target) 

- .. 

• "PttItll 

.. - ~ --
- .. t(J' .... ~ 

Figure 37 MPI Operational Model 

As illu trated in Figur 37, the me sage-passing communication achieves two effects: 

communicati n of data from ender to receiver; and synchronization of sender with receiver. 

The RDMA de ign eparate the e two functions by invoking three communication calls 

which are IPI P T (rem te write), MPI GET (remote read) and MPI ACCUMULATE 

(remote update). 

The model behind IPI over RDMA channel interface is supported by the work carried out 

on the evaluation of c mmunication models, which reveals that RDMA calls in MPI is a fast 

an efficient oluti n D r different designs of implementing remote servers on a cluster 

connected sy tern IauiOS). me of the methods evaluated, uses RDMA write for 

tran ferring c ntr 1m '. ag acr s n des. 
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3.3.3.2 MPI Library Comparison Analysis 

There are several distributions of MPI libraries and during the course of this research, we 

evaluated two different libraries. The experiments were carried out by measuring the 

performance of 4 computational nodes sending data packets of fixed payload to each other 

(10 bytes). The number of packet sent within a time period (msg / time) is recorded per 

node for each iPI library, namely, 1) HP MPI from Hewlett - Packard and 2) MPIPro from 

Verari y tern 

HPMPI 

We connected 4 node over an InfiniBand fabric and created an MPI world, written using 

the HP MPI library, to imulate throughput performance across the nodes. Figure 38 shows 

the thr ughput of each node, and the average CPU processing time and memory usage of 

the four node . 
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Figure 38 HP MPI Performance Results over IB vs. Ethernet 

HP-MPI performed very well but at a cost of processing resources. The throughput for 

message ( ms) exchange was ace ptable but the ability to manage fault tolerance aspects was 

unacceptable for the domain of messaging systems. We were provided with a Beta version of 

their HP MPI library that addre se the aspect of fault tolerance. In examining the new 

release with th am imulation parameters, we reproduced the following results, as shown 

in Figure 39. 
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Figure 39 HP MPI with Fault Tolerance 

The new HP-MPI B ta relea e, which incorporated some additional modules called poka 

yoke, to ensure fail oyer mechani m should MPI ranks fail and as Figure 39 shows knock

on effect seemed to be a hit on performance when comparing the graphs of Figure 38 and 

Figure 39. Thi a typical instance that shows the process of conflicting CTQs, i.e. 

performance v . reliability. 

MPI Pro 

We, then, carried out the arne experiment but changing one simulation parameter which is 

the MPI library from HP MPI to MPI Pro. Figure 40 shows the throughput of each node, 

and the average P proce sing time and memory usage of the four nodes. 
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MPI/Pro performed well, with a throughput of message exchange higher than HP MPI 

tolerance) yet the ability to manage fault tolerance aspects was also unacceptable. However, 

MPI/Pro was able to run multiple MPI worlds unlike HP MPI, but we were unable to 

empower a fault tolerance mechanism within the library since it was not on vendors, 

roadmap. As a result, during the course of the research we temporarily resolved the problem 

by enabling a fault tolerance agent to run on a service discovery model based on the Red Hat 

cluster management software, and the concept of service discovery is thoroughly assessed 

through dynamic modelling and simulation in chapter 4. But we found that MPI Pro is a 

very clean implementation of the MPI standard, in terms of performance, RDMA 

communication model and programming. 

3.4 Summary 

The proposed Class of problems is multi-disciplinary, which combine both the structural and 

dynamic modelling techniques. Structural modelling tools are good candidates for modelling 

the deterministic part of a system, which as we stated are the functional and structural 

requirement styles. This provides the ability to separate the data with the process of treating 

the data. But in order to model the emergent behaviour, the structural model requires some 

aspects of probabilistic and statistical methods. Probabilistic techniques provide predictive 

information on the non-deterministic nature of distributed system and this can be achieved 

by simulation and prototyping mechanisms. Statistical modelling provides the mapping 

through traceability matrix to blend the probabilistic with the deterministic. We integrated 

the blended modelling approach into the architectural and design phase of the proposed 

research and development process model. 

Figure 36 reflects the change in the engineering discipline of messaging infrastructures which 

is a consequence to the change in the cultural and technological modus operandi. The 

diagram is a high level model of the blended approach and shows how to use several 

modelling styles to define the different types of requirements. The inductive modelling styles 

are applicable to the behavioural and communication style of the requirements, which 

resolve to the non-deterministic character of the requirements. The deductive modelling 

techniques are employed for the structural models which forms part of the data and 

structural styles of the requirement. 
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Figure 41 Blended Modelling Approach 

Since the blend d m d lling approach comprised of several techniques we critically 

evaluated the diff; rent t 01 for modelling, simulation and implementation of clistributed 

me aging s)' tem . To add rig ur to the evaluation process, we employed the AHP method 

to quantitati~'ely a the tool again t the requirements and their conformance to the 

development f di. tributed me aging y terns. The AHP enabled us to check the 

con i tenc), acro multJple deci ion making criteria. We justified the choice of the tools by 

evaluatin \'eral JOput. from xp rt groups, literature review of the state of art and 

indu trial r earch / . uryey t en ure that the consistency index and consistency ratio of 

each criterion within 15 0/ 0 and 10 % respectively. This is an indication to validate the 

integrity of th utcome fr m th evaluation analysis, 
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4 DESIGN & SIMULATION OF 

DISTRIBUTED MESSAGING 

SYSTEMS 

Those who can do, those who can't simulate 

4.1 Overview 

In this chapter, we demonstrate the use of simulation techniques, applied to dynamic 

models, to improve the analysis, understanding and design of the diverse communication 

models within a distributed messaging system. To carry out the simulation experiments, we 

investigated an actual messaging system called the Virtual Mobile Redirector (VMR) 

(VMR02a and VMR02b) and analysed its communication dynamics, employing Coloured 

Petri Nets, as a simulation tool. 

The rationale behind the choice of simulating the VMR application is due to the fact that it is 

a real messaging system, deployed within the Telecoms network but it has never have been 

properly assessed for quality, although traditional software testing has been carried out. The 

VMR provide an insight into the functionalities and operation of messaging gateway and 

despite the fact that it was designed using a Multi-Agent Architecture, the application was 

never deployed on multiple processors or virtual machines. This chapter is set in two folds, 

whereby the first set of simulation experiments analyse the communicating agents of the 

VMR on a single processing unit and the second series of investigations examine the 

complexity of migrating the VMR application from one virtual machine to a distributed 

architecture with several interconnected processors. In doing so, the management of 

distributed nodes, the communication model of each individual VMR agents, the concept of 

cluster management and fail over strategies have to be investigated which leads to the 

concept of service discovery. 

The VMR agents communicate using interconnected queues which are typically the most 

commonly used data structures within the implementation of communication mediums 
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(substratum) for distributed systems. Queuing theory is the mathematical study of queues 

within a system which is essentially applied to analyse attributes such as perfonnance, 

robustness and reliability of multi-programmed computer systems OACK57, Gor67, Sche67 

Buz71a, Buz71b, Buz73, Bask75). 

In 1971, Moore showed that queuing network models could predict the response times on 

the Michigan Terminal System (MTS) to within 10% (Moor71). Since, rigorous validations 

have verified that these models reproduce observed perfonnance with significant accuracy 

(Buze75, Giam76, Hugh73, Rose78, and Ram90). Many analysts have experienced 

puzzlement at the accuracy of queuing network results, thus the popularity of queuing 

networks grew to become the Markovian queuing network based on assumption of queuing 

theory (klei75 and Klei76). 

Queuing theory is the result of extensive empirical research in the domain of waiting lines 

and provides us with theoretical models that explain the behaviour of queues within certain 

constraints (Moor71, Gross98). Nevertheless queuing theory is often mathematically 

restrictive to enable the representations of real-world phenomenon and complex systems 

(Nik03). This restriction arises because the underlying assumptions of the theory do not 

always hold in the real world; the mathematical models often assume infinite numbers of 

customers, or queue capacity, or no bounds on inter-arrival or service times, when it is quite 

apparent that these bounds must exist in reality. In other cases the theoretical solution may 

either prove intractable or insufficiendy informative to be useful, hence alternative means of 

analysis have been devised in order to analyse problems which do not fall under the 

mathematical scope of queuing theory. Those means are simulations and dynamic modelling 

techniques which have become very popular to analyse highly collaborative software 

systems. 

4.2 Simulation of the VMR Agents within 

a Distributed Messaging System 

In the last three decades research in computer science strongly contributed to the generation 

of simulation tools and showed considerable interest in the development for dynamical 
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simulations of stochastic processes (Chan86, Lub87, Kha93, Kha96, LubOO, LubOl, Kor02 

and Novo03). One of the primary motivations is the desire to carry out simulations over 

larger length and time scales, e.g. rigorous parallel Metropolis Monte Carlo (MC) simulations 

(Hai95). In recent years, several formalisms and related automation tools in software 

engineering have been developed to incorporate simulation capabilities. Within the wide 

spectrum of simulation techniques, we were required to focus on a selected subset, either for 

historical reasons or recently achieved popularity that best conform to the CTQs needed to 

simulate a distributed messaging system, which has been achieved by the AHP analysis in 

chapter 3. 

As mentioned earlier, we devised a case study based on the functionality of the VMR. 

Essentially, the VMR enables mobile phones to connect to IP based application through 

protocol conversion which is designed on a multi-agent system. The application consists of 

different interconnected software agents, wherein an agent encapsulates a series of methods 

as one class function and comprises of input/output components expressed as "sensors" 

with the primary purpose to receiving and dispatching packets of information via queues. 

The agent also contains a processing unit, which identifies which methods are to be triggered 

when the sensors receive data. 

The VMR represents a logical organisation of agents, which interact in a common 

environment to achieve a particular goal. It focuses on the collaborative resolution of global 

problem by a set of distributed entities. Like typical Multi-Agent System (MAS), the VMR 

abstracts the interaction between individual agents, defining the independency of the 

underlying architecture, which can be deployed on both centralised and highly distributed 

systems. 

4.2.1 Description of the Virtual Mobile 

Redirector (VMR) 

The VMR architecture has been established on a hierarchical structure of a Multi-Agent 

System (MAS) which can be decomposed into three levels of controls; 1) the agent level, 2) 

cluster level and 3) system level. Each level has different structures, activities and 

mechanisms, but the levels interact with each other during local / global communication. 
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4.2.1.1 Agent Level 

The generic model of a VMR agent can be regarded as a class, which is made up of three sub 

classes; Head Automata, Sensor and Action class (see Figure 4Z). The Head Automata is a 

generalisation of three smaller classes. In this work, we focus on the Logic, the Agent Meta 

Knowledge and Sensor modules only, since the BDE (Belief Desire and Experiment) 

module encapsulates aspect of learning and artificial intelligence that has not been 

considered in the problem domain of this study. 

I 
Head Automata Entity 
1. BDE 

,/ 2. Agent Meta Knowledge 
/' 3. Logic 
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2. Interrelationship 

Sensor Entity 
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FIFO Queues 

Figure 42 VMR Agent Model 

The Agent Meta Knowledge class contains attributes that inform an agent of its basic 

properties and code of behaviour. The information is usually fed at boot time and 

consequently requires an exchange of data packets from an external source, which IS a 

process that has to be included in the simulation analysis. However, for the purpose of 

simulating reliability within the system, we had to extend the perimeter of the Meta 

Knowledge class to include utilities that allow the agent to observe its own behaviour during 

failure and repair. 

The Logic module encapsulates method that holds conditions in order to take the necessary 

steps when an incoming transmission reaches the agent. Its job is to be notified by the 

Sensor class module of a request, checks with the Meta Knowledge class, and hence decides 

which function to trigger from the Action class. 
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The Sensor class holds a series of communicative acts (protocols), which are embedded in 

different methods that establish whether to accept or reject an incoming packet as well as 

identifying priority rights of data packets. The I/O conduit component of the Sensor class 

points to two FIFO queues which reside at the input and output ports. Finally the Action 

class module is a normal class that holds methods that waits to be called by the Logic Class 

Module of the Head Automata. 

4.2.1.2 Cluster Level 

Moving a level up in the hierarchy, above the Agent level, we model the cluster board. VMR 

agents with identical or similar tasks are grouped into clusters to optimise communication 

among them, as shown in Figure 43. 

~'-~-[--'~':"'-Communlcatlon link / r-

"':'--,"--="""",""....J 

Cluster Board 
I. Clus1l!r Meta Krow~ge 
2. Logic 

Figure 43 VMR Cluster Model 

As it can be observed, the structure of the cluster is similar to the Agent architecture (see 

Figure 42). A VMR cluster is a class which is made up with three sub classes; the Cluster 

Board, the Gateway and group of Agents. The Cluster Board holds two classes, which are 

the Cluster Meta Knowledge and the Logic component. The Cluster Meta Knowledge 

module has information about the common objectives of a cluster that co-ordinates the 

agents' behaviour inside the cluster. Similarly to the Agent entity, we expanded the Cluster 

Meta Knowledge class to support a component that will study the mechanism of failure of a 
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cluster. These mechanisms relate to the aspect of Service Discovery upon which a cluster 

management system is to be deployed, as presented in chapter 4. 

The Logic class of the cluster board carries out similar functions as those of the Logic class 

of the Agent Level, where the distinction is on the conditional methods. Hence when a 

message arrives via the Gateway class, the Logic class consults the Cluster Meta Knowledge 

class and decides which agent to be triggered from the agent pool. This is represented by the 

Agent class which holds a matrix mapping the routes and connections of different agents. 

Depending on the decision of the Logic module, the appropriate agents are called to action. 

The Gateway class acts in similar ways to that of a Sensor class of the VMR Agent. It holds 

two queues outlining the I/O conduit and the communicative acts that emphasise the cluster 

interaction protocols. 

4.2.1.3 System Level 

Finally, at the highest level of the VMR architecture, there is a system that represents the 

entire society (known universe) into which clusters of agents communicate under the 

supervision of the universal board. 

Un ....... l ....... 
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2. LogIC 
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Figure 44 VMR MAS Model 

In Figure 44, we represent the architecture of the entire MAS of the VMR. The MAS holds a 

group of clusters sharing common objectives together which consists of three classes; 1) 

Universal Board, 2) Cluster and 3) Gateway class. The description of the gateway class is 
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similar in terms of property and behaviour to the Gateway class of a cluster and thus 

omitted. However the Meta data, describing the MAS, differs from the Cluster and Agent 

level and the conditional methods inside the Logic class may also differ depending on the 

environment variables and rules of the MAS. 

The fact that the VM:R was designed in a hierarchical manner, it enabled us to design the 

simulation of the model based on the hierarchical features of Coloured Petri Nets, though 

the process is not a one to one mapping, it still helped in the design translation process. The 

presence of hierarchy is technically a state space reduction method that exploits the common 

patterns found in distributed and concurrent designs at the different levels of hierarchy. The 

basic idea is to factor out the common patterns; hereby obtaining a reduced state space that 

is typically orders of magnitudes smaller that corresponding full state space. Until now, the 

construction of the reduced state spaces has required the user to implement in ML an 

equivalence predicate to determine whether two states are similar or not. Experience has 

shown that this is a complex, error prone and time consuming task. To overcome this 

problem, improved tool support has been developed that allows the user to write high level 

specifications by annotating the colour sets of the CPN model. The equivalence predicate is 

then automatically generated from this high-level specification. 

4.2.2 CPN Simulation of the VMR 

Application 

The communication model of the VM:R agents are supervised by the communicative acts of 

the sensors, acting as interfaces. The sensors are made up of two FIFO queues, into which 

there are several critical parameters. These parameters are analysed and ultimately managed 

using a technique called Critical Parameter Management (part of D FSS) (Slee06 and Crev03). 

In order to further analyse the VM:R application we build a parameter diagram (see Figure 45) 

to classify the key factors that are entering and exiting the system. 
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The critical param t rare cate ori ed into classes: 1) control factors (parameters that can be 
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edge of th qu u ( utput Factor) 
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These parameters form the interconnectivity model across the distributed systems which 

contribute extensively to the QoS and general health of the system and are characterised by a 

number of quality attributes. Firstly, system performance is a generic quality attribute which 

is achievable, in the Telecoms messaging context, by processing more messages requiring the 

system to reduce its intemallatency and congestion rate. This will consequently result to an 

increase in the rate of incoming packets at the queues' edge. In the VM:R situation, the 

latency can be measured using either the average time taken for a given message to be 

delivered to a processing server via a queue or the average amount of time a given message 

waits in the buffer of a queue. 

Secondly, the system reliability is defined by the reduction of packet loss and out-of -time 

packets. Packet loss can be reduced by adjusting the rules governing the queuing behaviour 

of an agent, and out-of-time packets Can be reduced by adjusting the number of processing 

servers to the queues, i.e. to decrease the processing time of a queue. 

Lastly, resource efficiency also plays a major role to the economical viability of the system, 

attainable through intelligent management and dynamic sizing of queue's buffer size. 

Although this quality attribute is addressed manually in this chapter (through interactive 

simulation), the automated approach of resource management is discussed in details in 

chapter 5. 

These three generic quality attributes become the objectives of the experiment with a goal 

statement which is formulated as follows: 

"To build and calibrate the queuing system of the VMR MAS to accepts maximum throughput at the 

minimum latenry possible with the smallest buffer size possible (resource management) and minimum packet 

loss (reliability)" Based on this hypothesis, we designed the simulation experiment of the VMR 

agents. 

4.2.2.1 Functional Model 

The list of functional requirements has been devised to characterise the functionality of each 

queue within an agent of the VM:R system as shown in Table 3. 
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00 ReqOO Each queue of the VMR MAS shall have a buffer size which can be 

dynamically configured. 

02 Each queue of the Sensor class of any given VMR agent, cluster or 

ReqOl system shall be ordered in a FIFO structure 

03 Req02 The queues of the Sensor Class of a VMR agent/ cluster or system shaH 

accept messages that are tolerable by the rules specified by the 

communicative acts 

04 Req03 Each incoming message shall be time stamped with a ticket ID 

OS Req04 Each message shall join the buffer order of the queue of the Sensor 

class 

06 ReqOS Each message shall wait in queue until claimed by a processing server of 

an agent 

Table 3 Reqwrement Model of Queues wlthm MAS 

Non-functional requirements relate to the quality attributes or CTQs that are expected to be 

achieved from the functional requirements. In this study, we employ the FURPS model (an 

acronym for Functionality, Usability, Reliability, Performance and Supportability) (Chu03), 

developed by Hewlett-Packard Research & Development (R&D) labs in 1984, to model the 

CTQs of the VMR system. The FURPS is a technique that enables software designers to drill 

down the CTQ chart through specialisation of generic quality attributes such as performance 

and reliability and this is shown in Figure 46. 

The FURPS model is a generic model for quality analysis which means that not all quality 

attribute it represents may apply to a particular problem domain. In our situation, we only 

looked at reliability and performance of the VMR MAS, since they are the common factors 

that are usually discussed in networking and communication models such as messaging 

infrastructures. The objective of the FURPS is to drill down from a generic quality attributes, 

such as performance or reliability, until measurable and controllable quality attributes are 

identified. In the case of performance, they are: 1) no. of packets per second for throughput, 

2) transit time for latency and 3) processing time for latency. 
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Figure 46 FURPS of the Queuing Models in MAS 

4.2.2.2 Mapping CTQs to Functional 

Requirement 

We employed the controllable CTQs derived from the FURPS techniques to analyse the 

relationship between the CTQs and the functional requirements and identifying the 

conflicting quality attributes, we model a CTQ Function Map as Figure 47 illustrates. 
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Figure 47 CTQ s. Functional Requirement within a Queue based MAS 

In order to ensure the highest performance and reliability of the queuing system, we 

implement dedicated functions, e.g. the function "Increase Buffer Size" has a positive influence 

over the CTQ, no. of packets / sec, which is marked with a "plus" sign in Figure 47. 

However, the arne function negatively affects the reliability of the queue, in terms of out-of

time packet, because increasing the buffer size will result in increasing the elapse time a 

packet spends in the buffer of the queue (this is marked with a "minus" sign in Figure 47). 

The model provides a clear definition of the quality attributes, addressed by the system's 

functions and illustrate how they contraclict or complement each other. 

4.2.2.3 The House of Quality Analysis 

The House of Quality (see cbapter 3), is a robust tool that provides the matrix of mapping the 

CTQs with the functional requirements and allows a row by column CTQ drill down, as 

shown in Figure 48, which includes 3 levels of CTQ drill down from the high level quality 

attribute to the mea urable ones. 
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Figure 48 HoQ analysis of Queues within a MAS 

As a result of exerci ing the HoQ, we were able to identify the most important CTQs which 

are also shown in the horizontal bar charts of Figure 48. In doing so, the metrics for the 

experiments have been revealed and comprised of the following: 

o Arrival Rate i measured as number of packets per second 

o Packet Lo s i mea ured as the number of packets rejected over time, 

o The tran it time of a packet within a queue is measured by (delivery rate - arrival rate) 

o Out-of-time packet i measured by buffer population above a time threshold 

The objective of the experiment is to simulate Petri Nets of the VMR to gather knowledge 

and data on the aforementioned metrics which allows design decisions to be made on the 

models and directive formulated prior to implementation. 
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4.2.3 Simulation Environment & 

Observations 

Based on the empirical research of the queumg theory (Ada02), we may now asslgn 

probabilistic distribution behind each variable of the queuing system and inject simulated 

results into these distributions to the CPN model for simulation purposes: 

o The arri al rate follows a Poisson distribution 

o The buffering rate of the queue follows a normal distribution 

o The proces ing time of servers follows an exponential distribution 

The distribution algorithms are parameterised, hence configurable, which is achieved 

through the parameterisation process of Coloured Petri Nets (Chr97). When making use of 

the hierarchical decompo ition feature of CPN, we are able to describe the architecture of an 

agent-distributed system at different level of perceptions Gen91 and Nem03). At the highest 

level of expression, we modelled the incoming of data packets from the external networks to 

the VMR system which is illu trated in Figure 49. 

Figure 49 CPN Model of VMR MAS 
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The CPN model starts with the transition Dispatch, receiving one packet at a random time, 

which follows a Poisson clistribution with a mean of 5.0 ms, from an external source. Since 

the model is a timed Petri Net, variable E at place M is timed in millisecond whilst each 

packet is numbered at the place TICKER, thus the place Dispatch, knows about the packet 

number (packet 0). ext, at transition Dispatch, a function2 chO is triggered to randomly select 

between 2 transition operations, either Translate Packet or Decrypt Packet. These functions add 

more knowledge to the model; hence during simulations more complex processes can be 

investigated in an attempt to emulate reality as closely as possible. Upon exit of the transition 

Dispatch, the place DISPATCHED is fired. Inside the transitions Translate Packets and Decrypt 

Packets, there are a series of clistinct software agents communicating to each other with a 

common objective. In the VMR system, operations like "translate the packet structure to a general 

format' are performed by a cluster of agents. In an attempt to simulate these functions, we 

constructed a hierarchical transition Translate Packet within which are a group of agents 

connected to each other, and the same design applies to the transition Decrypt Packet. 

(packetNo.arr"amme) 

(pac~.tN •• nlvalnm.) 

Figure 50 PN Model of Agent Communication within the VMR 

Figure 50, depict the internal design of the transition Translate Packet, wherein, several agents 

are non-linearly a embled. Packets move concurrently across the agent system which is 

supported by the P infra tructure for such dynamic data movements. An agent receives 

the packet 0 and the aml'alTiflle from the place DISPATCHED. As the packet travels from 

2 Incorporating function to tran iti n i feasible, by creating codes written in ePN ML 
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one agent to another, the task of translating a message to a generic format is distributed 

among various agents. 

input (packetNo); 
output (res), 
action 
ch(packetNo); "get resOUlte" 

Ires=falsel 

«paCkelNo,amvalTlme),re 

THOUGHT 

Figure 51 CPN Model of Agent Operations within the VMR 

Drilling further through the Petri Net hierarchy, we find the design of one agent, which is 

illustrated in Figure 51. 

The agent triggers several processes towards translating a packet into different formats. We 

model a transition called Thinking Process which decides the format a packet is to be 

converted into, which depends on the message types and properties, captured whilst 

scanning through the protocol structure. 

At the lowest level of the hierarchy, we model the FIFO queue structure (see Figure 57), 

which is the communication medium of each agent, found in the Sensor class. In an agent 

we expressed the transition Queue which buffers all the packets reaching the agent. The 

queue buffer system has a value vh, being dynamic and adjustable during simulation, 

indicating the top stop mark capacity of the queue's buffer and when hit, it blocks the packet 

entry. Unless the buffer is freed, outgoing packets have to wait for their acceptance. Another 

watermark is the high watermark denoted by h, and when reached, the rate of incoming 

packet is decreased until the number of packets inside the queue's buffer reaches the low 
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water mark which indicates that the queue is within normal parameters of operation and no 

protective measures are required. 

When the Transition Packet Arrives is fired, the queue receives a new packet, hence a token is 

added to the place arrived. Upon arrival, each packet is paired with a number, (see place packet 

stamped), which contains a time stamp and it is equal to the current model time. The 

timestamp is generated by the function timeStampO, on the arc between Packet Arrives and 

arrived. The place arrived characterises the packets that reached the queue and are waiting for 

clearance. Next, the queue pushes the packet into its buffer and the waiting line is shown by 

the occurrence of the transition PushlntoBuJfer. The arcs between Next Packet and 

PushlntoBuJfer ensure that packets are loaded into the queue in the same order in which they 

joined which enforces the FIFO structure and the queue discipline is configurable during 

simulation. When packets are loaded onto the buffer, shown by the place buJfered, they are 

counted (see the it1Smptions on the arcs between PushlntoBuJfer and buffered, noOjPackets). At this 

point, packets are inside the buffer and waiting for the next run where the queue might 

perform some simple processing to the packets before releasing them. Once a packet 

completes its processing cycle, a token is added to the place leaves. Any claims from the place, 

causes the transition Claims Packets to be fired which finally state that a packet has left the 

queue. 

EndProcess 

(packe~ (packeIND, 31T1VJITi o,nDOIP.CkeO) 

(packet, (packetNo, aITIvillTlm ,noOfPacket» 

(p3cket,(packetNo, ;HrtV3mme,noOfP eke!)) @+procTime 
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Figure 52 CP Model of a Queue system within an Agent of the VMR 
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A Poisson function, at the entry point is used to model the inter-arrival time for packets, and 

it can be found in the code segment associated with Packet Anives. By changing the value in 

the function's argument, the mean of the Poisson is altered and thus providing different 

spectrum of simulation conditions. The function Ca/CAccTimeO in the code segment for the 

transition PushlntoBuJfer is to calculate how much time is needed for loading a given packet. 

The function NormDistrO is used to calculate how much time is used for a packet to be 

processed, as shown in the code segment for Process. This is particularly useful when one 

needs to make a number of simulations using different parameters. 

In summary the objectives of the simulation of the VMR ePN model are as follows: 

o To observe the percentage time a unit (packet) leaves an agent given a high input rate. 

This is to probe the information on the throughput of the queue during high input to the 

VMR system. 

o To observe the average time a unit (packet) spends in the VMR System. This is to 

provide information on the likelihood of out-of-time packet(s), should the latter wait 

excessively in any queue buffer of any agent. 

Observations 

The simulation exercises investigate how packets move amongst the VMR Agents, with 

variable parameters at different level of hierarchy. The model was fed with packets at 

random intervals and the output was observed and recorded. The experiments were broken 

down into two series (experiment 1 & 2). 

o Experiment 1 explains that the queues inside the agents resorted to protect 

themselves whenever the time interval between incoming packets was smaller than 

the service time of the queue, which consequently resulted in some packets being 

rejected. 

o Experiment 2 stresses on the likelihood of out-of-time packet in the VMR System. 

This is defined by a function of the agent's internal latency, queue's buffer size and 

the input rate at the receiving end. It confirms that while attempting to gracefully 

slow down the number of packets entering the buffer, should an overflow occur; the 

queue inside an agent consequently causes packets to wait longer in its buffer. 
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Experiment 1 starts by investigating the percentage unit time (ms) a packet leaves the multi

agent system given a burst of input. The objective is to observe the throughput of the system 

in unconditional circumstances and evaluate its behaviour and efficiency to protect itself. We 

run through three simulations of 4000 steps and at step 1000 , we changed the Poisson mean 

from I packet per I Oms to 1 packet per 3ms, which provided the scenario for the burst and is the 

type of situation common to the domain of messaging. At each simulation we decreased the 

value of the watermarks, thus decreasing the waiting line in view of achieving conditions 

where packets have to wait longer to be serviced. 

Figure 53 runs through the simulation as the buffer sizes of the queues inside the agents 

were increased. We sampled the data into batches of 100 ms interval and recorded the 

number of packets entering and leaving the queue. Given a burst in packet entry, the graph 

shows the difference between the input rate and the output rate. The close proximity 

between the input and output rate justifies that that the service rate of queues within the 

VMR system is adequately lower than the input rate given an input rate of 100 packets per 

second (I pck/ IOms) and a burst of approximately 350 packets per second (I pck/3ms). The 

simulation validates both decisions on the buffer size oflower limit 10 and upper limit 20. 
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Figure 53 Ob ervation of queues performance within the VMR MAS 
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Experiment 2 investigates the period of time a packet stays in the VMR at a given queue of 

an agent and draw the distribution of the packet's lifetime as the histogram in Figure 54 

depicts. 
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Figure 54 Queue Buffer Population 
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The graph reports on the time taken for a large sample of packets to leave any queue of an 

agent. The objective was to estimate the number of out-of-time packet that exists given an 

input burst and a decrea e in the buffer size. The graph shows the period of time a packet 

takes to leave an agent, e.g. over hundred packets take 12 ms to leave the queue of a VMR 

agent. Hence using such analysis, a threshold can be established, usually gathered from the 

VOC, to identify the packet that have a probability of being out-of-time when claimed. For 

instance, should the out-of-time threshold be marked at 15 ms, any packet beyond this mark 

is irrelevant for the y tern. 

Given a series of requirements, at the early stage of the life cycle, we found out that by 

translating these requirement into Critical Parameters, and then injecting these parameters 

into the Petri et simulation model, the different behavioural patterns of the models can be 

observed. The e observation provided more knowledge to enforce better accuracy for 

quality estimation, in term of Qo and CTQs. The experiments also show how Petri Nets 

as a methodology can be exploited to mine appropriate data so that the potential behaviour 

of a model under a set of parameters can be known. The obtained results provide a very 

good idea about the p rformance of the model, hence enabling the formulation of directives 

prior to product deployment. If we look back at experiment 1 where a discussion on burst of 

input rate i pre ented, this is often very true in the Telecoms and messaging systems. For 

in tance, if we consider the me sage entry to a SMS Centre (SMSC) for one day, there is a 
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pattern, wherein bursts can be found during the morning when people wake up and starts 

sending text message and burst at lunch time during their break time. To deal with the surge, 

system designers over-estimate the buffer size of queues within their systems, which is very 

inefficient in terms of resource allocation and economic viability. However, using simulation 

based on historical data of typical message distribution, one can provide a range, a lower 

limit specification size for off peak period and upper limit specification size for peak period. 

This is type of design is called design for capacity, which is a competitive advantage if 

possessed. 

4.3 Simulation of Service Discovery 

Mechanisms within Distributed 

Messaging Systems 

In this section, we examined the work involved in deploying messaging architectures, such as 

the VMR, over a distributed system. We focused on tasks that are mainly linked to the aspect 

of managing the distributed systems, in term of connection management, inter

communication models, clusters management, resource distribution and enabling fail over 

strategies. To achieve these processes, we are required to model the features of service 

discovery within the distributed architecture. 

The word discovery, as the oxford dictionary illustrates, is the act or process of finding out 

or becoming aware of what was yet not found (Oxf03). In the context of the network 

engineering, service discovery is a method of determining and instantiating the resources 

required to manage and operate distributed software entities. These software entities are 

often deployed across multiple nodes within a cluster wherein they communicate with each 

other to mutually form a software application and, in our case, to ultimately build up the 

message gateway application. 

Existing models to service discovery have been developed primarily for fixed network 

backbone environments and typically rely on centralised components being accessible to 

potential service clients at any given time (Gutt99, Arn99 and Mic99). In highly dynamic 
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nature of underlying network topology, these models lack the designated servIce 

infrastructures, hence rendering such discovery mechanisms unsuitable for mobile ad hoc 

environments. 

The concept of service discovery is well established in distributed systems, since networked 

entities need to discover available remote resources (Mull85). Work on service discovery in 

mobile ad hoc networks focus on using decentralised architectures to overcome the 

limitations of traditional discovery mechanisms, such as Service Location Protocol (SLP) 

(Gutt99), Jini (Am99) and DPnP (Mic99), which rely on fixed infrastructure. Research in 

service discovery architectures for mobile environments can be classified into lower layer 

service discovery protocols (Haa99, liOO XueOl and Koz03) and higher-layer service 

platforms (HermOO, Chak02 and Hel02). Service discovery protocols emphasise on efficiency 

and distributed infrastructure while service platforms focus on providing a middleware layer 

that enables applications to use a service oriented programming model. The reader should 

note that the works carried out on service discovery architectures, (Zhu02, ChoOS and 

EngeOS), provide a survey and an evaluation analysis of different service discovery models 

for mobile ad hoc networks. 

In our study we place emphasis on the higher layer service platform, with the objective of 

designing and simulating the different service discovery strategies in the context of 

distributed messaging systems. The aim is to model and build fast and robust service 

discovery strategies, which are the main drivers for efficient management and organisation of 

distributed system. Similar to VMR analysis, here we are also confronted with conflicting 

quality attributes i.e. fast (performance) vs. robust (reliabilitj), which is addressed using 

quality modelling techniques. 

4.3.1 Structure & Data Model 

The data model explains the relationships between the known entities, showing how services 

are provided by a given application (see Figure 55). It also shows how the participants or 

software components and the physical nodes relate to each other within a cluster by means 

of service discovery strategies. 
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Figure 55 ERD of the Service Discovery Model 

The Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) in Figure 55, shows that the entity Service 

Discovery Strategy has many types, (entity Types) which deftnes the properties of a distinct 

strategy and the cluster of nodes they manage. The purpose of the Service Discovery 

Strategy is to locate a particular service, represented by the association search for entity 

Service. This association will define the route, shown by entity Route, which will be used by 

a node to process a particular ervice. The entity Route describes the connectivity model 

between nodes and services and its attribute MemoryWif7dowID, relates to the memory space 

allocated for a particular service which is managed on a distributed shared memory model. 

This is further elaborated in the communication model presented in chapter 6. 
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4.3.2 The Communication Model of Service 

Discovery 

The communication model for the purpose of service discovery explains two essential 

concepts. 

Communication Agreement Model 

The communication agreement model describes the five distinct states of affairs during the 

deployment and run time of a cluster. It shows that there are defined sequences of 

operations at a distinct phase of the network life cycle. The five communication agreement 

models are as follows: 

o Cluster Establishment (CE) 

o Cluster Maintenance (CM) 

o Service Agent Establishment (SAEST) 

o Service Agent Enablement (SAEN) 

o Service Agent Maintenance (SAM) 

Communication Styles 

In chapter 2, we introduced the concept of communication styles and explained how they 

influence the communication medium (substratum). In this section we show how the 

communication style defines the manner in which information is exchanged and how it 

determines the service discovery strategy. We considered the four most common strategies 

of service discovery: 

o Exhaustive search 

o Broadcast All acknowledge 

o Broadcast 1 acknowledge 

o Transactional publish subscribe 
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For each communication agreement model, a glVen service discovery strategy is tested 

against a set of quality attributes or CTQs which are the measurable using simulation and 

validation against the functional requirements. The CTQs are formulated in the requirement 

model phase, underlining their relationships with the functional requirements by making use 

of the HoQ matrix. The number of simulations required to complete the matrix is expressed 

by the equation S = q( CS X CAM), where 5 is the total number of simulations, CS is the 

total number of communication styles or service discovery strategies, CAM is the total 

number of communication agreement models (cluster states) and q is the total number of 

CTQs used at each cell. 

The hypothesis states that the implementation of a particular communication style depends 

on the type of communication agreement model in place which implies that using only one 

type of service discovery strategy e.g. broadcast, to manage all types of communication 

agreement models may be not efficient and eventually implausible. The study has been 

designed to validate the hypothesis and applies a blended modelling approach to join 

simulation models with the qualitative modelling techniques. 

4.3.3 Communication Agreement Model 

The communication agreement model represents the distinct states of a cluster within a 

defined life cycle. It holds a collection of operations which are enforced by a cluster manager 

in order to start, run and maintain a system, in our case a messaging gateway. We have 

identified 5 distinct collections of operations and each of them is carried out using one or 

more service discovery strategies. Subject to the type of operations in place and the state of a 

cluster, each of the service discovery strategies has different properties with regards to the 

overall quality of a system. 

Cluster Establishment 

In order for a cluster to be established, the service manager initiates the start-up sequence 

within a physical node, and attempts to discover the availability of other nodes within the 

cluster (see Figure 56). It establishes a communication channel between each active node and 

these allow for the transfer of heartbeats between Service Managers as well as updates 

regarding service agent establishment and service agent maintenance messages across the 
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cluster. If more than one service manager is active, a mechanism should determine a Master 

Service Manager for the Cluster and information from the master should be distributed to 

Slave Service Managers. Both master and slave service managers are Local Service Managers 

for their respective nodes. Should no other service managers be found during the start-up 

sequence, the started service manager begins service agent establishment. 

Figure 56 Cluster Establishment 

Cluster Maintenance 

In order for a Cluster to be maintained, the master service manager should be capable of 

handling the introduction and removal of slave service managers (essentially the addition or 

removal of nodes from the cluster). Should the master service manager fail, one of the 

remaining (if any) slave service managers should adopt the role of a master service manager. 

This may result in service agent establishment, enablement and maintenance as necessary 

which are described below. 

Service Agent Establishment 

In order for a Cluster to be fully functional, the Local Service Manager should be capable of 

starting Service Agents upon the node as determined by the Master Service Manager (see 

Figure 57). The Local Service manager controls different types of service agents which are 

responsible for distinct tasks. For instance a particular Service agent may be responsible for 

managing the connection to external entities such as SMSCs, whereas others are responsible 

for load balancing or routing. 
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Figure 57 Service Agent Establishment 

Service Agent Enablement 

Service agent enablement is the process wherein the local servlce managers, instantiate 

service agents on individual nodes and report the start-up status to the master service 

manager. The master service manager will then issue routing information to the local service 

managers, which is then propagated to the service agents on each node. The master service 

Manager upon validation that the minimum required agent base is available to run an 

application instance i.e. a message gateway, should issue a signal to the local servlce 

managers to inform the service agents to (1) accept application connections; (2) establish 

SMSC/ MMSC connections and (3) begin message processing. Figure 58, shows an example 

of service agent communication across a cluster and the communication channels between 

service agents. The communication between the service managers' communication and 

service agents is not shown for diagram simplicity. 
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Figure 58 Service Agent Enablement 
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Service Agent Maintenance 

Service agent maintenance is performed by a local service manager and is responsible for 

handling the start-up and shutdown of service agents as determined by the master service 

manager. The Local Service Manager is also responsible for reporting to the Master Service 

manager any failure of a Service Agent so that it can be instantiated elsewhere within the 

cluster. 

4.3.4 Communication Styles 

We define communication styles as the ways or manner information is conveyed across 

dispersed nodes within a cluster. As regards to service discovery, communication styles are 

the different strategies applied to locate and instantiate software entities within a duster. As 

mentioned earlier, the discovery strategies are available with various properties and can be 

broken down into the following categories: 

Exhaustive Search Strategy 

Exhaustive search is a brute force method where a service polls for information against the 

known services until the desired response is received (see Figure 59) . 

~ollod Service 1 Poled Service 2 

KEY 
1 Service Request 
2 ServIce Response (Nack) 
3 Service Req .... t 
4 Service R •• ponoe (Nack) 
5 Se<vlce Request 
6 Service Response (Nack) 
7 ServIce Request 
8 Service Re.ponoe (Ack) 

[ Polled Se<vice 3 I [ P~d s e' j _ 4 I I Polled S.,vice 5 1 

9 P 
/ 

Figure 59 Operational Model of the Exhaustive Search Strategy 

With an exhaustive search any service will iteratively poll other services starting with the first, 

wait for a response and if the result is negative will continue to the second and await its 
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response until such time as the desired response is obtained or no further servIces to be 

polled remain. 

Broadcast Strategy 

Broadcast discovery is a method where a polling service broadcasts a request to a number of 

services in order to receive a response. This is normally an information request or a request 

for something to be processed. There are two models which can be considered: 

Broadcast (All Respond) 

With the ''Broadca t All Respond" model, all services that can possibly handle a request are 

transmitted and each polled service issues a request response (see Figure 60). This request 

response can be either a positive response indicating a service has been performed 

successfully or an information response passing data to the polling service. It can also be a 

negative response indicating that the service request cannot be performed or the information 

requested is not available or accessible by the polled service. The polling service should have 

a timeout mechanism if only unsuccessful responses or no response be forthcoming. 
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1 h .. vIe<I Req .. 11 
2 SerYlCe Respon .. (Nodll 
3 Service Response (Ackl 
4 Service Response (Nodll 
5 Service Respon .. (Nodll 
• Service Response (N.dll 

P __ vic. 4 P_ SerYlCe I 

~ ! 

o r0 

Figure 60 Operational Model of the Broadcast Strategy 

Broadcast (Active Respond) 

With the "Broadca t Active Respond" model (see Figure 61), all servICes that can possibly 

handle a service request are transmitted however only polled services that can issue a 

positive response indicating a ervice has been performed successfully or return data to the 

polling service, re ponds. All other services continue as if the service request was never 

received. The polling service hould have a timeout mechanism if no response be 

forthcoming. 
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Figure 61 Operational Model of the Broadcast Active Respond Strategy 

Transactional Publish Subscribe Strategy 

The "Transactional Publish/Subscribe" method involves publishing a service request to a list 

(see Figure 62). The service request list is a FIFO list and any servicing entity may remove the 

first request from a list, however only one service may subscribe to process a single service 

request. Upon completion of a service request the servicing entity sends its response to the 

Posting service. It is possible to have multiple posting services publishing to the same service 

list. The posting service should have a timeout mechanism to recover if a response to a 

published request is not forthcoming. 
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Figure 62 Operational Model of the TP Subscribe Strategy 

As part of the "Transactional Publish/Subscribe" method the question arises as to where the 

location of a service list resides and if the list should have local copies (caches) located across 

the cluster rather than in a central location. The relevance of whether a local cache is 
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advantageous depends on the nature of the data stored within the service list. Data which 

has a short life span is less suitable for caching locally than data that has a longer life span. 

Also data that requires constant updating is less suitable to local caching than any data that 

has a fIxed value. The reason for this is that constant updating of the primary list affects all 

cached lists and updating of the local caches requires signifIcantly more resources than 

simply the maintenance of the primary list. As the number of caches increases so does the 

amount of required resources to maintain them. 

All the above discussed strategies, share a common format in that sel'Vlces expose an 

availability notice to the service discovery element and running services communicate to 

each other using one or more of the strategies mentioned. 

4.3.5 Requirement Model 

The requirement model is an essential part of the investigation, as it enables us to defIne the 

functional requirements of service discovery and in questioning these functional 

requirements, one is able to model the quality attributes, or CTQs which provide the 

benchmarking indicators that drive the simulation exercises. On the one hand, functional 

requirements provide insight on ''what the system does?" and on the other hand, the CTQs 

provide insights on "how well should the system do?" 

4.3.5.1 Functional Requirement of Service 

Discovery 

A requirement catalogue entry was used to write the list of functional requirements (Rose92). 

It helped to understand and identify the relationships between each of the functional 

requirements. Figure 63, shows a functional requirement map that depicts the model of 

service discovery problem for the domain of distributed messaging applications. 
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Figure 63 Functional Requirement Map of the Service Discovery Model 

The purpose of a requirement map is to define the relationship between functional 

requirements and through the process of labelling the relationships, one is able to produce a 

list of functional interactivity amongst requirement. This can be easily translated into a flow 

chart within the blended modelling approach. In showing which requirements have the most 

interactivity, the map can be used as a measure of complexity. However, tills is not always a 

good measure since some requirements may have greater operational utility to the user of the 

systems, yet less functional dependencies and this is not portrayed in this model. To define 

the user utility, designer will use the approach of operational profiling to analyse the 

interactivity and usage of a particular requirements with a user group. 

4.3.5.2 CTQs of Service Discovery 

A quality model for service discovery was built using the FURPS, as before, to organise the 

CTQs that we need to measure during the simulation analysis. 
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Figure 64 FURPS of the Service D iscovery Model 

For the analysis and measurement of requirements, we chose the HoQ and the AHP 

matrices. The primary motive of using a HoQ matrix is to reduce the number of ineffective 

simulations and focu on simulation parameters that are more stringent to the problem. By 

narrowing down the CTQs, q, to address the most essential features, in the equation 

S = q X (cs X cam) , where 5 is no. of simulations, q is the no. of CTQs, cs is the no. of 

communication styles and cam is the communication agreement model, we reduce the cost, 

time and resources needed to model and validate the specifications of service discovery. The 

algorithm behind the HoQ requires a value to amount the importance of a particular CTQ 

vis a vis a functional requirement. However, HoQ on itself does not provide a formal 

method to evaluate the importance of a given CTQ. Instead we complemented the HoQ 

matrix with another quality modelling tool called the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) 

matrix. 

4.3.5.3 The Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) 

Model 

The AHP matrix has been implemented to evaluate the importance of the functional 

requirements again t each other (see Figure 65). The evaluation process is subjective but 

carried out by expert group and based on domain knowledge. The purpose of the AHP is 
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to improve the consistency of the subjective assessments, especially when there are multiple 

criteria and several stakeholders performing the evaluation. As Figure 65 depicts, each CTQS 

is given a value that represents its priority over the others that results in an order of 

importance which is normalised and fed to the matrix of the House of Quality. 
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Figure 65 HP nalysis of Requirements for the Service Discovery Model 

The results of the AHP matrix is summarised into the following graphs and bringing an 

order of importance to the functional requirements . 
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Figure 66 HP Results of Requirement for Service Discovery Model 
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4.3.5.4 The House of Quality CHoQ) Analysis 

The HoQ in Figure 67, enables designers to evaluate the functional requirement against the 

CTQs and using the order importance of the AHP as weight. The evaluation is carried out 

using the principle of asking how critical a particular CTQ is for a given functional 

requirement. The answer is represented by a metric of high, medium and low. This is then 

summarised by the horizontal bar chart of the HoQ matrix and in our context it shows the 3 

most stringent quality attributes of service discovery, which are performance, scalability and 

reliability. 
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Figure 67 HoQ of Requirements for Service D iscovery Model 

However the e quality attributes needs to become controllable so that they are measurable 

during simulation . The FURP diagram in Figure 64, defInes the metrics for Performance, 

Scalability and Reliability. Performance indicators are represented by the throughput of 

distributing ervice di covery information across a defIned cluster of service agents. 

Scalability i the numb r of ervice agents within the cluster receiving and delivering service 

discovery information. Reliability is expressed by the stability of the service discovery traffIc 

against the overall network traffIc which is measured by the steadiness of the service 

discovery traffic over a period of time. 

4.3.6 Simulation Model 

As mentioned earlier, there are five communication agreement models that defIne the state 

of a clu ter within a life cycle. The following sections show the characteristics of the 
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communication agreement models to understand the frequency of their occurrences within 

the life cycle of a cluster and to test each service discovery strategy (communication style) 

against each of the communication agreement models. 

Cluster Establishment 

Cluster establishment happens once in the system life cycle, at initialising time. There are 

several service managers and each manager is required to know about their neighbours. The 

simulation performs a many to many relationships between the service managers wherein all 

service discovery strategies compete with each other to find the best strategy for service 

discovery at that level. 

Cluster Maintenance 

Cluster Maintenance occurs periodically during the system life cycle. At run time, the master 

service manager communicates with the slave service managers to check their existence 

through distinct "hear! beats" which is configurable. This process maintains a quorum 

defining the instance of a cluster, where the communication is based on one-to-many 

relationships. 

Service Agent Establishment 

Service agent establishment happens once during the system life cycle, when a cluster is 

established and its boundary is defined. The next operation is to identify and initiate the 

service agents within the cluster. The service managers communicate with the service agents, 

which is based on one-to-many relationships. 

Service Agent Enablement 

Service agent enablement happens once during the system life cycle. It concludes the final 

phase of initialising the service agents, after all the service agents have been established. In 

our scenario, the service agent enablement process will cluster all the related service agents 

to formulate a particular instance of a messaging gateway application. This is a many to many 

communication style of service discovery. 

Service Agent Maintenance 

Service agent maintenance occurs periodically during the system life cycle. In this state, 

service agents are connected and communicate to complete a typical messaging application 
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(e.g. VMR). During this operation, some information might be required from service agents, 

thus triggering service discovery, which is a many to many communication style of service 

discovery. 

We observe that servIce discovery mechanisms are implemented at different states of a 

cluster life cycle and also that it is used at two phases of execution; 1) at initialisation time -

frequenry of occurrence is once, 2) during run time - frequenry of occurrence is periodical. 

In order to simulate the different service discovery scenarios, the high level description of 

the proposed communication styles are translated into a dynamic Petri Nets model. 

4.3.6.1 The Broadcast Strategy 

Figure 68, shows a number of configurable Places representing individual agents, where each 

of them has two states, ready and performing, depicted by the place Agent. When the 

simulation starts, the transition SendM.essage is fired to broadcast discovery requests to all the 

clustered agents. The post condition of such flow is defined by the place sent which is of type 

TimedM.SG. A message therefore, consists of a source and a destination. When a message is 

sent, the destination agents receive those messages which enable the transition 

ReceiveDTMessage to occur, firing the place received On receipt, the agents process the 

message, shown by the transition ProcessMessage and acknowledges to the source which is 

done by firing the transition SendAcknowledgement. The place ack explains that the source 

agent has received an acknowledgement, i.e. the transition ReceivedAcknowledgement is fired. 

This ends the first round of broadcast strategy and another process with a different source is 

initiated. 

Figure 68 describes the discovery traffic that occurs during a broadcast where the Petri Nets 

distinguish between the application traffic and the network traffic. Application traffic is any 

type of traffic that is not related to service discovery but can request an initiation of service 

discovery. An analogy is a service agent dedicated to storage and its objective is to read from 

and write to databases. So the reading and writing of data exchange occurs over the 

application traffic. 
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'igure 6 CP Model of the Broadcast Strategy 

In Figure 6 , there i a producer of event that causes application traffic by assigning a 

me age for agent. \X'hen a m age arrives, an agent fi res the transition ReceivedNTMessage. 

on equently the place aml'cd how a me sage exist and an agent needs to process the 

mes age. The tran iti n Process [usage i triggered and the place processed contains a resource 

which is a mage. Th final phase of the system is the transition Execute that occurs when 

the mes age leave th y tern. Therefore the model allows agents to handle both application 

traffic and di c very traffic. Th impact of network traffic over application traffic provides a 

key indicator f throughput performanc which can be observed through simulation. 

4.3.6.2 The Transactional Publish Subscribe 

Strategy 

Figure 69 hows om imilaritie In the design of the broadcast and the Transactional 

Publi h ubscribe (IP ). Tran-iti n uch a ReceitJeDT/NTMessage, ProcessMessage and Execute 

perform th sam ta. k. a d crib d in the broadcast model. However, there exist an agent 

p 01 wh re agent. ar abl to ub crib to a ervice for publishing information on a board. 

Thi i depict d by th tran ition SubscnbeAgent, which after successfully subscribing to the 

bard, repre' or d b) th plac subwibcd, the agents enters a FIFO queue, EnterAgentQuetle 
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and goe to the r ad)' tate, hown by the place nat/x When the agents are in the ready state, 

three things may happen; 1) the agent may be a source and publish information on the board 

which will con equently fire the tran ition SendMessage; 2) The agent may be a destination and 

receives di coyery traffic, hown by the transition ReceiveDTMessage, or 3) the agent may also 

be a handler which handle application traffic when a message event occurs. 

Figure 69 P Model of the TPS trategy 

4.3.6.3 The xhaustive Search Strategy 

The xhau ti\'e earch m del (see Fig"re 70) is again very similar to the broadcast model. The 

difference J that in exhau tiv earch, the message from the transition 5 endMessage is not 

publicis d. H r only, one me sage leave the tran ition SendMessage and one destination 

by tran ition Receit1eDTMessage. The source agent will not send 

another me sag until it r c i"e an acknowledgement from the destination agent. The place 

lllake & sleep allow an agent to end a message but it needs to wait until it receives an 

acknowledg m nt from the d tination to be able to ask another agent. 
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Figure 70 P Model of the Exhaustive Search Strategy 

4.3.6.4 Application of Service Discovery 

Strategies to a typical Messaging Scenario 

This secti n introduc a c nario, which attempts to position the concept of simulation and 

dynamic mod lling into a real life ituation of the VMR messaging operations. The process 

is called a Delivery Reque t which i a work flow model, designed to represent that a SMSC 

require an acknowled ement that a me sage has been delivered to an IP based application. 

The objecti e of the imulation cenario is to find out which service discovery strategy 

(communication tyl) b t conform to the specifications of this particular work flow. 

When th imulation tart, a tran ition ApplicationSendMSG sends message to the system, 

hence the place am't'ed indicate that a message has reached the system (see Figure 71). Upon 

arrival, the me age i pr ce ed i.e. an agent is assigned to the message, resulting to the 

tran iti n ProcessMessage t b fir d. ach message has a tz"cketNo which is checked by the 

agent t kn w which the messa e is ought to be sent. If the agent does not know 

about th me ag, it find it by tri ering a service discovery mechanism. As mentioned 

there ar thr typ of trat gy, Broadcast (a// respond / active respond); Transactional Publish 

IIbscribe; Exbll/{stil'e rfllrcb. \X'hen an agent who knows about the existence of the message is 
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found, it end an acknowledgement to the sender, shown by the transition 

sendAckl1owledgel!le11t. The ender receives the acknowledgement and fires the transition 

ReceiveAckl101v1edgel!le11t. ext the sender sends the message to the destination agent which is 

depicted by the tran ition el1dM.essageToAgent. The agent then sends the message to the 

committed M hown by the transition DeliverToSMSC. The Petri Net model was 

simulated wherein each rvice di covery strategy proposed was submitted to the test for a 

delivery reque t. 
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Figur 71 P Mod I of Delivery Request Model in Messaging 

4.3.7 Observations 

A clu ter 1S c mplete aft r the ervice agent enablement state has been reached, thus all the 

servic agent, that ar required to complete a di tinct messaging gateway application, are 

enabJed. Th ervice manag rare r sponsible for one or more service agents. In order to 

establi ham aging gat wa)" the service managers need to find out about themselves and 

a k each th r th t) f rvice ho ted. 

Wei 

subscribe. Thr 

f broadca ting, exhaustive search and transactional publish 

imulati n of 30,000 steps with one millisecond interval each, were 

execut d. '\ change th ag nt p pulati n from 4 to 20 units for each simulation to address 

the qualit)· attribut f calability. The first cenario considered was the process of 
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establi hing a clu ter, referred to as the cluster establishment. After the simulation, we tested 

for the normality of the ob erved re ults, then conducted a 2 sample T Test (park07) on the 

service discovery mes age proce sed per unit time. We then compared which strategy has a 

greater mean for me age processed per second, i.e. the speed for processing service 

discovery mes age relating to the quality attribute of Performance. 
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Figure 72 Individual Value Plot of Broadcast vs. TPS Strategies 

We plot the ervice di covery packet processed per millisecond of the broadcast strategy 

again t the Tran actional Publi h ubscribe (IPS). We observed that the mean message 

proce sed per econd of Broadcast i bigger than the one of TPS. The distribution shows 

that the Broadca t strategy allowed more messages per second to be processed by 

destination agent rather than TP . Hence the likelihood of Broadcast strategy finding a 

bigger population of ag nt within a period of time in a system is greater than TPS. 

However, the tandard deviation of Broadcast against its mean is bigger than that of the TPS 

where the indiyidual plot are more crowded around the mean (see Figure 72). Yet the 

di tribution f TP t adier which shows that the overall network traffic is more stable 

and reliable. Thi i. und r tandable since within the TPS model, there exist a FIFO queuing 

m del allowing onl 'on agent t process only one message for each simulation turn and if 

there is a bur t fine ming me age, the message waits in the queue's buffer instead of 

flooding the )'. tern. TP pr vide reliable network mode, yet the drawback for such strategy 

is that me ag may pil up at the queue, and mes ages have to wait longer than, perhaps, the 

defined rvice L \' I greem nt ( ] ). The flexibility of such system lies on how elastic the 

FIF queue i , i.c. dynamic adju tment of its buffer. 
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When compared to the Transactional Publish Subscribe strategy, Exhaustive Search really 

shows that yer), few me ages are processed per second, thus exhibiting poor performance. 

As the number of a ent caled up, the performance dropped drastically (see Figure 73). 
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Figure 73 Individual Value Plot ofTPS vs. Exhaustive Strategies 

So both performance and calability were poor for the Exhaustive Search strategy. We can 

under tand that becau e in exhaustive earch, when the source is looking for a destination 

agent, he wait idly for an acknowledgement and then search for the following agents, and so 

on, thu within a giyen time period, Ie s discovery message is processed. However, with the 

exhaustive earch trategy, the process to looking for a service and waiting for an answer 

make the trategy more robu t, which addresses the quality attribute of Robustness. Should 

the reply from the d tination agent be critical and necessary, we demonstrate that the 

exhaustive search trategy provide more robust solutions. 

In Figure 74, the B x plot f the broadcast strategy against the transactional publish 

sub cribe trategy, 1 an ther representation of the number of message processed per 

econd. The area of the Box Plot for Broadca t is larger than TPS and it shows the weight of 

the distribution for mae pr ces ed per unit time against TPS. So far, we found that the 

Broadca t is faster in pr c ing service discovery message per a given unit time than TPS 

but TP i fa ter than ,·hau tive earch. What is required to understand is how the three 

service di c v ry trat gi influence the application traffic of the network. When sampling 

data for the T Te. t of application traffic, we observed that there were not sufficient data 

points for th broadca t trat gy. This is due to the fact that compared to the other two 
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service discovery strategies, the broadcast strategy processes far too little of the application 

traffic. This is logical and observable when we increased the number of agents in the CPN 

model to 20 agent; a broadcast strategy floods the system with service discovery messages 

leaving very few agents idle to process application traffic. This is the case when there is no 

network separation between application and service discovery traffic. 
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Figure 74 Box plot of Broadcast vs. TPS Strategies 

Figure 75 shows a graphical visualisation of application traffic processing between the 

broadcast TP trategies. 
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Figure 75 Throughput Performance of TPS vs. Broadcast Strategies 

The result of the anal), i compares the throughput performance of application traffic of two 

systems, one u ing a broadcast strategy for service discovery, and the other utilises 
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transactional publish subscribe erp ) method with each system hosting 20 software agents. 

It can be observed, that the worst case of deprivation for application traffic is when the 

broadcast trategy is implemented. Using the transactional publish subscribe strategy 

application traffic performance was observed to be much higher. We applied a two sample T 

test (park07) to compare the mean of the number of application traffic messages processed 

per second for the transactional publish subscribe and exhaustive search strategies (see Figure 

76). 
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Figure 76 Individual Plot of Exhaustive Search vs. TPS Strategies 

We observed that the exhaustive strategy processes more of the application traffic than the 

TPS strategy. This is true becau e, within the Exhaustive Search strategy, one agent sends a 

discovery mes age and waits for an acknowledgement. While waiting, it is idle to carry out its 

application traffic, hence increasing the flow of application traffic in the system. However, if 

we look at transactional publish subscribe we see that the distribution of application traffic 

in Figure 76 is similar to the di tribution of discovery traffic in Figure 72. This demonstrates 

that the transactional publish ubscribe method more or less uniformly shares the load of 

application traffic and service di covery traffic that is essential to support high scalability. 

Figure 77 shows the comparisons of all three Service Discovery strategies applied for the 

single problem of Delivery Reque t (see Figure 71). 
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Figure 77 Broadcast, xhaustive Search and TPS strategies in a D elivery Request Scenario 

The metric used to draw the graph, in Figure 77, is the cumulated probability that a packet is 

delivered within 10 millisecond of its arrival. This graph compares the mean evolution of the 

probability for all three service discovery strategies and shows their performance. The ideal 

system would guarantee a mean of 1. As we can observe, the broadcast strategy is closer to 1 

than the other two service discovery strategies. This is possible because the Petri Net in 

Figure 71 models the agents as a multi-threaded system and can run service discovery traffic 

and application traffic concurrently. That model makes the assumption that service discovery 

and application traffic run on separate networks which implies that the broadcast service 

discovery strategy has a higher probability of delivering a packet within a small time of its 

arrival on a multi-threaded model dichotomising the application traffic with the Service 

Discovery Traffic. However, we did that at a cost of introducing a new problem of 

economics, since thread con urnes CPU processing time (resources) . 

Figure 78 hows the ratio of packet delivery over packet arrival within 10 ms and allows 

packet forwarding should the ratio be outside the 10 ms timeframe. This occurs when 

packets are not deli ered in turn but wait in the system and are delivered in the next or next 

+ n turn. The Box plot hows the performance and reliability of each strategy for delivery 

request. The standard deviation tells us that transactional publish subscribe is steadier for 

service discovery per message and the lea t steady is broadcast. 
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Figure 78 Box plot of Broadcast, Exhaustive Search and TPS strategies 

So far what we have observed is that: 

o Broadcast is faster than the other two strategies to discover new services 

o Broadcast deprives the system from application traffic since the system is overwhelmed 

with discovery traffic. 

o TPS more or less shares the application traffic and discovery traffic uniformly. 

o TPS allows the system to run at a steady state due to the FIFO queue. 

o ES allows more application traffic in the system and minimises discovery traffic. 

On the grounds of our finding, we see that one service discovery strategy alone cannot 

conform to all requirements of the communication agreement models within a given 

distributed messaging systems. At each phase of the communication life cycle a blended 

service discovery model is required as summarised in Table 4. 
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Exhaustive Search 

Broadcast All 
Respond 

Broadcast Active 
Respond 

Transactional 

Publish Subscribe 

Perfonnance 

tability -

Steady tate 
Management of 
Scalable nodes 

Reliability 

Perfonnance 

Table 4 Observational Matrix of the Service D iscovery Model 

4.4 Conclusion 

Stability 
Steady State 

Scalability 

In this chapter we started a detailed analysis and simulation of a real life messaging systems 

(VMR) in order to a sess the level of QoS required in messaging and to investigate the 

potential use of distributed systems within a messaging environment. Within such 

environments the medium of communication plays a vital role in terms of interconnectivity 

where queues are the most commonly used data structure. Thus, we modelled the VMR, to 

assess the behaviour of several concurrent interconnected queues using CPN by handling 

the key parameters of the queueing model also known as the Critical Parameter 

Management. 

We started the design by mapping the relationships between the functional requirements and 

the non-functional requirements (CTQs) in order to have a clear definition of the quality 

attributes which do how impact on the system's functions and may conflict among 

themselves. These functionalities are translated into Petri nets where we were able to 

compare the arrival rate of mes ages against the departure rate, hence devising the transit 

time of a single message within the system. This type of knowledge is vital, especially in the 

Telecoms when ervice Level Agreements (SLA) are being signed. We also simulated the 

sy tern to assess th buffer population of the queues given a fixed throughput of me sages 

and from the e tatistics, designers can plan for the capacity of the queues by adjusting the 

throughput parameters. 
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The next step was to migrate the VMR agent model onto a distributed architecture and 

simulate the various communication styles within the distributed systems, leading to the 

concept of service discovery. We demonstrated how these strategies work across distributed 

nodes and how they influence the choice of communication styles. The results of the 

experiments demonstrated that one service discovery strategy alone cannot provide full 

compliance to the overall system requirements. This means that at various stages of system 

life cycle, different types of service discovery strategies have to be implemented in order to 

manage the nodes. To know which strategy to use, we have to look at the characteristics and 

CTQs which are essential for that particular communication agreement model. The example 

that was considered shows that to establish a cluster of nodes, one of the CTQs is 

performance and one of the characteristics is the occurrence of that process. In this case the 

observational results illustrate that the Broadcast strategy matches the criteria and should be 

implemented as far as performance is concerned. Moreover, we also showed that the 

Broadcast strategy overwhelms the network traffic and is not recommended during high 

volume of application traffic. Since establishing a cluster happens only once during the 

system life cycle, prior to any application traffic, the strategy conforms to the characteristic 

of the communication agreement model. We have shown that this type of knowledge can 

only be obtained through dynamic modelling techniques and indeed such knowledge has 

been acquired from the simulation of the other common communication. 
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5 EVOLUTION WITHIN 

DISTRIBUTED MESSAGING 

SYSTEMS 

It is not the strongest of the species that suroives, nor the most intelligent, but the one most responsive to 

change. 

Charles Darwin 

5.10verview 

The aspect of evolution to software solutions within the Telecoms industry is significant in 

terms of survivability and viability. The deployment of computerised systems that evolve 

within their dynamic environment requires building software that are autonomous and 

distributed by nature (LehBOb). This chapter explains how we tackled the problems of 

evolution and adaptability by proposing a novel distributed messaging system based on four 

of Lehman's laws of evolution (see chapter 2), i.e. a) Increasing Complexity; b) Continuing Growth; 

c) Decline Quality; and d) Feedback System. The laws relating to decline in quality and feedback 

systems have been integrated into the very fabric of the proposed distributed messaging 

system using the new concept of Run Time Quality Assurance (RTQA). This has been 

achieved by developing an algorithm, referred to as the BipRyt algorithm, which addresses 

the problem of quality deterioration as the system scales in performance. The algorithm 

illustrates the use of intelligent feedback mechanisms to enable the system to adapt to its 

dynamic environment. The BipRyt algorithm is fundamentally a multi-purpose decision 

making mechanism for the management, distribution, control and optimisation of 

computational resources (e.g. number of processing nodes, CPUs, queues and 

communication channels, memory etc). 

Historically, several works have been carried out in the domain of decision making 

mechanisms for distributed systems, which employed many strategies including: 1) a mutual 
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exclusion protocol, wherein a node requests permission from all other nodes to enter its 

critical section (Lync96); 2) a consensus strategy, where nodes have to agree upon certain 

issues (Dole82); 3) a leader election method, where nodes are selected to coordinate certain 

tasks; 4) a sender or receiver initiated protocol, typically designed for distributed scheduling, 

where nodes advertise their need/desire to schedule jobs and decide based on the response 

to the advertisement (Sing94) ; 5) a Byzantine protocol, where a faulty node is detected based 

on recursive message passing (announcing the status) and decision making (Lamp83, Awer02); 

and 6) a distributed deadlock detection mechanism, where messages are sent to nodes that 

hold resources in an attempt to break a deadlock (Tane95). The reader should note that most 

of these decision making mechanism are based on single quality attribute, for instance: 

reliable scheduling, faulty node detection, deadlock exclusion, performance such as response 

time etc. However, these decision making strategies preserve their single quality attribute, 

regardless of its impact on other attributes, for instance, by preserving reliability (break 

deadlock), performance will be degraded and vice versa. 

The approach we are proposing is designed to take into account many quality attributes 

while preserving the overall quality of the system by continuously assessing the impact of the 

attributes against each other e.g. performance vs. robustness, manageability vs. scalability etc. 

The BipRyt algorithm establishes its decisions on a combination of quality attributes, 

referred to as the quality model. As mentioned earlier, the algorithm is implemented on a 

new concept called Run Time Quality Assurance where a system is aware of certain quality 

attributes ensuring that, at run time, these qualities are preserved at any time and any cost. In 

the domain of distributed messaging systems, the BipRyt algorithm monitors the behaviour 

of dispersed nodes by gathering data and building up a history of resource consumption. 

The algorithm associates a resource to each quality attributes with diverse economical values, 

which are established on the price-based model (see chapter 2). But we extended further on 

this particular economic model to include the aspect of utility to the quality attributes of the 

system. These attributes are evaluated by both the system at run time and the user (human) 

at initialisation time. The economic model integrated into the BipRyt algorithm is more 

advanced than the conventional style of cost function, since it is based on a multi-criteria 

assessment of the resources, i.e. multiple quality attributes. In order to confirm such a 

statement, we explored four aspects of resource management: 
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1. Analysis and measurement of demand for resources 

2. Analysis and measurement of supply of resources 

3. Analysis and supervision of resource consumption - scarcity 

4. Analysis and organisation of resource distribution - load balancing and intelligent 

routing 

The problems that the BipRyt algorithm addresses are related to the problem of economics, 

which is predominantly the management and distribution of scarce resources within a 

distributed system. Now in applying the economic model into messaging problem domain, 

the theory of supply and demand describes how the system energy index (SEI) of resource 

consumption, such as such as 1) CPU usage; 2) memory usage 3) number of threads and 4) 

number of flle descriptors running (I/O), and other user defined quality metrics, are being 

consumed. The SEI is examined during the processing of a measurable quantity of uniquely 

identifiable message(s) and it varies as a result of a balance between resource availability 

(supply) and the requirement of those with purchasing power (demand). 

5.2 The BipRyt Algorithm 

The BipRyt algorithm provides a new decision making mechanism based on 1) availability of 

computational resources; 2) associated rules of usage and 3) defined rules for a specific user, 

group of users or the system as a whole. 

The algorithm allows for local and global optimisation of resources during the system life 

cycle. This is achieved through a rule-based system where rules can be local (i.e. attached to a 

user and therefore are considered as local constraints) or global, attached to the system as a 

whole (global constraints). Part of the algorithm's responsibility is to manage conflicts 

among the rules, focussing on the problems of racing condition and resource starvation, 

hence providing a balance between the two axes. The BipRyt algorithm derives and compiles 

directives based on the rules, ultimately acting as a mediator. 
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5.2.1 Quality Model Awareness 

According to Khaddaj et al in their work on the evaluation of software quality factors in very 

large systems (Kha04), quality is a multidimensional construct reflects in a quality model, 

where each parameter in the model defines a quality dimension. Khaddaj et al proposes an 

approach in which global and locally defined quality criteria can be considered and individual 

quality views can be combined where conflicts can be handled. The BipRyt algorithm 

implements the concept of Quality Modelling with the objective of understanding how 

quality attributes complement or conflict with each other. The quality model packages the 

attributes, (also known as the CTQs), that were defmed at the requirement stage and embeds 

these CTQs into the system. This results in the system being aware of its resource depletion 

against the CTQs, which are measured at run time. 

Unlike classical decision making strategies which are based on simple or single quality 

attributes such as Cisco's weighted round robin and response time load balancing 

mechanisms (Cis04), the BipRyt algorithm takes into account a series of quality attributes 

(multi-criteria) compiled as a quality model which are representative and adaptable to the 

user's needs. The concept of Quality Modelling within the BipRyt algorithm is based on the 

following: 

o Decisions of enforcement 

o Authorisation 

o Resource management 

o Any type of activity based on the QoS (Quality of Service) expected from the system 

The quality model is built by appointing a value that represents a weight to system elements, 

which are CTQs that one wants to preserve during system execution. The CTQs 

characteristics are compiled as a Prioritisation Model, which is a set of matrices. Thus, 

depending on the weight, the heaviest CTQ has highest priority. This weight represents the 

importance of the CTQs which can be modelled by the House of Quality (HoQ) matrix. 

Using Saaty Calculation of the AHP (saatBO), the mechanism then calculates the Eigen values 

or more exactly the Eigen vector from these matrices. As a result the Eigen values become 

the directive to follow when taking decisions. In ensuring that quality is maintain at specified 
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level, BipRyt resolves the problem of the 7th law of Lehman, "Decline of quality". In Brief, 

the BipRyt algorithm was designed primarily to take into account the operational 

environment (through analysing the CTQs of the system, i.e. the Eigen values) and steer the 

system by adjusting it parameters to conform to the environment at run time, thus 

preserving the quality of the system as it scales. 

5.2.2 BipRyt's Practice to Lean 

Taichi Ohno ( hn088) is considered the inventor of the Toyota manufacturing model and 

one of the first to introduce Lean principles in manufacturing including: reducing waste, 

promoting concurrent development, just in time and the ability to make changes "late in the 

cycle". In the late 40's Toyota wanted to produce quality cars at the same price of the 

American mass-market producers, but the Japanese market was not big enough to allow for 

similar economies of scale. Toyota then re-engineered the manufacturing process following 

the fundamental Lean principle: eliminate waste, as shown in Figure 79. 

[ -=> 
Figure 79 Lean Principles 

The Japanese car indu try (Toyota, Honda.) in following years became highly competitive by 

improving most of their manufacturing processes applying lean principles. In the context of 

software, the Agile oftware development often claims to be the application of Lean 

principles to Software Engineering (Ohn088). 

The BipRyt algorithm propo e a novel concept of implementing tools and techniques, 

which are normally applied at the requirement phase of software development process, into 

the software application for the purpose of Run Time Quality Assurance (RTQA). This 
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method aligns with the concept of "Decide as late as possible' which is one of the 

fundamental principles of the Lean Methodology which represents a paradigm shift in the 

approach to software design. By virtue of illustrating the shift, in classical software 

engineering, quality management and assurance are considered as managerial tasks of the 

development process. These tasks are usually carried out at the process level (the system that 

develops system). The identification of CTQs and quality modelling are activities carried out 

as part of the requirements analysis and design phases. However, since quality changes from 

perception to perception, these CTQs are relative to each user, wherein they obey to 

prioritisation rules and may be conflictual. 

"Decide as late as possible' is a principle of Lean that has been adopted because of 

uncertainties and continuous changes (mainly due to the continuous changes in customer 

requirements (VOC) and the dynamics of the market) are part of the development process. 

If decisions are delayed the chances of incorporating all available facts and information in 

your decision are much higher. The BipRyt algorithm incorporates this fundamental 5th 

principle of lean within system, by allowing the quality attributes to be injected and 

configured by the user at Run Time. This means that decision mechanism of requirements 

(undertaken at requirement phase) has been pushed forward through the development life 

cycle, into the system at the development and deployment phases. 

5.3 The Mechanics of the BipRyt 

Algorithm 

A distributed messaging system is a typical socio-economic system (Bai06). There are 

consumers, producers or providers and scarce resources. Economic models provide several 

interesting contributions to resource sharing mechanism. Firstly for the last 200 years, 

economists have been formulating prediction models and tools for limiting the complexity 

by decentralising the control of resources. These are sets of mathematical models that can 

yield several new insights into resource sharing problems. Donald et AI postulates in 

(Ferg96), that software economic decentralisation is provided by the fact that economic 

models consist of software agents, which selfishly attempt to achieve their goals. In their 

research they identified two types of agents (suppliers and consumers). A consumer attempts 
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to optimize its individual performance criteria by obtaining the resources it requires, and is 

not concerned with system-wide performance. A supplier allocates its individual resources to 

consumers. A supplier's sole goal is to optimize its individual satisfaction (profit) derived 

from its choice of resource allocations to consumers. The objectives of their studies describe 

the economic models and their use in controlling access to resources in large and complex 

distributed computer systems. The authors present some of the applications of economic 

models specially micro-economic and game models to several resources allocation problems 

in computer networks and distributed systems. Several papers apply versions of this model 

to decentralized resource allocation in computer systems (Ferg89, Ferg90a, Ferg90b, 

Ferg93). 

However, we found out that these studies do not consider the aspect of non-functional 

requirements from the users' perspectives, into their economic models. They mainly apply an 

economic model of resource management to default "mechanical" attributes such as 

computational jobs, CPU time, memory cache, disks I/O, bandwidth and communication 

resources. These methods do not include the user's or customer's point of view to validate 

the importance and utility of these attributes. The BipRyt algorithm differs in the sense that 

a quality model is designed and validated by the users of the system. The quality model is 

employed by the algorithm to 1) maintain a quality of service and 2) make decisions on 

workload distribution and optimisation of resources. In essence, the BipRyt algorithm 

preserves the quality requirement of the users of the system. We looked at the worked 

carried out in (KhaOS), a new approach proposed by Khaddaj and Horgan, to quality 

modelling which seeks to combine several quality modelling approaches, whilst resolving 

conflicts of opinions, so that quality measurement can be both tailored to a local 

environment and potentially can be compared across projects. The approach provides the 

framework to the user of a system to consistently weigh and prioritise the CTQs of a given 

system. The end results from the priority model are used by the House of Quality (HoQ) 

enabling the process of CTQ flow down. The HoQ process is repeated through several 

levels of granularity until the quality attributes are measurable. 

These measurable parts can then be used to populate a configurable table called which 

results in building an Eigen vector. The users of a system configure the AHP by prioritising 

the quality attributes (according to their point of views). In this case a priority list can be 
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created that states which quality attribute are most important and conflicting for the system. 

This process is carried out at the initialisation time of the system followed by the application 

of the AHP, at run time, for decision making. 

To understand the BipRyt algorithm there are 5 basic principles: 

o All software components or software agents consumes resources during execution. 

o All resources have metrics; they can be measured and are considered to have quality 

attributes (CTQs), e.g. resource = CPU, CfQ = CPU time. 

o CTQs can be assigned a numerical value called energy level. 

o The health of the system depends on the energy levels which have to be measured and 

controlled. 

o The energy levels decrease as the resources are consumed and increase when resources 

are released. 

To illustrate how the working of the algorithm, we introduce two metaphors, namely 

Perceiver and Decider. The Perceiver collects snapshots of information on the energy levels 

of each resource that the software agents consume at periodic intervals. The Perceiver, 

hence, builds up a history of energy levels for each CTQ which is then fed to the Decider. 

The Decider performs some statistical analysis over the recorded quality attributes and cross 

references the quality model with the priority attributed by the user of the system (human 

fabricated AHP). Depending on the results, the Decider decides which agent is the healthiest 

to handle or process more information in the system. The objective of the Decider is to 

preserve the energy levels per resources as prescribed by the user. 

5.3.1 Perceiver 

Consider a system wherein software agents receive data to process and to do so consume a 

defined number of resources. Each agent has a list of resources and each resource has one 

quality attribute, e.g. resource = CPU, CTQ = CPU time. The quality attributes are 

represented in terms of energy levels which are held in quality containers. These containers 

have numerical values which determine how much energy that particular agent has for a 

particular quality attribute (see Figure 80) 
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Figure 80 Illustrative Model of the Perceiver within each agent 

Each CTQ, such a CPU time, is allocated with a quality container. A quality container is 

partitioned in three distinct areas. There is the Low Risk Area (LRA), Medium Risk Area 

(MRA) and the High Risk Area (HRA). HRA means that the value of a particular CTQ has 

dropped to a level that constitute of a great risk for the system whereas LRA means that the 

value of a given CTQ has dropped to a level that shows no bigger risk. The objective is to 

avoid the HRA region though intelligent management and distribution of work load across 

the quality attributes. 

The energy level (value of a given CTQ) rises and drops along the three predefined areas, at 

system run time. The Perceiver has the ability to monitor the energy levels of the quality 

container which is represented through a gauge system, connected to each CTQ. When data 

are being di tributed to a ystem and handled by software agents, energy is consumed and 

work is done by the agent to process the data. When energy is consumed, the indicator on 

the gauge mo es toward the HRA (right) . However, as agents complete the message 

processing, the energy levels increases and added to the container. This will result to the 

indicator mo ing toward the LRA Oeft). The Perceiver will record the indicator reading per 

processed data. When the Decider requests the information, the Perceiver sends a history of 

the indicator value , this builds up a feedback system based on the usage of CTQs. 

5.3.2 Decider 

The decider is the decision making module of the BipRyt algorithm which continuously 

communicate with the P rceiver. The Decider is able to perform some analytical 
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calculations over the data, gathered from the Perceiver, upon which decisions are made. A 

state chart diagram describing the Decider is depicted in 

r.~;---------; (.~: •• } 

c.-.... 

Figure 81 State Diagram of the Decider 

At the initial stage, the Decider is idle and waits for activation. When activated, the Decider 

broadcast a reque t to each Perceiver, which in return sends back a list of energy levels per 

CTQ per software agent. Thi process requires a Perceiver to take a number of energy level, 

from the indicator reading of the gauge and push them in a list for each CTQ per software 

agent, (see Figure 87). 
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Figure 82 BipRyt data gathering process 

The following equation describe the BipRyt algorithm which is triggered when the Decider 

receives the list of energy levels per CTQ per agent. 

The mean of energy level per CTQ for each agent is calculated by the Decider. 

For each Agent a, u;f;ery! i > 0 

{ 

For each CTQ q, when j > 0 

{ 

levels 

} 

} 

1 n 

mean m(a, q) = - xL Vk where li- is the energy level oj a CTQ and n is the no. oj energy 
n k= 1 

The Decider build a mean matrix (MM) of agent by quality and populates the array with 

values from the Ii t. 
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m(a1ql) m(a1q2) m(a1q3) m(a1qj) 

MM= 
m(a2ql) m(a2q2) m(a2q3) m(a2qj) 

m(a3ql) m(a3q2) m(a3q3) m(a3qj) 

m(aiql) m(aiq2) m(ai%) m(aiqj) 

The matrix can now be normalised by order of the quality attributes or CTQs into the 

Normalised Mean Matrix (NMM). 

For each CTQ qj where j > 0 

NMM= 

1 
NM(aiqj) = m(aiqj)x-,:-. ---

Lm(aiq)k 
k=1 

NM(a1ql) NM(a1q2) NM(a1q3) 

NM(a2ql) NM(a2q2) NM(a2q3) 

NM(a3ql) NM(a3q2) NM(a3q3) 

NM(aiql) NM(a j q2) NM(aj q3) 

NM(a1qj) 

NM(a 2qj) 

NM(a3qj) 

NM(aiq) 

In order to know which quality is most important for the system, the Decider consults the 

human fabricated AHP table. This table is configurable by the user which defmes his/her 

requisite. Hence, within the BipRyt operations, each normalised value of each quality for the 

agents is multiplied by the corresponding quality value, as set in the AHP. 

The new values of quality attributes are added together for each agent. The sum shows the 

distribution load of an agent. 

(i.j) 

nq 

Due to the fact that the distribution is calculated, based on the priorities of the users and on 

the energy consumption of the system, the BipRyt algorithm maximises the opportunity for 
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a system to conform to the user's desires or needs in terms of non-functional or quality 

capabilities. 

5.3.3 The Architecture Model 

In this section we explain the generic architectural model that employs the BipRyt algorithm 

that can be attached to any distributed ystem. The BipRyt algorithm will manage the 

behaviour of the )' tern entities (for instance, the software agents) and provides a generic 

decision making mechani m. ignals (energy levels) from the software agents (perceivers) 

will be recorded by the Decider and statistically evaluated. A Statistical Analyser is the 

component that pro ide the e evaluations using the HoQ and AHP. Figure 83 illustrates 

the generic m del and explain the various components of the architecture. 

• • • • • 
• • 

• 
• 
• • : • • 
• • : • • • : .... ------_ .... __________ . ____________ J 

19ure 3 Architectural Model of the BipRyt System 

) 

Guideline Ad j er i an external entity to the system that feeds the suggested priority 

distributi n alu t the alg rithm. The suggested priorities is the list of directives from 
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Guideline Adviser that represent its wishes and vision on how the algorithm should perform 

and what Quality attributes needs to be preserved. This in essence represents the priority 

values per CTQ as defined by the user requirements in the form of an AHP matrix. 

Guideline Keeper (G K) 

Guideline Keeper is an internal part of the algorithm which is responsible for keeping and 

maintaining the directives that were received from the Guideline Adviser. Directives are fed 

to the Keeper in the form of Suggested Priorities which are provided to any requesting part 

of the algorithm. 

Priority Evaluator I Modifier (PEM) 

The purpose of PEM is to query Suggested Priorities from the Guideline Keeper and to 

evaluate them for correctness, completeness and validity. It is also the purpose of PEM to 

modify some or all items in the Suggested Priorities list according to the decisions made. 

After any potential correction, an Ultimate Priority (UP) list is produced by the PEM. UP is 

the resulting set of priorities that algorithm uses to make its final advices / decisions. 

Ultimate Priorities are derived by PEM from Suggested Priorities which are based on system 

observations. It is also PEMs responsibility to respond and supply the evaluation results to 

any requesting part of the system. 

Quality Adviser (QA) 

Quality Adviser is an external entity, with the responsibility of feeding the system with the 

initial suggested qualities which represent the Quality Advisers vision of the system, (quality 

model). Each item supplied by the Quality Adviser mayor may not be accompanied by 

Suggested Priorities of the Guideline Advisors. 

Quality List Keeper (QLK) 

Quality List Keeper is an internal part of the system which is responsible of keeping and 

maintaining Suggested Qualities list supplied by the Quality Adviser. It is also the 

responsibility of the Quality List Keeper to supply its list of Suggested Qualities to any 

requesting part of the system. 
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Quality List Evaluator I Modifier (QLEM) 

The purpose of QLEM is to query the Suggested Quality lists and to evaluate them for 

correctness, completeness and validity. It is also the purpose of QLEM to modify some or 

all items in Suggested Qualities which can be modified according to its own based on 

observed values. It is also QLEMs responsibility to respond and supply the evaluation 

results to any requesting part of the system. Ultimate Quality Attributes are the resulting set 

of qualities that the system uses to make its final advices, derived from the Suggested 

Qualities. 

Unaware Component I Agent (UCA) 

Unaware Component (agent) is another external entity which belongs to a system that the 

algorithm is making decisions for. Unaware Component responds to requests regarding its 

current state in terms of quality usage or energy levels of CTQs. Unaware components 

produce Observation Value lists of qualities and report their usage to the system. Each item 

in the Observation Value list mayor may not be accompanied by an entry in the Suggested 

Qualities provided by Quality Adviser. 

System Observer (SO) 

System Observer is an internal part of the system with the purpose of accepting and 

requesting Observed Values from one or more Unaware Components. It is also the purpose 

of the System Observer to respond with its current list of items to any request from internal 

components. System Observer also performs normalisation of data gathered which allows 

operations on balanced data, thus any further comparisons are performed on equally scaled 

values. Then the Normal Quality Values are supplied by the System Observer to any 

component of the system that requests them and used for further evaluation of external 

system behaviour. 

Statistical Analyser (SA) 

Statistical Analyser requests Observation Values from System Observer and performs 

statistical / historical analysis (such as mean and median) on the data retrieved. Based on the 

results of such analysis, the Statistical Analyser adjusts Observation Values in such a way that 

they are better tuned to represent current (or future) consumption of quality attributes. It is 

responsibility of Statistical Analyser to provide such observations to any other part of the 
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system. The Adjusted Quality Values are derived by the Statistical Analyser from Normal 

Quality Values representing the algorithm view of the external system and are used for any 

further calculation while making decision. 

Entity Evaluator (EE) 

Entity Evaluator performs evaluation of the behaviour of the external system and makes the 

decisions which are used to control their behaviours. The evaluation is carried out using 

Ultimate Priorities, Ultimate Quality Attributes and Adjusted Quality Value lists as 

arguments. The combination and interaction between these items are dictated by the BipRyt 

algorithm inside the Entity Evaluator component. The output of the Entity Evaluator is an 

evaluation report. 

Decision Maker (PM) 

Decision Maker receives the evaluation report from the Entity Evaluator. The output from 

the Decision Maker is a list of directives (Control Instructions) that are used to regulate the 

behaviour of the external system. 

System Controller eSC) 

System Controller is an external component to the system that receives the directives in the 

form of Control Instructions from the Decision Maker. Based on these suggestions, the 

System Controller changes the behaviour of the system accordingly. 

5.4 Implementation of the BipRyt 

Algorithm within the Distributed 

Messaging System 

The BipRyt Algorithm empowers the system with some decision making capabilities, which 

leads to the concept of autonomy, a core aspect of evolution (see chapter 2). The BipRyt 

algorithm has been integrated to distinct parts of the proposed distributed messaging system. 

One particular area of application is the management of traffic flow of the InfiniBand 

network by controlling the virtual lanes (see chapter 6). Another area, which is the topic of this 
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discussion, is the problems of connection management, wherein the BipRyt algorithm acts as 

a decision maker for the distribution of the message load and incoming transmission from 

external systems. In the next section, we start by describing the classical model of 

connection management solutions and then demonstrate how the BipRyt algorithm can be 

deployed to enhance the load distribution within the system. The application of the BipRyt 

algorithm, is aimed at the problem of the Telecoms, particularly distributed messaging, 

which differ from the classical use of large scale distributed computing in grand challenges 

applications. In the domain of messaging, the distributed systems receive incoming packets 

of (SMS or MMS) of a relatively small size, but at an extremely high frequency. As a result, 

the management of external connections of a given messaging system, load balancing 

strategies and routing solutions require new approaches, which are different from the 

classical load balancing and routing strategies commonly used in distributed computing. 

5.4.1 Connection Managers in Distributed 

Messaging Systems 

Connection managers essentially form part of the Communication class of the problem 

domain that reside at the edge of the system (chapter 2). Their responsibilities are to handle 

the connections, conversation protocols, security, authentication etc. of the messaging 

gateway (see Figure 84), and they address mainly the communication model between external 

and internal software entities. The actual transport mechanism of the connection will address 

the techniques of multiplexing / de-multiplexing and load sharing / balancing across 

distributed entities. 

Connectivity is tightly linked to the mechanism of load balancing which provide a single 

access point for external entities to access data that might be spread over several physical 

nodes. A typical load balancer will be using diverse algorithm(s) to direct requests to the 

appropriate nodes of the system. The distribution processing of the load balancers is 

completed transparently, with external entities having no knowledge on what exists behind 

the single access point. From a mobile data perspective, connection management 

encompasses external areas including connectivity to mobile data applications such as ESME 

(External Service Message Entity) and V ASP (Value Added Service Provider) (SMS06) and 
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external connectivity to network serving elements such as SMS and MMS. The ultimate aim 

is to ensure that all functional requirements are serviced to meet a customer requested level 

of quality of eryice (non-functional requirements) . 

5.4.1.1 

• 
0) 

• 

• • 
............................................................. 

......................................................... 

INTERNAL SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

EXTEI'NAL ENTITIES 
SMS~MMS~M&VASP 

• 
Figure 84 Connectivity within the Telecoms 

Functional Requirement Model 

Table 5 umman e the common functional requirements that the connectivity component 

of the eli tributed me aging y tern, must conform to, in the operability of load balancers 

within the Telecom network. In recent years the feature of Protocol Datagram Unit (PDU) 

load balancing ha grown in importance since the number of IP based protocols has 

increa ed 0 er the native Telecom network (NSN07). PDU load balancing means that the 

load balancing mechani m hould be able to gather and manage lower IP packets, until the 

complete PD of an upp r layer protocol is constructed, that can then be distributed to the 

nodes. 
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~ ~ilr·.;, w 

1 Send and receive IP packets 

2 Perform network level "Per Request Load Balancing" 

3 Perform application level "PDU Load Balancing" 

4 Perform application level "PDU Multiplexing and De-multiplexing" 

5 Manage external connections 

7 Share load over available connections 

8 Perform authentication 

9 Perform atomicity with transparent PDU transaction processing 

10 Process connection requests based on user-defined configuration 

11 Runtime monitoring 

12 Share connection information over nodes 

Table 5 Functional Requirements of Connection Managers 

5.4.1.2 Non-Functional Requirements - CTQs 

The agreed non-functional requirements, CTQs, that must be carried out by the connectivity 

component of the eli tributed messaging architecture are summarised in Table 6. The CTQs 

for connectivity has been e tabli hed through brainstorming session by looking at the 

domain knowledge of the T lecoms as well as the state of art (Gard07). These CTQs are 

commonly addre sed within the realm of Telecoms operators and reflects mostly to the 

Voice of Customer when dealing with the mobile community. 

~ re:"1lfel'. 

1 Uniform I ad sharing 

2 Single access pint 

3 Availability 

4 Quality of ervice 

5 Protocol support: 

6 De ign 

7 Usability 

8 Scalability 

9 Reusability 

10 Supportability 

Table 6 CT Q s of Connectivi ty 
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5.4.1.3 The House of Quality (HoQ) Analysis 

The functional requirement have been mapped to the non-functional requirements into a 

HoQ matrix (see Figure 85). The primary objective is to drill down the high level CTQs, in 

order to formulate the mea urable and controllable quality attributes. As explained earlier, 

the HoQ is an ideal tool to perform the CTQ flow down process. 

)OJ" cw au,un 
J LIYlU CTQI DMJ. DOWN 

_ ......... ,. .......... . -(It.........,." .... CII~ """ -

Figure 85 House of Quality for Connection Managers 

Level one f the Ho matrix hows the impact that the CTQs (in the x axis) have over the 

functional requirement (y axis). U ing the feature of CTQ drill down, the CTQs in level one 

(the Xs) become the ) f the level two. At this level each newly discovered CTQs are 

atomic, meaning they are controllable and measurable by an experiment. The graphs of both 

matrices h w the importance of the CTQs for each functional requirement. The 

importance i unra\, lled by u ing the Analytical Hierarchy Process techniques as shown in 

Figure 86. 
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5.4.1.4 Analytical Hierarchy Process Evaluation 

0200:946;-. a l4'I!I6lO2 011&44213 o .UJ06a5 
0' ""', 00157'0)84 o 10162t82 o t10e801' 
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001_, o 1l267'6112 o 033fJ40G1 0_2 

o 0.'1 lO3OO 001_> O~2 003304061 0.(H10ee07 

on ,j9'04 01l24b4022 OOO1ti8. 21 008871)<\6 
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Figure 86 AHP of CTQs for Connection Managers 

Using the AHP an evaluation of the measurable requirement was undertaken ill order to 

mea ure and eight th importance of the CTQs (Table 7) . The values associated to the 

weights are later u ed for benchmarking purposes to evaluate the different load balancing 

strategies and luti n . 
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~ w.t.Uill1~ [p.i11] ~ Ultl'n oo1r' _~ 

1 23.48 Single Acce s Point Maximum number of connections 

2 19.20 Availability Redundancy strategy 

3 17.24 Scalability Maximum number of elements 

4 12.62 Quality of Service Maximum load capacity 

5 10.66 Uniform Load Sharing Dynamic load balancing 

6 4.50 Protocol Support Number of protocols 

7 3.39 Usability User interfaces and API 

8 2.81 Price Envisaged price 

9 2.21 Supportability Back to back SLA available 

10 2.13 Design Design architecture 

Table 7 CTQ and Urut of Measures for Connectlon Managers 

5.4.1.5 Load balancing Strategies 

In Figure 87, we modelled and illustrated the approach to integrate load balancing designs 

into the connection manager component of the messaging system. Commonly, the sessions 

initiated into and out of the messaging system are regulated by either the Load Balancer or 

connection manager components. 
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Figure 87 Connection Management Model 

Adapllv Load Balancing 
StallC Access POlnl 

In order to d -ign a robu t lution for the management of connections to the system, the 

following four I ad balancing solutions were selected for further analysis and the rationale 

behind their choic ,1 becau e the e load balancer best conform to the CTQs proposed and 

analysed in Tabl inC they are the mo t commonly employed in Telecoms networks 

(Zeu04, B-IP06, i 06a). 

Zeu Load Balanc r 

Linux IP 

Fs BI -IP LBL 

11501 

oftware load balancer that runs on multiple 

platform. 

Free c de ba e offering basic load balancing functionality. 

load balancer used by many big 

rganisati n around the world. 

Th most common networking manufacturer. This hardware 

load balancer is used by many big organisations around the 

\V rid. 

ad Balancing trategies in the Telecom Networks 
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5.4.1.6 all tical Evaluation of the Load 

Balanc r 

In the firm "i \\' f 

the onn ctlon 

through th 

ctin th be t model of load balancing strategies that will connect to 

ach of CTQs have been defined and have been weighted 

f brain rorming, (see Figure 86) . Now, for each candidate (load 

balancer ), w carry ut at b nchmarking exercise that compares each candidate against the 

weighted and again th pr ce follows the rules of the AHP. The values associated to 

each CT per load balancing lution are subjective and have been decided based on 

domain knowl dg and lit ratur r i wand corporate Telecoms market reports (Del07). 

HP Benchmark of Load Balancers CTQ s 

Observation 

Using th P, ach m < urab] r qwr ment criteria was analysed against all of the load 

balanc r., as highlight d in ·Igure 9. 
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rvation f HP Benchmark for Load Balancing CTQs 

On the und f th HP evaluation, we ob erved that Cisco CSS series achieved the 

highe t cr. In particular it f6 r daptive ession Redundancy (ASR), which maintains a 

session e en in th r ult of an active node failure. The CSS series also offers a D ynamic 

HP), \: hich nables true dynamic load balancing with servers deployed 

on back- nd n de pr yiding load balancing information to be used as part of the actual 

djstribution alg rithm. Having elect d the best load balancing candidate, we now move to 

comparin it wIth th BipRyt algorithm using the three most common strategies used in the 

Telecom which ar r und r bin, lea t connections and adaptive response time strategies. 

This i achi vabl du t th fact that the CSS11501 load balancing solution allows the 

network de ign r to c nfigur the cal server selection based on server load and 

applicati 

(Ci 06b). 

5.4.2 

tim , a well a traditional least connection and round-robin algorithms 

pplication of the BipRyt Algorithm 

within the Connection Managers 

Th BipRyt alg rithm act a. a I ad balancing strategy withjn the Connection Manager 

where it ditribut th I ad f the m age from external transmissions to the available 

node . Thus, it ha b n Int gmt dint the model of the connection manager (see Figure 87) 

to enabl th d cLlOn mJcing proce f the algorithm within the operations of external 
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connectivity (see tgllf'r 90). it can be observed the load balancers (LBs) have been 

replac d by a witch whIch r ad control instructions from the Decider component of the 

BipRyt archit ctur . 

~ 
TIl. eM ~Ih on Individual nodes. 
Each Nod@" contr Ibute to the 

CM_" Ol"tribuh.d Shoaled r.'.mor'lbaud 
... on a gnd intrDstrudul • 

.. 

Distributed $ha'~d Me-mor\, 8Uf'd HIt'Norl 

Pttulv I Local Network 

90 The Integration of BipRyt within Connectivity 

The functi run of th al rithm i driven by the assignment of a set of quality attributes 

(human fabricat d I\HP) b ' th y t m de igner, which are founded on the Voice of the 

Cu tomer and r c rd d by th D cider. The Perceivers, (pO ... Pn), are instructed to read the 

actual valu (n rgy 1 \ el ) of each quality attributes for each node and send the list of the 

cid r. Th latt rues the BipRyt algorithm to devise a distribution matrix 

that define th c ntr I 10 trucci n for the switch. 

In ord r t e\'aluat th BipR)'t alg rithm and compare it against other strategies, we devise 

an experim nt t p cifically addr the connectivity aspects between external and internal 

entitie . In "i w of ucce fully tackling connectivity in a distributed environment we are 

looking at primaril ' nablmg horizontal scalability of the nodes and the ability to multiplex 

mobile data applicatJ n m-er a numb r of servicing nodes i.e. service availability. We are 

aJ 0 I kin at re ource efficiency by primi ing asset utilisation, in simple words to get the 

most ut of th me saging infra tructur . Load balancing can help improve system scalability 

by en uring that cli nt applicaci n requ ts are di tributed and processed equitably across a 

group of . ryer . Llke\\IS ,it can h Ip improve system availability and resource efficiency by 
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adapting dynamically to ystem configuration changes that arise from hardware or software 

failures. 

In parallel and distributed computing, the approaches accountable for data distribution have 

a direct impact on the effectiveness of a system. Many challenges exist in building efficient 

load balancers. There are established trategies such as Round Robin (VMW07), Least 

Connection (Cis07) and Adaptive Response Time (Wes95), which focus on measuring one 

or two quality attributes of the underlying nodes. For example, round robin looks at fairness; 

least connection provides reliability whilst response time offers speed. In some cases, in 

simple and relatively small systems, it is sufficient to take measures of some generic quality 

attributes and make simple deci ion based On those readings. However in more complex 

systems, this approach i not efficient, since the quality attribute(s) that is lare measured 

might not be sufficient to characterise the health of the overall system. The system might 

have more than one quality attribute that defines its behaviour and workability. Another 

limitation is that since these strategies advocate for certain generic quality attributes, they 

may have an adverse impact on other quality attributes which might be of utmost 

importance given certain situations. Consequently, in the BipRyt approach, more than One 

quality attribute is questioned and assessed to maximise the effectiveness of work load 

distribution. The following experiment compares the BipRyt with the Cisco CSSl1501 

configured to run on 1) the popular Round Robin algorithm, 2) the least connections 

algorithm and 3) the adaptive response time algorithm. 

5.4.2.1 Load balancing Strategy - Round Robin 

Round Robin distribution is one of the most popular algorithms due to its simplicity and 

efficiency. It is an even reque t di tribution algorithm and the basic principle behind it is to 

distribute the reque t forwards (not the load) evenly. 
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Figur 91 Round Robin Model 

f th round robin, its advantages and its simplicity can be clearly 

seen in Aigur 91. Th r 1 n pr ce in overhead involved; every next packet is forwarded 

to the next r c i\' r until th la t i reached, then the forwarding starts again from the first 

recei er. In m t f th c , where the receivers are equally capable and the loads are low 

ro mid inten It)' \ ith f \ ad peak, this algorithm performs very well (reoOl). However it 

is not r i tant to th \t,,1ng: 

Con tandy high load 

When th load tays in 1 \-\' t mid range, any differences in receivers' capacity do not get 

emphasiz d, b cau 

can al un'1\' h 

y ntually receiver have enough time to process all the requests and it 

f high I ad requests. However the algorithm does not perform 

very well '\: h n th sy. t m I ad ta at the high mark for a long time. Usually the receivers 

are n t qually capabl 0 \Vh n th 1 ad is high and all receivers are operating at their limits, 

all th differ nc m capL citi b c me critical. This is illustrated in Figure 92 where 

"Receiv r 2" keep ' up with th xp ctati ns when running with the moderate load, but fails 

when the load 1 mcr L ed. 
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Figur 92 R und Robin Management of Load 

The round r bin al rithm i als very en itive to the differences between processmg 

receivers (see F(~lIre 93). Th high r the difference are, the lower the overall system capacity 

is, sine th maximum load acceptabl by each receiver equals to the maximum processing 

power f th 1 a t cap a 1 r c iYer. 

. ... --"-.... ~fIII ____ 

.......... .,.... ... ......... ............. .. -.......... 

<igure 93 ifference in Receivers Capabilities 

An ther probl m, imp d by the inability of the algorithm to adjust the load accordingly, is 

so call d "bol pols' In th c1u t r, \: h re one or more receivers start running at or near their 

In capacity. Thi. ituati n i especially dangerous in distributed systems 

where r cei" rs n cd to c mmunicate a lot amongst themselves. Appearance of the "hot 

potl' might cau. a c mpl t 'ystem t stale, because most of the more capable receivers 

will find th m hes wruting bra r p nse from the overloaded ones, as illustrated in Figure 

94 wh re r , 4 < nd 5 might find themselve waiting for Receiver 2 and 6 to 

resp nd, (see hglll'l' 9.f). 
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19ur 94 ppearance of "hot pots" in Round Robin 

5.4.2.2 ad balancing strategy - Least 

C nn ctl n 

Lea t nn co n algorithm maintain a Ii t of active connections (or requests) at any given 

time to ach r Cel\' r. ) ub- equential reque ts are being sent to a receiver that has a least 

amount f actl\ e r qu ts l c nn ction . Thi algorithm is quite efficient when requests are 

equal in "\\' ight" . Thl m an that all reque ts take the same amount of processing power to 

cop with th m. ng a. th r que t are "equal", Least Connection algorithm performs 

well in di tribucin .,. th I ad, b number of active requests (or pending requests) shows 

how bu y th I .. Thi works v ry well for systems that receive loads of similar 

reque t , . uch a imp) \\' b rv r . If the requests are not "equal" in weight Least 

C nnecti n al orithm fail t achi ve even load distribution. "uneven weight" requests are 

request that take dJft r nt amount f proce ing power to process them. 

5.4.2.3 ad balancing strategy - Response Time 

Re pon 

This alg rithm as urn 

n of the sy tems parameter to determine the system load. 

p n e Time i directly related to system load, which is true 

in mo t of th c. of . lmple y. t much a server running a web application, but would 

fail for mar campI ) . t m, uch a multi-tier systems with front-end/back-end 

arch it ctur , . u h. s m s . • ring . ),stem . 1 f the 1 ad balancer uses Response Time to measure 

syst m p rt rman c it mi tht g tar lative1y quick response from the front end components, 

whil t th back nd com oncnt are actually bu y processing previous requests. 
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5.4.3 Test Environment & Observations 

The primary aim of the experiments was to find out whether the BipRyt algorithm is a 

"better' decision making mechanism than its counter parts. The experiment is structured by 

order of 1) testing the sensitivity of the BipRyt algorithm to adapt to the AHP trend (human 

fabricated AHP), 2) to compare the adaptability of the other algorithms against the AHP 

trend, and 3) to test how the BipRyt adapts to system capability against the other 3 load 

balancing strategies. 

Experiment 1: BipRyt Adaptability to AHP Trend 

Since the BipRyt uses an AHP model, that represents the user's quality expectations, to 

control the behaviour of an observed system, the aim of the first test is to verify if the 

BipRyt follows the trend of the AHP configuration. This is defined by the user who assigns 

priorities to the CTQs which for this experiment are QI, Q2 and Q3. An example of quality 

attributes is 1) Q1 = no. of message per second, 2) Q2 = response time or 3) Q3 = CPU load, running 

on 11 nodes, each of which keeps a quality container per quality attribute. 

The aim of the experiment is to verify whether the BipRyt algorithm responds to the AHP 

configurations (settings), when making decision for a system. The assumptions made were 

that 1) the human fabricated AHP has three quality attributes which are number of messages 

per second, the response time of a node per request and the CPU processing load per 

message received; 2) the overall system has 11 nodes; 3) each server has three quality 

containers for each quality attribute above mentioned; 4) each container have three 

thresholds which correspond to the HRA, MRA, LRA (see section 5.3.1) and these thresholds 

partition the container into 3 equal sized risk areas. There is an indicator mark that fluctuates 

across the areas illustrating how much energy a particular node has to spend for the specific 

quality. This means that the more hits to the high risk area for a given CTQ, the less capable 

the system is to preserve the concerned quality attribute. The mark is set in the low risk area 

at the initialisation phase. The system is able to read sms input from a message gateway, 

which is the source of message generation. We started the experiment by setting up the 

quality priority of the human fabricated AHP to Q1 = 0.6, Q2 = 0.2, Q3 = 0.2. The system 

is then exercised for this given configuration, and we refer to this as configuration 1, (see 

Figure 95). 
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Figure 95 AHP Configuration 1 

After a run of 175650 me sages received by the system, the quality priority of the human 

fabricated AHP wa changed to a new configuration, configuration 2. The changed values 

were Q1 = 0.2, Q2 = 0.6, Q3 = 0.2, and the system was exercised again for another run of 

175650 incoming me age. 

Figure 96 AHP Configuration 2 

As the reader can ee, the test was dichotomised into two configuration setups, and for each 

of them, we examine the di tribution of the mark of each CTQ of each server across the 3 

areas of risks. 

We observed that for the test for configuration 1, where Ql is of highest priority, the 

number of HRA hits for Ql is kept to 161 hits over 175650 messages resulting to a 

percentage yield of 0.091 %, which is very small. Furthermore, when the BipRyt algorithm 

was exerci ed for the configuration 2, where Q2 is of highest priority, we observe that the 

number of HRA hits for Q2 is kept to 182 hits over 175650 messaged resulting to a 

percentage yield of 0.10%, (see Figure 91). 
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HRA Hits by Test for BlpRyt 
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Figure 97 BipRyt Adaptability to AHP CTQ Priority 

Experiment 2: Round Robin Adaptability to AHP Trend 

The same setup of experiment 1 was used to carry out experiment 2 to test the adaptability 

of Round Robin to the HP trend. However, we only used the setup of configuration 1, i.e. 

Q1 = 1, Q2 = 0, 3 = ° and the arne of amount of messages, 175650, were injected to the 

system, (see Figure 98). 
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Figure 9 Round Robin Adaptability to AHP Trend 

The graph how that the number of hits to the HRA has considerably increased with 

Round Robin. The al orithm how no awareness of the AHP trend and as a result the 

distribution of th TQ hit j ad hoc. We observed that the test for configuration 1, where 
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Q1is of highe t priority, the number of HRA hits for Q1 is kept to 50744 hits over 175650 

mes age re ultin to a percentage yield of 29%, which is 1/3 of the message population. 

Experiment 3: Respon e Time Adaptability to AHP Trend 

The same setup f exp riment 1 was used to carry out experiment 3 to test the adaptability 

of Respon e Time t the HP trend on both configurations 1 and 2, (see Figure 99). 
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Figure 99 Re pon e Time Adaptability to AHP Trend 

The graph show that the Re pon e Time algorithm preserves the CTQ Q2, response time, 

regardle s to the AHP quality priority. For instance in the setup of configuration 1, Q1 has 

highest priority, yet the Re ponse Time algorithm still preserves Q2 which is response time. 

However, the 0 erall number of hit is still much lower that round robin, since response 

time a a TQ doe p itively influence other CTQs, because response time does indirectly 

reflect on P time, e.g. if a given erver responds faster to a request, this means that the 

CPU load i lower. ince the Response Time algorithm was designed specifically to operate 

on the CTQ, th alg rithm pr erve the CTQ Q2 better than the BipRyt algorithm for the 

configuration 2 where Q2, re pon e time, is of highest priority. 

The arne setup of experim nt 1 was used to carry out experiment 4 to test the adaptability 

of Least onnecti n t th HP trend on both configurations 1 and 2. 
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As for the Least Connection algorithm, since it does not depend on the three CTQs, Q1: no. 

msg/s, Q2: response time, Q3: CPU load, chosen for the experiments, the algorithm does 

not adapt to the AHP trend and the distribution of the HRA hits resembles the Round 

Robin, but in a lower order of magnitude, (see Figure 100). The reason for such lower hits is 

again, due to the fact that least connection as a CTQ may also positively influence other 

CTQs such as CPU time and response time, but not always. For example, when a given 

switch clistribute the load based on least connections, the next requests are forwarded to the 

server with the least amount of connections, hence less amount of message is being 

transported and processed on that server, preserving the CTQ CPU time. As a result, the 

number of HRA hits for CPU time is reduced. 

Experiment 5: BipRyt Adaptability to the Capacity of Server 

We carried out an experiment to check how the BipRyt algorithm behaves when connected 

to nodes with different capabilities in terms of 1) processing power, 2) memory capacity and 

3) no. of read / write to a database. Since the nodes on our test bed were homogeneous, in 

order to imulate the difference in node capabilities, we designed 11 queues, on each node 

and each queue had different configurations as shown in Table 9. This will allow us to 

demonstrate the adaptability of the different load balancing algorithms in a real life 

heterogeneou environment. 
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Nodes Queue System Buffer Size Processing Time (s) 

0 SOQO 940000 0.015904573 

1 SlQl 860000 0.017892644 

2 S2Q2 780000 0.021868787 

3 S3Q3 600000 0.043737575 

4 S4Q4 520000 0.071570577 

5 S5Q5 470000 0.093439364 

6 S6Q6 360000 0.103379722 

7 S7Q7 220000 0.119284294 

8 S8Q8 110000 0.155069583 

9 S9Q9 90000 0.170974155 

10 SlOQI0 80000 0.186878728 

Table 9 Server Configurations 

Each queue has different buffer size which represents the memory capacity of the node. We 

incorporated a processing unit within the logic of each queue which is triggered when a 

message is loaded into the buffer. We also simulated database I/O by defining write requests 

to a mySQL database when a message is being processed. So in the experiment we have 3 

CTQs which are 1) Ql = CPU Time, 2) Q2 = memory usage and 3) Q3 = no. of DB I/O. 

We created an AHP with the setting of Ql = 0.3, Q2 = 0.6 and Q3 = 0.1 and provisioned 

the BipRyt algorithm. We deployed the queue applications on 11 nodes and connected each 

of them to a switch that was linked to a computer (the switch node) running the load 

balancing algorithms which were 1) BipRyt algorithm, 2) Round Robin algorithm 3) 

Response Time algorithm, and 4) Least Connections algorithm. 

The objective of the experiment was to check the overall adaptability of the aforementioned 

load balancing algorithms and analyze how each of them distributes the load given 

heterogeneous server capabilities. The switch node is able to read a message file which is the 

source of the message generation. Firstly, the system is run whilst the maximum buffer 

capacity of individual queues per nodes is adjusted until there is no hit to the high risk area 

of the quality container, given a fix number of message per second. Next, we performed the 

calibration of the system overall capacity by adding the individual load capacity together. 

Having calibrated the server capacities, the system is run for 10 minutes starting with the 

BipRyt algorithm, then Round Robin, Response Time and finishing with Least Connections. 
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At the end of a run, the number of hits to the high risk areas for the CTQ, buffer population 

which define the memory available or message load for each server is recorded. 

Compallng Actual OISlllblltloll with System Capacity Using BlpRyt Algorithm 
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Figure 101 BipRyt Distribution vs. System Capability 

When th "a ex rci ed with the BipRyt algorithm, in 10 minutes, the switch 

clistributed 464 3 m the ervers. As it can be observed in Figure 101, the BipRyt 

algorithm intelli ntly balance the incoming load as per maximum capability of the nodes. 

The actual di tributi n foll w the trend of the node capacity, implying that the system is 

efficient with negli ibl numb r of erver message starvation and little packet loss. Packet 

loss i reached when the number of message sent to a node is greater than the buffer size of 

a given queue. 
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As Figure 102 iUu trat , du to it impli tic nature, the Round Robin algorithm distributes 

the J ad uni~ rmly r gnrdJ t the CTQs and the maximum capabilities of the nodes. So at 

some p iot in time Round R bin will tarve some the highest capable nodes and overload 

the weak t. In uch an nvironment, wherein nodes have different load capacities, Round 
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Robin i very In ffici nt e pecially f; r packet loss. In 10 minutes, with Round Robin, the 

switch di tribut d 169 71 mes ag but many of the packets where rejected by the low 

performing elTer . 

oll1palln9 Actual OIstllbutlon with System C.lpacity Using Response Tillie 
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When the yst m wa xerci d with the Response Time algorithm, in 10 minutes, the switch 

distributed 1494335 to the nodes. The graph in Figure 103, shows that the 

Respon e Tim a1g rithm d attempt to follow the trend of the nodes' maximum 

capacitie . w v r, th differ nc between the nodes' maximum capabilities and the actual 

distribution Tim is still larger than the difference of the BipRyt algorithm, 

meaning that th r i. till m re ccurrences of message starvation and packet loss. This is 

because the BipRyt algorithm i ba ed on a multi-criteria quality model and directly preserves 

the me age 1 ad in t rm f th CTQ memory available which is provided by the AHP 

quality pri rity. \,{'h r a th Re pon e Time algorithm indirectly preserves the message load 

by managing the 
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When the y t m wa xerC1 d with the Least Connections algorithm, in 10 minutes, the 

swjtch di tribut d 15 3 27 m to the nodes. The graph in Figure 104, shows that the 

trend of the actual dlstributi n for the Least Connections algorithm tends to resemble the 

trend of R und R bin. Thi i b cau e Lea t Connections is not directly influenced by the 3 

CTQ defin d ~ r thi xp rim nt. nlike re ponse time, least connection does not have 

much impact on th T m mory u age and CPU Time. Least connection is not a good 

Time and 1 ad, ince one node may have 5 connections of 2 megabytes 

each and a c nd one, haying 2 connections of 20 megabytes load each and due to the fact 

that the al nthm a it deci ion n the number of connections rather than load per 

connection , it do "ide a 0 d measure on the CTQS CPU load or memory usage. 

Hence th L a. t no cu 0 failed to adapt it distribution of message to the maximum 

capabilitie f the er"er but till provide a better solution than Round Robin. 

We finally ummari ed th ffici ocy of the four algorithms into a graph, shown in Figure 

105. The di trlbuti o. b I w the 0 mark of the Y axis show the number of time a particular 

algorithm i d pri\'ing performing n de from messages, whereas the distributions above 

the 0 mark, h \\' oumber f tim a low performing node is being flooded with messages 

and the me age will b r j ct d. Packet rejection in the Telecoms is very costly and also 

regulat d by g \' rom or p lici ,which mean that connection models should not allow for 

such ituati 0 t happ n. 
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The BipRyt alg rithm ba.ed its deci i n on an economic model. This is seen in the graph, 

since the d1 rnbutloo of mag 1 ery rarely rejected by the nodes, i.e. the supply of the 

mes ag 1. c orclinated by th purcha ing power (capability) of the consumers (nodes). As a 
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result, the algorithm handled fewer messages than the others, since the amount sent is 

roughly the number of messages that the overall system can accommodate. The BipRyt 

algorithm, hence, also provides a measure of the system capability which can be used to 

assess the requirements or needs of the overall system, as its operations evolve. These are 

not achievable by the Response Time, Least Connections and Round Robin algorithms, 

since they based their decision on one CTQ parameter solely, instead of a multi-criteria 

quality model. 

5.5 Conclusion 

This chapter presented a new multi-criteria decision making algorithm which has been 

designed for the management, distribution, control and optimisation of systems resources 

(e.g. nodes, CPU, channel, memory etc). It is an empowerment strategy that provides 

autonomy to several parts of the systems and its novelty lies in the ability to use a quality 

model based, not just one or two predefined quality attributes, but on a multitude of quality 

attributes. The algorithm is based on an automated AHP analysis of the quality model, 

wherein decisions are taken for the welfare of the system. During the design and 

implementation of the BipRyt algorithm, we observed that techniques such as the AHP and 

the HoQ provide instructions that can be automated through a sequence of actions. This is 

demonstrated by the process of applying the AHP formula into the Decider's code base. 

Hence, the algorithm has been constructed to represent both Run Time quality assurance 

and dynamic quality enforcer. 

In addition to system related quality criteria, the BipRyt algorithm takes into account the 

user's perspective of the quality model, i.e. the user can configure the quality features that 

hel she is expecting from a system. BipRyt ensures the system follows the quality trend of 

the user, thus preserving the quality model against a potential decline in quality, especially 

within distributed systems. This is even more significant in the Telecoms, since the service 

node population and the complexity associated with a message grows in accordance to 

market demand and evolution. Thus, we demonstrated that the BipRyt algorithm addresses 

the problem of Lehman's 7th Law of evolution: Decline Quality. 
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At the implementation phase, within the Perceiver / Decider communication model, the 

BipRyt algorithm uses a history of data values that represent the energy levels of the CTQs 

per nodes, thus building up a feedback system based on a quality model, essentially 

addressing the 8th Law of evolution: Feedback System. 

To validate the functionality of the BipRyt algorithm in enforcing a defined quality model, 

we presented a case study that implements the BipRyt algorithm as a load balancing decision 

making mechanism within the communication model of distributed messaging systems. We 

illustrated how classical connection managers are implemented within a messaging business 

and carried out an experiment to benchmark the most commonly used load balancers within 

the Telecoms. This started by building a specification chart in terms of functionalities and 

CTQs of each load balancer. We tested the capabilities of the BipRyt algorithm against the 

Round Robin, Response Time and Least Connections strategies. The result showed that the 

BipRyt algorithm efficiently distributed the work load especially in heterogeneous network, 

with different capability servers. It followed an economic model, balancing the demand for 

message processing with the capacity of servers (purchasing power). 
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6 IMPLEMENTATION OF 

DISTRIBUTED MESSAGING 

SYSTEMS 

And thry discovered something very interesting: when it comes to walking, most of the ant's thinking and 

decision-making is not in its brain at all It's distributed. It's in its legs. 

Kevin Kelly 

6.10verview 

The early 1980s saw tremendous expansion in the area of network deployment (page01). 

Yet, by the mid-1980s, certain companies were experiencing growing pains from deploying 

many different (and sometimes incompatible) network technologies. The problems 

associated with network expansion affect both day-to-day network operation management 

and strategic network growth planning. Each new network technology requires its own set of 

experts, and the staffmg requirements alone for managing large, heterogeneous networks 

created a crisis for many organizations. An urgent need, therefore, arose for automated 

network management (including what is typically called network capacity planning) 

integrated across diverse environments. 

As a result, there are a large number of technologies that enable heterogeneous interactions 

between software systems and hardware systems, but most of them address only certain 

aspects of communication, for instance in messaging infrastructure, these include message 

sequences and content expressions. Furthermore the meaning of individual messages 

between systems IS normally hardwired into the software used, on an application-by

application basis. It IS complicated to design software able to interact effectively with 

heterogeneous systems that can be dynamically discovered in global scalable messaging 

network. 
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In the Telecoms, the value attached to each message entering a message gateway is of vital 

importance. In such environment, the questions system designers asked are "How can the 

meaning of af!) message be determined?' "What is the iffoct on the real world when sending a particular 

message such as a request, a confirmation or a delivery?' In these circumstances, the quality attributes 

(CTQs) required to service a message are defined and analysed in order to build a system for 

quality. As we illustrated in chapter 1, within a message based communication, knowledge 

about the quality attributes can be induced by analysing the significance of a message, the 

correspondent and the context of a message. Therefore to design and build a distributed 

system that will transport each and every message to a certain agreed level of service and 

QoS, we are required to integrate a new model of communication. 

In this chapter, we propose a communication model which is inspired from the model of the 

human conversation (Mak04). The rationale behind the metaphor is the aspect of dynamism 

within the complexity of human conversation. This, together with the knowledge gained 

from our findings in previous chapters, resulted into a new approach for development of a 

distributed messaging system based on an advanced network technology called InfiniBand, 

exploiting the concept of Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) and distributed shared 

memory. 

To explain the implementation of a distributed messaging model within the realm of the 

Telecoms, we employ a case study that reflects a real challenge to the carriers towards 

enforcing and managing Service Level Agreements within their systems. This experiment 

addresses the problem of building a distributed messaging system that will 1) encapsulate the 

aspect of dynamism; 2) provide a communication model that can easily scale without 

compromising the manageability of dispersed nodes and 3) integrate the BipRyt algorithm to 

manage the workload distribution across nodes. 
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6.2 Communication Model Based on 

InfiniBand over RDMA Channel 

Interface 

The communication model is at the heart of the proposed distributed messaging System. 

The model has been built by applying the knowledge gained from the study of the human 

conversation, providing focus on the dynamic aspect of communication (Mak04). The 

investigation shows how the communication model has been instantiated from a generic 

model of the human conversation towards providing the specifications and definitions about 

the information being transported over the communication medium or the substratum (see 

chapter 1). It also provides the rules governing how the information is accessed (provisioned 

and retrieved) to and from the communication medium. The ERD in Figure 106 has been 

derived from the structural design of the human conversation and represents the 

communication model as an information system. In simple terms, we propose the 

implementation and deployment of database management system to organise (manage) the 

structure of the communication model, with the aim of reducing the complexity of managing 

distributed nodes. 
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Figure 106 ommunication tructural Model Derived from the Human Conversation 

As we j urn )' thr ugh th -< RD, we find that a communication framework is based on 

different tyl (a eli cu d in chapter 4) which define the directives that govern the 

communicati n . The directive specify the number of participants within the 

communication, the medium f transport structure (FIFO queues, hash table, array or 

stacks), th typ f me age being transferred (syntax and lexical) and finally the quality 

attribute mo t ignificant to n ure high level of service. Upon agreement on the directives, 

the communicati n j tup. The connectors are the "conversationalists" over a defined 

memory" indow which n ure th deployment of the edge connectors that communicates 

with external y t m . For the purpose of management, the window is uniquely identifiable 

by coordinate. " hich u e a quality model to establish statistical counters that measure the 

CTQ a pr crib d by the c mmunication style. Finally, to enable heterogeneous 

communicati n acr .• difb rent protocol technologies, a generic protocol structure is used 

to in tantiat th m dium of transport. 
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Based on th ~ RD model, we were able to define and illustrate the mechanics of 

communicati n y r di tributed shared memory. The core premise behind the shared 

memory mana em nt i that it i possible to structure, organise and manage the 

communicati n of di tributed nodes over shared memory by using the same techniques 

commonly u ed in inft rmation management ystem. 

6.2.1 The Grid Architecture 

The RD (see iglfre 106) i tran lated into a grid like architecture that primarily organises the 

di tributed hared mem ry u ing the MPI application protocol where each memory window 

(see Figure 108) i of fix ized and i configured at the initialisation time. The grid is a 

repre entation of how the mem ry window is structured into clusters or in technical terms, 

the grouping f MPI rank (individual nodes) within a given MPI World. In the MPI 

application tructure, ther is a hierarchy that fits the model of the proposed grid 

organi ati n. t the at mic Ie el, there is a MPI rank that represents one address (usually 

one node). e eral IPI rank together form a MPI group (which is represented by a cluster) 

and everal fPI gr up t ether make up a MPI world (see Figure 101). 
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The mem ry \vind w illu trated above represents the simplest form of communication 

between two r.lPl rank. H w er, within its structure, it also manages three main features 

of the c 0\' r anon, which ar quality monitoring, generic protocol management and 

connector mapping (st'/' I II~ 10!!). The quality monitoring system is based on the BipRyt 

alg rithm which m nit r th parameters of inter connected queues, represented by 

monitor M in -i mana ement y tern is included within the memory window to 

c 1 tructure which consists of two partitions. The first partition 

holds informati n ab ut th me a e type being transported, e.g. Telecoms protocols would 

be MPP, r any ther user defined protocols. The second partition holds 

informati nab ut th iz of th mes age being transported. The generic protocol structure 

is written n a buH r that r id on the di tributed shared memory, managed by the RDMA 

Channel lot rfac nd by d fault, it follows a typical FIFO discipline. The connection 

mappJO handl d by the IB R urce Adaptor edge (see sec#on 6.3.1). 
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6.2.1.1 Int gration of the Grid Architecture 

\'vithin ssaglng 

In thi co n w int gmt the application of connection managers, as discussed in chapter 

5, ont th pr p ed grid architecture. Connection managers form part of the 

communicati n cia . withlO th pr blem domain and reside at the edge of the distributed 

me aging y t m. \X' dich tomi ed the a pect of connection managers into 2 parts. The 

fir t i call d applicao n c nn ction managers that manage all the external connections 

originating fr m an application within the IP based domain. The second part is called 

network c nn ction man r that manage all the connections that originate from the 

T elec mmurucati n p rat r ' n twork (see Figure 109). 
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The conn cti n m. nag r i. , in fact, the interface between the grid architecture and external 

end pint u h a l\I and 1M ,content providers and message service applications. 

The m ag $ f\ IC ap licati n ar oftware that are used to provide services such as 

me ag tran.1ati n, c nt nt nfigurati n, generate billing information per message for 
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billing systems, etc. In summary, the connection managers have the following 

responsibilities: 

o Integration of the BipRyt algorithms for load balancing 

o Routing of multipart message to the same destination 

o Routing based on connection groups 

o Network security layer between applications, the cluster (MPI group), and the network 

(MPI World) 

o Accept protocol agnostic connections from each node in the cluster using the generic 

protocol structure of the memory window. 

As mentioned earlier the management of the communication model can be operated as an 

information system. In other words it is designed to operate over a single addressable space 

which constitutes of memory being shared by various nodes (memory contribution). Using 

InfiniBand over RDMA channel interface, these memories can be shared as if it was a single 

unit, due to the zero copy model of RDMA for packet transmission (see chapter 3). Having 

built a single addressable space, we structured the global memory into windows. 

To illustrate the approach, at the development phase, we created a single addressable space 

from 11 MPI ranks (nodes); we structured the memory windows as a grid and deployed a 

very fast in-memory database system called Times Ten (Ong06) to manage and organise the 

communication model, i.e. adding and removal of nodes and updating attributes of the 

memory window (adding edge connectors, memory coordinates etc). 

6.2.2 Integration of the BipRyt Algorithm 

to the Communication Model 

The BipRyt algorithm has been applied to the communication model by manage the 

queueing system of each memory window. It is at the heart of the monitor M in Figure 108, 

as its primary role is to observe the QoS parameters of the traffic for the buffer of the 

queues. The task of the QoS monitor is to gather the QoS attributes i.e. 1) throughput 

performance; 2) number of packet rejected; 3) number of packet inside the queue buffer; 4) 
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the queue' buf~ r ize and 5) the tran it time of any given packet within the queue. These 

are CTQ that we ha\' in\'e tigated to check the impact of increasing the throughput and 

observing it con quence within the buffer population and packet loss (chapter 4). The 

Qo data are [, dint th Decider component of the BipRyt algorithm, which monitors the 

queue dynamic yi -a-\'i a given quality model expressed as an AHP. The BipRyt algorithm 

will ensure that th queueing mechanism behaves according to the defined quality model. 

The graph in igur 110 demon trate how the queueing mechanism adapts to an increased 

performance throughput \J h n the BipRyt algorithm preserves robustness of the queue 

toward avoicling buffer o\' rfl w. 
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19ur 110 BipRyt Adaptability to clifferent CTQs Configurations 

The green line on th fir t graph shows the arrival rate with a surge in incoming traffic which 

results in an increa e in the buffer population, which is depicted by the black line. The buffer 

populati n wa configured to accommodate a maximum of 400 packets, and clearly we 

observe fr m the graph that the buffer never overflows. This is the robustness policies that 

the BipRyt algorithm pre erve , but consequently it also hurts another aspect of reliability 

which i pack t 10 s. inc the buffer protects itself, to avoid overflow the queue will reject 
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any packet during a urge, th refore no matter what the size of the buffer is, it will not 

overflow. 

Yet, in certain circum tance ,packet loss, a a CTQ, may be of utmost importance, in which 

ca e th BipRyt can b c nfigured to preserve this CTQ by reducing packet loss in 

dynamically increaing th buffer ize of the queues to its natural limit if required. The other 

3 graph are magnificati n f th time series of the first graph, i.e. 1) arrival rate, 2) 

departure rate and ) buft r p pulati n. 

6.3 Implementation of the 

Communication Model 

Having prop d a c mmunicati n model which is structured as a grid and founded on the 

InfiniBand fabric thi ction explains the low level designs and implementation of 

communicati n infra tructur . ~ e devised a component called the IB Resource Adaptor 

that e entially all \: m rvice applications and external applications to interface 

and connect to th grid architecture (see Figllre 111). We document on the design of the IB 

Resource dapt r that con i t of a layered protocol model and defines the translation 

proce of InfiniBand packet t application message types and vice versa. 

• -

EXTStHAI.. SERVICE APPUCAnOH 

8OCK1T1I I IOCKITOUT MANAGER 

.... PULL I "'PI"'IH 

..... PULL I "'PI"''" 

M"'GIT I M",rUT ! 

RIIM"HAD I RDMAWRITI 

" 
Figure 111 IB Resource Adaptor 

The t llowing paragraph elab rat n each individual layer of the IB Resource Adaptor. 
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6.3.1 InfiniBand Resource Adaptor Edge 

(IB DGE) 

IB RA lmpl T P IP client- erver application with two connection flows, residing 

at th edge f th InfinlBand fabric and external application such as Java. 

First conn crion flow: 

Me age ar pu h d fr m an ext mal urce to the socket interface, which in turn is pushed 

to the IP PIp . _ ck t li t n for connection, and read data over the line, which is 

placed ont a buf6 rand th n rran formed into a byte stream. Finally the byte stream is sent 

over the IP am d Pip 

Second conn ction flo\\': 

Me age ar pull d fr m IP Pipe by the socket, whilst a listener constantly checks if there 

is data in the pi . If th re i data, it i then read from the pipe to a buffer which is 

tran formed int an bj cr and sent over the socket. 

18 Resource Adaptor Edge 

1 
~ 

SOCKET INTERFACE 

Sock" I Socke. 
R.cv Send 

Pac:k •• Conl/.ralon 

Pipe In I Pip. Out -. 
Figure 112 IB Resource Adaptor Edge 

6.3.2 Inter Process Communication (IPC) 

Pipe Interface 

IP am d Pip ar an 

part of P 

cess communication mechanism that is a standard 

tandard pipes can only be used between related processes when a 
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common anc tor ha cr at d th pipe, named pipes allow unrelated processes to exchange 

data. named pIp I actually a type of fIle, with the standard fIle I/O functions (open, 

cIo e, read, wnt , ununk, etc.). ing a named pipe for a .signature flie instantly allows 

applicatlon to acc s. a rand mly cr ated . ignature, without requiring modifications to the 

individual applIcatl n. n th application perception, the .signature fIle acts just like a 

regular t xt ft1 . \X'h n a FIF i. pen d, the non-blocking flag (O_NONBLOCK) can be 

configur d. 

The main ta k f th amed Pipe interface, in our context, is to transport bytes 

from th IB R urc daptor ... dg to the InfmiBand network (see Figure 113). The IPC 

pipe int rfac dynamICally all cate memory to a buffer using the number of bytes to be 

sent, and byt by byte. fill the buffer from the named pipes. When a pipe is created, one 

can peclfy \vh th r th pip i inbound or outbound which is a configurable parameter 

within th argum ot f th cr atePipeO function which primarily avoids bytes collision. 

------------.~~----~ Yeo 

NO --~ 

EJ_No-

B No 

lE}-
hgur 113 H wchart f the Inter Process Communication (IPC) 
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6.3.3 MPI Interface 

The rPI interfac i the core a pect of the IB Resource Adaptor. It is the process that 

place th data mto a virtual har d memory and also manages the memory window. Using a 

zero copy d ign, data can b moved from nodes to nodes without the expensive copies that 

exist in the traditi nal Ie age Pa ing form of communication (Ethernet). The MPI 

Interfac tart with an initiali ing call, MPCINITO, the fIrst MPI routine called in each 

proce ill rd r t tabli h an environment necessary for MPI to run. This environment 

may be cu t mi ed for any IPI runtime flags provided by the MPI implementation. 

MPC ~ in_ rea teO i a function in the MPI2 library that specifIes a window accessible by 

can sub cribe to the window accordingly to access data using 

RDMA, (see iglln 114). The functions MPCPutO and MPCGetO of the MPI2 library 

trigger th RD~fA read and " rite which are both based on the zero copy model of 

commurucao n. 

( START ) 
___ v .. __ -...l 

I~~:"-I--
v ... __ -..l No 

1 

~ 
E]- PUoh I Pull 

L >d< I Unlock f---- LocklUnlock 

Figur 114 Flowchart of the MPI Interface 
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6.3.4 Thr ad Management 

The Thread l\I:mag r h ndl th c ncurrent activities in between the MPI interface and the 

_ am d PIp . Thl. 1 required since both the IPe Pipe Interface and the MPI 

Ioterfac ace ·. data from a c mmon buffer. In the SLA enforcement case study, we 

implem or d a 1m I im I m ntati n f the pthread library using two mutexes to lock and 

unl ck th buf~ r . pac wh n n the client accesses data. Note that the buffer that exists 

berw n th l\IPI lot rfac and th IP Interface is handled by one thread wherein each 

MPI proc s ha. It · own buf~ r and thread manager. The diagram in Figure 115 shows the 

thread handlin f th buf~ r 6 r ne proce s mapped to one memory partition, which is 

identical to th r pro e mapp d to their re pective memory partition. 

Queu •• 

~e 
11- -. 

• " .... rt_ 

M 'Ory 
\0\1 .. 

~ 
~ 
U 
'0 .. 
! 
~ 

Figur 115 The Thread Management Model 
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6.3.5 nfiniBand's Virtual Lanes 

ana m nt 

Th appllcaci n f Infini and \\'a not only advantageous for providing quality features such 

as per~ rmanc nd manag ability f di tributed nodes, but also on the management of 

traffic fl \\. \\ \\' r abl t expl it thi feature and integrate the BipRyt algorithm for the 

primary purp 

me ag 

f man gmg th virtual lanes as per message requests (traffic flow), 

and con umer Service Level Agreement. InfiniBand 

pr ide a umqu mod I of \'irtuallan t manage traffic control of a system. The concept 

is ba ed on dJu . nn th IZ of the virtual lanes, increasing and decreasing the bandwidth 

d p ndm on th quality < ttrlbur that affect the traffic. The quality attributes are the five 

c mmon uMe), paramet r of network systems namely, 1) congestion, 2) 

throughput, ) lat n Y, 4) acket I and 5) traffic rate. The quality attributes are evaluated 

by the d . lgn r u m/ the ~ \HP m d J. TIle latter, being a quality priority evaluator list, is 

pro iSI n t 

m a ur th 

Id r om on or f th BipRyt algorithm. The Perceiver is instructed to 

d It t th D cid r. The decider then adapts the virtual lanes to 

pr erT the quality attribut s a. fin d by the AHP, (see Figure 116). 

Dedder CONTROllNSTRucnONS --

OPERATIONAl.. ENVlRONt.£NT 

~ ~DUNK 

• 
0 

n , , 
• • 

/' · ' 1 
, 

" 

VIRTlJAlLANES 

h!Ur 116 Integrati n of BipRyt within IB's Virtual Lanes 
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6.4 Service Level Agreement (SLA) in 

Telecoms 

This section considers the application of distributed computing techniques to mobile 

telecommunications and wireless messaging infrastructures particularly to Service Level 

Agreement (SLA) enforcement (Mak07). It presents novel distributed techniques based on 

the application of InfiniBand technology over the RDMA channel Interface to develop a 

distributed Service Level Agreement and enforcement solution for the generalised mobile 

messaging in frastructure. 

The motivating factor behind selecting the SLA enforcement problem as a case study is due 

to the fact that SLA are becoming extremely important in the Telecoms as the industry shifts 

from technology to services (m chapltr 2) since QoS is a determining factor to ensure the 

viability of the business. 

Fundamentally, SI..A is a contract between suppliers and clients. In the domain of 

information system, the operation and management of SLA requires data integrity (Debu03). 

It is a complex and challen¢ng problem to manage Service Level Agreement (SLA) within 

an operating environment that comprises of distributed participants and utilizing distributed 

resources. Allocation and management of dynamic resources that spans across several nodes 

may become a bottleneck for performance. 

As the designs messaging solutions are moving away from technology and closer to a more 

service centric model, decision makers of the Telecoms are faced with complex quality 

models, quality of service and SLAs between stakeholders of the mobile market. The value 

chain of Telecoms operators now lies on the distributed nature of the market and to survive 

in such terrain, the classical models need to adapt to a newer and more scientific modelling 

approach. A very real challenge that rises directly from the Voice of Customer is the 

problem of enforcing and managing SLA models. 

At this point it is important to point out that there have been a number of works carried out 

in the domain of SLA Enforcement for distributed systems. An example is the Grid Service 

Broker which is a project developed as part of the GridBus Programme (Buyy04). It 
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arbitrates coUaboration between distributed participants as the broker identifies data sources 

for a given scenarios, e.g. an analysis or report. Suitable computational resources are 

discovered for specific job requirements. The broker provides a dynamic parametric 

programming model for writing grid applications (Buyy04). GridBus targets a higher degree 

of details about available resources (machine level), jobs and ftles which inherently makes it 

less scalable in large environments. 

Another example is the Maui scheduler for network clusters which enforces SLA driven 

scheduling schemas (ClurOS). It functions as a SLA engine for managing and allocations of 

resources to processes, whilst optimizing the resources consumption. The Maui achieves 

optimization in influencing processes, nodes, composite objects, QoS (CTQs), and policies. 

Policy based scheduling of grid-enabled resource allocation was also presented by In et al 

(In04). The main difference with this approach is that the authors do not consider a 

centralised point of reference to SLA Enforcement. Policy based scheduling controls the 

request assignment to resources by adjusting resource priorities. Secondly, it efficiently 

manages resources in aUocating usage quotas to target users. Thirdly it provisions for 

reservation based grid resource allocation. 

In our attempt to resolve the problems inherent in enforcing the conflicting quality models 

of robust SLA enforcement, i.e. data integrity against performance, we understand that there 

are two major drivers of this study and they can be defined in two dimensions, which maps 

directly to the two types of pressures influencing the Telecoms business, covered in chapter 

2. 

Service Centric 

As explained in chapter 2, the IP convergence with Telecommunication has changed the 

landscape and the value chain of the mobile market. As the latter grows to become more 

service centric, Quality of Service and enforcing SLA models are essential for service 

longevity. 

Distributed Systems 

As the mobile market gains momentum, the technology involved in accommodating the 

mobile services has to be designed for capacity. This means that resources can be easily and 

dynamically added to match demand. In this situation monolithic architectures fail, thus 
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designers opt for the deployment of distributed models. Distributed systems in the 

messaging infrastructure are becoming a natural evolution. The emerging complexity exists 

when attempts are made to apply robust SLA models over a distributed system, as this study 

will illustrate. 

6.4.1 Quality of Service (QoS) and Service 

Level Agreement (SLA) 

SLA and QoS are two words among the other quality models that are required and 

becoming more stringent in the Telecoms environment. In the past, SLAs were between 

operators and suppliers but now they are amongst multiple stakeholders. This implies that 

the process of enforcing SLA models becomes more complex yet more critical to manage. 

As explained earlier, Service Level Agreement is a formal agreement made between two or 

more parties: the service provider and the service recipient. The SLA defines the basis of 

understanding between the two parties for delivery a service to an agreed level of quality. 

Services use different collaborations between system resources and when analysing the 

collaborations or resource interactions, we observe that SLA issues can arise at multiple 

levels: 1) SLA enforcement where operators may agree to enforce the SLA under which 

resources are made available to consumers and 2) SLA management, where consumers may 

want to access and interpret SLA statements published by providers, in order to monitor 

their agreements and guide their activities. Both providers and consumers want to verify that 

SLA protocols are applied correctly. In the context of the study, we focus on the element of 

SLA enforcement. 

In classical message gateways, under a centralised server solution it is possible to throttle 

message rate for individual clients to prevent system flooding or to control the level of 

service offered to individual clients. This is considerably harder to develop on a distributed 

server solution since the client's messages may be spread over several dispersed nodes. An 

example of an SLA is the quota of messages, a given customer, is allowed to submit to a 

system. The quota can be a fixed number (e.g. 10000 messages limit) or a throughput limit 

(e.g. 500 messages per second). 
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Typically the di. rri ut d,' t m c nist f a number of heterogeneous nodes where 

t anyone of them. In our case study, there 

all the servers. Since the system is distributed, 

n rc m nt i more complex; due to the fact that there is no 

indiyi ual cli 

i an obli :rao 
th J u of qu [3 

p int everal accounts and when a client submits a 

m ag. th ;1 oum 1 uniqu Iy id ntifi the quota limit associated to that client. As 

me ag J. ubmir{ ,ch numb r f me a es (balance) is incremented. The counter is 

updated n all th nod s of [h distributed systems which results to all them having same 

counter ~ r c ch cc unt.. 

6.4.2 D n & Architecture 

In -igur 117. \\. Illu trat a high 1 \' J architecture of the SLA problem to enforce a quota 

manag m nc p Ii " for th re, nci n 

y tern. It prO\id a g n ral \i '\ 

C mmuni at . dJ',tnbut d n d 

f y tern floocling within a distributed messaging 

f how the LA Enforcement application inter-

--:::= 

hgur 117 The LA High Level Model 

A client ubs ri s t) ch sen I prm id r ( perator), opens an account and sends messages 

m ssag' gat \Va ' will query the SLA quota manager to confirm 

wheth r th pted for furth r processing. The SLA enforcement 

applicatl n onsults a a h t) \ .llidat the message and sends back the appropriate 
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ackn wI d, men( to [h m ;lg gat way. It then increments the balance for that particular 

account (eli nt) od di crihu[ [h updat t it neighbours. Each Message gateway on the 

o twork r c h' he updac LA database synchronization. The 

pr) I m .10 be addr, d if w look at two quality attributes, namely 

p rforman . nd d (\ In >rity. 

o Perform ne 

Through m m al (b n ,lUon \\' know that a typical message gateway can receive up to 

3 00 ~I p<.;( ond in the r.... Thi 1m li that the number of quota update is ~ x (n -1) , 
t 

wh r / is [h m ximum numb r of m , t i time (second) and n is the number of 

n d s whi h onid (11 I loads n th ioterconnectivity. 

o ata lnt my 

T nsur th t lh d;\C: int grit) among, t the di tributed SLA database is high i.e. the 

vanati n f distrihut d \ alu S IS low, d i!!1 r implements poka yoke (presOS) at run time. 

Thes ar mall modul s or mist.1k pr f and inevitably consume CPU resources during 

the proces of pr r. in: dar,\ intcgrit), h ne impacting on performance. 

Th ar hite rur parat s the problem into three level of design (see 

figure 11 low r by 'r IS th n twork t chnology which based to our evaluation study 

relating t th lnfini ,lnd t hnnlng)'; th middl layer is the operational environment of the 

n rwork upon \\'hi h th \11 1 library iot rfaee with the business logic. The upper layer is 

fun ti nalit)T f LA counters and SLA conditionals. 

OISrRJ8Ul'ED MESSAOINO ARCHITECllJRE 

Hgur 11 rchit cture 

ince th probl'm im )h' S ontu ting qu. lity attributes, we are required to use a different 

t)'P of mod 11in T { hniqu s rarh r th. n ju. t cIa ical oftware modelling tools. Hence, we 
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use h on pt 

the 1-\ 

d M delling approach as presented in chapter 3, to 

or th fun ti nal and non-functional requirements (CTQs) of 

s in t'rm f r quir ment styles. As part of this approach, 

clas ifi .1 i>n f r uir m or into "P lfi c n titutes an important phase, since the 

u to p.lf. t th r quir ment with respect to their nature and 

characr h n to understand which modelling tools and 

t chniqu 0 whi h t)'lc ot r qillr m uch, we were able to use the classical 

rcquJr m or m d lIin ( 01 , I ut \\ )01 I m nt d it wlth value analysis tools such as HoQ, 

T flo ~ doun, HP nd dynan11 uch as proto typing. 

Th pproach and development process of 

th m nt pn hI m b\ .h \\'lOg th \: ork done for each distinct requirement style 

I.e. 1) rh quo Ii)' ttfll mtyl s; ~) th functi nal and behavioural styles; 3) the data & 

stru rural . ryl nd) (h ommunJ < tion tyle (dynamic). 

6.4.2.1 u tribute Styles 

s ,t of r quir m nr \\' r drawn () driv th implementation of the SLA Enforcement 

solution. \\ dopt'd th " and u ed HoQ matri.x to plan and track the 

function. I r quir m n a h f th m to the TQs, (see Figure 119). Such exercise 

pro\'id s an in ight ( how Jmportant r ritical a di tinct TQ is for distinct functions. As a 

reult a bar h rt j g n rat J (h,lt pri )riti e the quality attributes in an order of importance. 

HOUlE OF QUAlITY 

~----------~~~~~~~~~-em--.n~t--=~~~=~:L~=E=L~~~~~n~~~~~ncillt~~M~I~N~T~~;.;---------------------

fL.... 1iliiiiiiiiii.~ , ... :tnt He 

of J R quirements 
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ind')' Th b r 

and proroty In 

nfm 

nt d on th H u, of Quality matrix are generally based on 

a ign d 'iubj cti\' 1)'. This exercise often involves brain 

ubject matter experts, marketing and 

riorltisao nand th valuation process we complemented 

£ rmality and rigour in the evaluation process 

f th m asurements system (called consistency 

mer ence of three most important CTQs 

int rrirr ,lOd Hi J ncy. Th ca e study is driven to run simulation 

11\ ord r to on firm fact about the functions of the SLA 

10 t h thr s. In obtaining a quantitative evaluation of the 

r qUlr m Of ,w m \ to mn I I th functional de ign that defines the logic of the SLA 

solution. 

6.4.2.2 un n 1 and B havioural Styles 

For th fun uon I t)'1 \ liS J th r qUlr m nt map model and flowchart diagram which is 

built on th knc wi j . \X'e designed a requirement map model to 

e. pli itl), how th lion h twecn r quir m Of and dle type of relationships between 

ach r quir m nr I (l). It show' inter dependencies of requirements, hence 

highhghrin • th 

l 'i 'ur 120 The LA Requirement Map 
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To illu rr t th riptino of the:: LA en6 rcement problem, we designed a flow 

chart di th flow of process (action definitions) of 

hanl~m. 

H Jur 121 1 10\\ chart f th LA ystem 

For th I h:wiour 1 tyl. w us d u state chart diagram as shown in Figure 122, which 

t tr n itions 01 th m (hods that ha, been classified into entities, that later 

will b om th 1 ... . 'rh point of focus j fundamentally on the change of state 

trigger d h)' rh I) kin nd llnl< king mechani m when SLA records are accessed 

vigornll'd ' rom th h:lr d m l11ory. !itO t th stat chart, we are enabled to statically model 

the d . d 10 k nd ompr h nd the op ration involved that could resolve to 

deadlo k ltll. tJ n . 
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<Jgur 122 tate Chart of the SLA System 

6.4.2.3 D ata and Structural Styles 

Prior to d fining d'l (ru tur f th LA model, we propose a sequence diagram that links 

the behavi ural m d I f th , tat chart t a structural defInition. In other words, a sequence 

diagram act a a bndg b t\: n the functional and behavioural styles and the structural 

styles. Th diagram in Figur 123 h w a equence diagram that has been derived from the 

state chart and e. 'pr 

interconnect th ntiti 

the e ents, event handlers and procedures (methods) that 

r cia ' e stating the order of sequence. 
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14-----~'~11 '~_-t-__ :-:---I-

!Tornary 

igure 123 equence Diagram of the SLA System 

bolont<l 

From the sequence diagram, one i able to define the structure of the SLA model from 

knowledge represented in the functional and behavioural styles. Structural Design helps to 

build an ontology and in our case, the ontology of the SLA, which is dynamic, thus 

providing a Meta description of the data. 

a,ent 
Cllelll [) 

L-___ +-I OerIt Oescr,-'4Dl 

",.lIn! 
Doo ..... 

f-tstory 

Figure 124 Structural Model of the SLA System 

The diagram in Figure 124 shows an entity relationship diagram of the SLA enforcement 

problem which distingui h between the actual data and the process of treating the data. The 

entity Client ha an attribute duration" which defines the throttling pace, e.g. if the duration 
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is set to 0 th n th L qu ta manage the throughput in a second. An entity History is also 

includ d in the d 19n ill ord r to nable the system to carry out statistical analysis on SLA 

applicati n data uch a r~ rmanc and data integrity. 

A cla diagram ha b en built ba ed on the knowledge gained from analysing the structural 

organizati n f th RD, th tate chart diagram and the relationship between classes from 

the equ nc diagram. FIgure 125, illu trates a class diagram of the prototype for the SLA 

Enforcem nt. The cla PIp Interface handle the methods which send and receive data to/ 

from th java inc rfac a plicati n, JI . All reCJuests from the pipe are buffered into the 

CJueue depict d by th 

Mana eRDJ\ 'J and it u e. th 

u ue, which links the class interCommunicator with 

ThreadManager to concurrently manage these two 

cla se . The cla Inc r mmunicator call the functions from the MPI library to initiate and 

operate the inc rc nnectl\lty acr s node . The class ManageRDMA handles the data 

manipulati n, (acc ,updat, arch, locking mechanism and remove) that are required to 

manage the rd in the di tributed hared memory. 

~AOtMt,1 
to I)o:PDM"1 
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Pigur 125 1a Diagram of the SLA System 
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I l ) pr ) lu in' a numb r f Petri 1 ets imularion to 

III Iptnr withm th grid architecture) u ing the 
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6.4.3 s Implementation 

Based on th kn \\'1 dge c nc i d during the design phase, a prototype was developed in 

C++. The MPI library wa impl m nted to achieve platform independency since the code 

ba e is required t run n both InfiniBand and Ethernet network technologies for the 

purpo e of c mparati\ analy j . arlier, we introduced the concept of InfmiBand Resource 

Adapter, B ) and in thi n we situate the problem of SLA enforcement within the 

IBA envir om nt. \'( built Ja a Interface GIN) to emulate the functionality of external 

messaglO 

, , 
I , , 

rvic application f, r exp rimental purposes (see Figure 121). 

-----
, 

\ 

----

----

----

AI'f"l..IC.ATIOH TftANSPOftT 
.. ACe SPACE - .... 

,JA.VA .... 'L"Af.-.c.t:(.HNI ·B~TOR(ltiA.) 

---- ---- ------- ----

19ur 127 High Level Model of SLA Prototype 

The Java Int rfac G1 i, a te t harness that reports to the InfiniBand Adaptor (lBA) over 

the U IX IP nam d pip int rface. It has the functionality to initialise the data structure, 

set quotas, and r gulat thr ughput and output tatistics. In our case study, the JIN has to be 

used as a refer nc for th actual Java implementation of the message service application. In 

Figure 10 , we provid dam del of the memory window for the grid like architecture within 

which we prop d a g n ric pr toc 1 tructure that transport IBA packets in and out the 

single addre able pac . In th LA enforcement study, we employed the protocol model to 

define how a reque t from the Java space GIN) is sent to the SLA Enforcement application 

and vice v r a. 
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Protow Environment 

/ 
• • .. ..... 

..... -
--

Inter Process Communicator 

Th~adMan 
IntiniBand Resource Adaptor 

19ur 12 lnt gr.ti n fDi tinct Components of the SLA Prototype 

The cJjagram in Pigur 12 e ntially provides a high level structural design of the prototype 

and h w hm th di tinct c mp n nts of the communication model fits into the SLA 

prorotyp m d I. ' ach f th . e c mponents: thread manager, IBA, MPI Interface and 

U IXIP . hay b en explained in earlier sections. 

6.4.4 T t nvironment & Observations 

The primary bjectiv f th pr totyping tests are as follows: 

o T compar th thr ugh put pert rmance of the SLA quota manager when deployed on 

InfiniBand again t Eth rn t. 

o To c mpar effici nc ' of the InfiniBand against Ethernet deployment. 

o To ch ck th dar. int grity f the quota and balance of the SLA Table on all the nodes 

and c mpar th r ults ( f InfiniBand and Ethernet. 

o To ch ck th sp d ratio of the distributed messaging system using InfiniBand. 
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Figure 129 nvironment Model of SLA Prototype 

" Nodes 

In e sence, the aim of th experiments is to compare the difference ill performance, 

efficiency in term 

network techn 1 

f P usag and data integrity of the SLA applications over two distinct 

namely InfiniBand and Ethernet. The benchmark against each of 

these Twill b running the LA nforcement prototype over IB (V API) and Ethernet 

(fep lIP). or ach me ag rvice application or message gateway as depicted in Figure 

129, the u er input can be inj ct d for various testing scenarios. The Java Interface GIN) 

provide the int rfae and input regulator, and an InfmiBand Resource Adaptor (IBA) , 

providing acc th hared m mory based on the grid architecture. The networking 

environment of the prototype t st bed are illustrated in Figure 129 where HPOO ... HP11 

represents the ho t name of th te t ervers. 

6.4.4.1 Prototype Test bed 

In Figure 130, we il1u trate the platform architecture for the tests carried out in the SLA 

experiment. 11 HP Pro/iant DL 385 servers are connected with InfmiBand cables via an 

ItifitliBand 9096 switch It05). Th witch is connected to two redundant load balancers that 

distribute th m ag 1 ad fr m external client networks to the internal system. This 

particular hardwar Iuti n was de ign to install, configure and deploy the SLA 

Enforc ment prot type. 
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H 'ur I. I btform rchh tur of LA Model 

The test I 

dual A \1 f II _.60 ,11" pro ssors with B memory. The machines are connected by 

MeI/fmo . . ]" 1111 osl 1 /I I Pori 4.. H I adapter through an IS R9096 InfiniBand Switch 

(M 1105), wh r in (h 11 I 1 {\ t rs" rk und r th PC/oX 64-bit 133MHZ interfaces. We 

used the WI;l ting S\ Sf I'll With 2.6.9-11 kemel and fInally the compilers used 

were 

6.4.4.2 

The obj CU\ 0 

proto 01 llOd I tn rn ('J tIt 

n 

is t validate the behaviour of the model against 

ollowmg e. plains th procedures of observation: 

(no. )t LA updates ver time) between InfiniBand V API 
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To compar the P usag wh n deploying the SLA Enforcement prototype over 

InfiniBand V PI agrun 'c .rh rn t T P l IP 

Data 1m grirr 

To check th data int gricy of th LA nf, rcement prototype as the number of nodes Cmpi 

rank ) incr a. e in th di . tribut d :\' t m. 

Speed 

To check th pe d up racio f th update throughput over InfmiBand. 

Performance Analy i 

The graph 10 'igur 1') 1 compar rhe p rformance of the SLA Enforcement application 

when d pi r d n Infini and V PI and thernet TCP l IP. The graph addresses the 

performanc anum r of LA tran acti n per second, i.e. the number of request being 

replied and the numb r of updar bing publi hed over the shared memory space. 

Performance Test IB VS. Ethernet 

300,000,00 .. - 250.00000 .. • 1; 200.00000 

I 150,000 00 c:::J Performance Oif 
:5 VAPIIB ~ 100 00000 '! TCP IP 
0 50,00000 z 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

No. of nodes 

19ur 1 P rf rmanc Analy i of IB against Ethernet 

The graph how cl ar gap b tw n T P l IP over Ethernet and VA PI (Verbs API) over 

InfiniBand 10 t rm f the ughput p rf, rmance. We demonstrated that InfiniBand out 

perform T P lIP \' a f. ccor of .23. 

Efficieo<ey of y tern 

The diagram in Figur 1 ~) how, graph of the SLA Enforcement application running on 

11 nodes depl )' d on In finlBand V PI and Ethernet TCP l IP. The graph clearly illustrates 

that when u ing lnfimBand \ PI, th PU u age and consumption is 3 to 4 times less than 
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Ethernet T P ' IP. Thl I ' b cau wh n T P l IP packets are transported, they are required 

to go thr ugh the P 11 P , Col k with K m el calls which consumes CPU time, On the other 

hand IB 

Efficiency 

50 

r- r-

1 00'lb • I- :. 

o 
2 3 

t , that bypa s the expensive Kernel calls (chapter 3). 

-"'-
1---' 

a 

TCPIPvs VAPlIB 

~~ 
- r-

r-
r- I-- r-

r---- r---- r- r---- - r----

a r- e f- • - - 10-I . I~ .. 
. ...,.... 
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No. ofnodts 

= CR.J Usage Otf 

TCP IF' B hernet 

eVAA 

l'igur 132 Fffi I ncr ompari on between IB and Ethernet 

The primary rd r to aL wry I th abili ty to model a system where a balance between 

.' 1St . . In rder to achieve the balance, measurements are done 

and de igner u an an htl a1 Olppr ach to change the variables (the x's) of the system, such 

as no. of n de. and att mpL ar mad d vi e the line of best fit between performance and 

efficiency. In "Igur 1 ,\\" illu trat th capabili ty of InfiniBand to achieve a fully scalable 

distribut d r ·t m. 1 ' ,,"PI c.::xpr . s a high throughput performance against a low CPU 

usage. 

Performance \IS. Efnclency 
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Data Integrity 

The next graph . plain th data int grity te t carried out to find out level of accuracy in 

updating th c unt r di mbut d across multiple nodes over a period of time with 

maximum throughput. h c urac)' ":Uu i determined by comparing the intended value of 

counter , r a nod of tim. .g. c unter = 1000 and if the accuracy is ± 0.1 %.this means 

the actual valu rv d i b tween 990 and 1010. We observed that the 

accuracy index d \ 1 te .16°'0 a the number of nodes increases. Each tests 

progre sing fr mIt 4- rr p nd to an inc rea ing number of SLA accounts. 

SLA Data Integrity Test 

01500 

01000 

~ 00500 
~ 

• :::J -+- TestA 
Ii 00000 > --- TestB 
c 2 3 ~ 0 Teste 

.~ -0.0500 
:> Test 0 
• -0.1000 0 

-01500 

-02000 

Node Increment 

'lgu r 134 LA Data Integrity Analysis 

6.5 Conclu n 

In this chapt r \\' fram work for the development of a novel distributed 

messaging ystem ",hi h IS bas d n th proposed blended modelling approach. This takes 

into account an agr < nd requirement specifications, which are necessary to 

transport ach nd \' ry m ssag 0 \ r the mes age gateway. The requirements were 

classified in to t)'l : \\'h 'i hamct rt . tic determine the type of modelling techniques that 

are ought to be us d. \\ d SlgI1 d rh different requirement styles and provided an 

explanat ry 1llu'itr rion of th van u mod lling techniques which is integrated into a unified 

architectur . 
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The proposed communication model was inspired from the model of the human 

conversation, and based on its structural design (ERD), we constructed the communication 

as a grid architecture for connecting participants and messaging services of the distributed 

systems. The grid architecture is based on an advanced network technology called 

InfiniBand, exploiting the concept of Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) and 

distributed shared memory. It lessens the complexity involved in managing dynamic 

distributed systems, i.e. nodes joins and exiting the system, by managing the nodes and 

services, as an information system, which we represented as a database structure. We showed 

how the grid architecture address the problem of managing distributed nodes and horizontal 

scalabiliry by introducing the concept of memory coordinates of memory windows which are 

not hardwired but configurable. In sharing a single addressable space through RDMA 

channel interface, we were able to mimic the manageability of a centralised system within a 

distributed architecture. 

At the implementation phase we demonstrated the applicability of the BipRyt algorithm 

within the management of typical QoS parameters and the InfiniBand virtual lanes model. 

The integration of the BipRyt into the grid model lies within the queues of each memory 

window. As the BipRyt algorithm, dynamically, manages the queues of the communication 

model against QoS parameters, we are able to change the quality model of the system at run 

time, e.g. choose between throughput performance or robustness. 

In order to test and validate the grid architecture and the operability of these components, 

we formulated experiments based on the problem of Service Level Agreement, in the 

Telecoms. Within this case study, we subjected the SLA enforcement experiments on both 

the InfiniBand and Gigabit Ethernet technologies, to compare CTQS such as performance, 

reliability, scalability and data integrity. 

A prototype of the SLA enforcement application was implemented and exercised against the 

CTQs. Based on the observational results, we concluded that our framework operates very 

well in terms of performance, efficiency, data integrity and scalability. This implies that our 

developed system runs at very high performance, exploiting the quality of scalability from 

distributed systems yet, enabling a single point of management for configuration and 

provisioning, exploiting the benefit from centralised system. 
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7 CONCLUSION & FUTURE 

WORKS 

7.1 Conclusion 

The mobile market is expanding so rapidly that the value chain of the Telecoms operators 

has been broken down into a value web. What were once called gatekeepers, Telecoms 

operators, are now mere players amongst many stakeholders. Their business landscape has 

changed, since in this new value web, the returns are being distributed over a complex mesh 

of stakeholders. In order to keep the competitive edge, operators have to reassess their 

definition of mobile services and re-evaluate their technology. 

The research work started by investigating the evolution of the mobile market and its impact 

on the operability of Telecoms carriers. We observed that operators are being pressured by 

two forces; a pressure from the outside, the growing demand from consumers for larger 

number of mobile services, leading to complex message transfers and a pressure from the 

inside, the strategic change of technology to enable these services. These two forces are 

interdependent and this can be explained through the current phenomenon of IP 

convergence. The latter is now impacting the technology used to enable these new breed of 

services, resulting in the problem of co-habitation (the old meets the new) to the domain of 

the Telecoms, since their native networking infrastructure has to blend with the IP networks. 

This is a fundamental aspect of evolution within the messaging system which brings us to 

the heart of this study. 

For the Telecoms systems to evolve, they need to be operated on a distributed environment, 

which tends to naturally, conform to the requisites of building adaptive and evolutive 

systems. Distributed systems enable the logical abstractions of software components from 

their connectors, thus facilitating the structure to accommodate changes. 
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The aim of this thesis is to propose and validate the implementation of a new distributed 

messaging infrastructure that will sustain the dynamics of the mobile market by providing 

innovative technological resolutions to the common problem of quality modelling, 

communication, evolution and resource management, within the Telecoms. The shift from 

monolithic to distributed messaging systems, introduced new complexities to the problem 

domain of messaging, which were analysed and modelled. 

To facilitate the analysis of the problems and their implications, we treated them as an 

information system, with the intention of exploiting the capabilities of structural 

organisation. We referred to the structure as a Class of problems, which is multidisciplinary 

and requires the use of multiple modelling approaches in order to solve the problem 

attributes. The modelling disciplines practiced were both, structural and dynamic as we 

learned that classical software engineering tools such as UML, ERD and SSADM, were too 

unvarying in nature, to model the dynamic character of the messaging problem. These tools 

are good candidates for modelling the deterministic part of a system, which conform to the 

character of the functional and structural requirement styles. But with emergent behaviour, 

some aspects of probabilistic and statistical modelling concepts are required. Probabilistic 

techniques lead to the discovery of predictive knowledge on the non-deterministic character 

of a system which is achieved through robust simulations and prototyping. 

Therefore, we proposed a blended modelling approach which employs tools and methods 

aspired from both the structural and dynamic arenas. We devised a research process model 

to direct the development of the proposed distributed messaging system and this process is 

fundamentally based on the blended modelling approach. This enabled the translation of 

structural models to traceability matrices, such as HoQ and AHP, which in turn provides the 

interface to access statistical analysis of the models. Using a multitude of modelling 

techniques, we evaluated the different tools for design, simulation and implementation of 

distributed messaging systems. For example the evaluation of the simulation environment 

provided the evidence that Coloured Petri Nets measure up to the requirements of 

simulating the dynamic aspect of messaging systems. 

In order to assess the level of QoS required in messaging and to investigate the potential use 

of distributed systems within a messaging environment, we considered a real life messaging 

systems (VMR), whose communication model was based on queues. Thus we simulated the 
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behaviour of several concurrent interconnected VMR queues using CPN by handling key 

parameters, such as queue's buffer population, performance throughput, packet loss and 

congestion. A clear definition of the quality attributes was achieved by examining the impact 

of the CTQs on the ~fR's functions and how they conflicted amongst themselves. The 

functions were translated into Petri nets and we compared the arrival rate of messages into 

the queues against the departure rate, hence devising the transit time of a single message 

within the system. We also simulated the system to assess the buffer population of the 

queues given a fixed throughput of messages, which can provide designers with the ability to 

plan and regulate system capacity. 

Moving from a monolithic design of the VMR, its agent model was migrated to a distributed 

system which required the simulation of various communication agreement models of the 

new design, ultimately leading to the concept of service discovery. We demonstrated how 

the various agreement models work across distributed nodes and how they influenced the 

choice of communication styles. The results of the experiments demonstrated that at various 

stages of system life cycle, different types of service discovery strategies have to be 

implemented in order to manage the nodes. To know which strategy to use, we had to look 

at the characteristics and CTQs which are essential for that particular communication 

agreement model. We have shown that this type of knowledge can only be obtained through 

dynamic modelling techniques and indeed such knowledge has been acquired from the 

simulation of service discovery. The analysis of the simulation results provided 

implementation directives and validation for the proposed distributed messaging systems. 

The aspect of evolution, adaptability and resource management within the distributed 

messaging system were addressed by proposing a new multi-criteria decision making 

algorithm (BipRyt algorithm). The algorithm has been designed for the management, 

distribution, control and optimisation of systems resources (e.g. nodes, CPU, channel, 

memory etc). It is an empowerment strategy that provides autonomy to several parts of the 

systems and its novelty lies in the ability to use a multitude of quality attributes for decision 

making. 

The algorithm is based on a statistical analysis of the quality model, and decisions are taken 

for the welfare or overall health of the system. During the implementation of the BipRyt 

algorithm, we observed that techniques such as the AHP and the HoQ provide instructions 
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that can be automated through a sequence of actions within the code base. Hence, the 

algorithm has been constructed to represent both Run Time quality assurance and dynamic 

quality enforcer. In addition to system related quality criteria, the BipRyt algorithm can take 

into account the user's perspective of the quality model, i.e. the user can configure the 

quality features that are expected from a system. It ensures the system follows the quality 

trend of the user, thus preserving the quality model against a potential decline in quality, 

especially within distributed systems. This is even more significant in the Telecoms, since the 

service node population and the value associated to a message, grows in accordance to 

market demand. We demonstrated that the BipRyt algorithm addresses the problem of 

Lehman's r law of evolution, Decline Quality, and the 8th law of evolution through the 

implementation of a continuous feedback system. 

To validate the functionality of the BipRyt algorithm in enforcing a defined quality model, 

we presented a case study that implements the algorithm as a load balancing decision making 

mechanism within the communication model of distributed messaging systems. We tested 

the capabilities of the BipRyt algorithm against the Round Robin, Response Time and Least 

Connections strategies. The result showed that the BipRyt algorithm efficiently distributed 

the work load especially in heterogeneous network, with different capability servers, since it 

followed an economic model, balancing the demand for message processing with the 

capacity of servers (purchasing power). 

Finally, we devised a framework for the development of a novel distributed messaging 

system which is based on the proposed blended modelling approach. The requirements were 

classified into styles whose characteristics determine the type of modelling techniques that 

are ought to be used. We designed the different requirement styles and provided an 

explanatory illustration of the various modelling techniques which are integrated into a 

unified framework. The communication model of the distributed messaging system was 

inspired from the model of the human conversation, and based on its structural design 

(ERD) we constructed the communication as a grid architecture. The grid architecture is 

built on an advanced network technology called InfiniBand, exploiting the concept of 

Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) and distributed shared memory. Such an 

architecture, lessens the complexity involved in managing dynamic distributed systems, i.e. 

nodes joining and exiting the system, by organising the nodes and services, as an information 
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system. We achieved effective management of distributed nodes and horizontal scalability by 

introducing the concept of memory coordinates of the memory windows which were not 

hardwired but configurable. In sharing a single addressable space through RDMA channel 

interface, we were able to "mimil' the manageability of a centralised system within a 

distributed architecture. 

Moreover, the BipRyt algorithm was integrated within the communication model to 

intelligently manage the QoS parameters of interconnected queues of the grid architecture as 

well as to distribute the traffic flow of the InfmiBand virtual lanes; making the overall system 

adaptable to its environment. In order to test and validate the grid architecture and the 

operability of these components, we formulated experiments based on the problem of 

Service Level Agreement, in the Telecoms. Within this case study, we subjected the SLA 

enforcement experiments on both the InfiniBand and Gigabit Ethernet technologies, to 

compare CTQS such as performance, reliability, scalability and data integrity. A prototype of 

the SLA enforcement application was implemented and exercised against the defined CTQs. 

Based on the observational results, we concluded that our framework operates very well in 

terms of performance, efficiency, data integrity and scalability. This implies that our 

developed system runs at very high performance, exploiting the benefit of distributed 

systems (such as high availability and horizontal scalability) yet, enabling a single point of 

management which is established on a database management system, exploiting the benefit 

of centralised systems. 

7.2 Future Works 

There are three principle areas of research within this thesis that require extension for future 

works: 

Firstly, we believe that the long term memory, (substratum), or storage is a very crucial and 

complex problem that is faced by the Telecoms. Although storage is outside the scope of 

this research, we believe that, since it is defined by the type of communication, storage is an 

issue that requires further research in the domain of distributed messaging system. A 

decision making algorithm based on the rules governing both the communication agreement 

model and the communication styles is an efficient way of attributing storage resources. As 
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we demonstrate through a simulation experiment in chapter 4, the communication medium 

is dependent on the communication styles and vice versa. Therefore there is a clear need for 

a decision making mechanism to select the type of storage for a particular message, based on 

the communication style. The BipRyt algorithm can be adapted to enforce such a decision 

process which can be founded on a knowledge based system (i.e. a history of previous 

storage events). 

Secondly. the management of the communication model as a grid architecture leads us to the 

concept of Virtualization. \'irtualization has the inherent feature of managing many as one, 

which relates to our concept of designing a distributed system which can be managed by a 

DBMS using RDMA. There are many examples of virtualization ranging from server 

consolidation, portable applications and workspaces to disaster recovery or hot standby. 

VirtuaIization provides benefits of offloading the application by moving the managerial tasks 

to the operational environment of the system. It has not been thoroughly assessed in this 

study but we believe that the natural progression of the grid architecture over RDMA is, its 

integration with the vinualisation model. We believe that the proposed grid architecture can 

be extended to interface with the operational capabilities of virtualization. 

Thirdly, in our study, the communication model of the grid architecture was built using the 

MPI application protocol. However, we were faced with the inability for any MPI library to 

manage fault tolerance aspects and found out that many of the application protocol such as 

MPI. uDAPL, PVM, have limited fault tolerance mechanisms. These application protocols 

were essentially devised to run parallel jobs in bulk which fall in the category of intensive 

computing application. However in the Telecoms business, require a real time system 

wherein each message has a value attached to it, requires interpretation and robust fail over 

strategies. We believe that an extension work is needed on these application protocols to 

address the messaging requirements by focussing on the feature of exception handling for 

fault tolerance and high availability. Moreover an abstraction is required to build the "catch 

"," process, which essentially is a distributed storage mechanism of the communication 

history for failed nodes. The history can be retrieved accordingly, when each node comes 

alive again. We have presented such abstraction models in Petri Nets and the "catch lIP" 

process of the human conversation and these models can be implemented in the standard of 

these application protocols. 
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7.3 Summary 

During his work on communication and language, G. Bateson claims that the word 

-communicate" is one of those rare words that do not have an antonym. Our endeavour 

to build software systems that handles the logistic of communication in the form of short 

messages, forced us to look outside the realm of technology and embrace concepts such as 

quality, voice of customers, \'oice of the market, service longevity and development process; 

as we realized, these are attributes that belong to humans rather than to machines. 

Technology alone did not sol\'e the problem, as the class of problem we put forward, proved 

to be multi-disciplinary at technological, cultural and social level. Being social, it grows, 

evolves and soon the complexity of the system is unmanageable leading to a decline in 

quality and the communication breaks down. Communication is not about software or 

machines but about us, humans. Since the dawn of mankind, we are driven to search for 

ways to improve upon shouting. a curse or a blessing, tomorrow will decide. 

"~tp ... ~tp . .. http . .. " 

Sputnik 
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